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Pieter SMOOR

©Umâra’s odes
describing the Imâm

1

Whilst living in Egypt during the period of the Fâ†imid dynasty, the poet ©Umâra
al-Yamanî1 wrote several poems for different occasions.  However, he also produced a
significant number of laudatory odes.  These odes were dedicated to the Viziers belonging
to the dynasty of the Armenian Ruzzîk clan, but frequently his verses were simultaneously
directed towards the Fâ†imid Imâms, who also resided in Al-Qâhira.

Le système de transcription utilisé par l’auteur a été respecté.

1 ©Umâra, Najm al-Dîn, Abû Îamza, ibn Abî l-Îasan ©Alî b. AÌmad
b. MuÌammad b. Zaydân al-Îakamî, Al-Faqîh al-Yamanî, of the
tribe Sa©d, of the tribal conglomeration MadhÌij, an author of
Arabic poetry and prose, born 515/1121 in Mur†ân in the Wâdî
Wasâ© in Yaman, was executed in 569/1174 in Cairo, by order of
∑alâÌ al-Dîn (Saladin) b. Ayyûb. In 531/1136-37 ©Umâra’s father
took him to the town of Zabîd in the Tihâma region, in order to
let him study Shâfi©ite fiqh under the supervision of the Shâfi©ite
faqîh ©Abd Allâh b. al-Abbâr.
Having finished his studies, ©Umâra began to work as a teacher
and a jurisprudent giving fatwâs, but he was also a trader and
merchant and used to travel with some regularity between his
home town Zabîd and the town of ©Adan in Southern Yaman.
In Zabîd the reigning dynasty consisted of the Banû NajâÌ of
Ethiopian origin. The state power over ©Adan had fallen into
the hands of MuÌammad b. Saba’ (of the ÎâfiÂî Da©wa of
Egypt) one of the Shî©ite overlords of the Zuray©id dynasty. It
was in this period that ©Umâra, by now a Shâfi©ite faqîh, could
unravel (not without the secret support of a nearly senile
specialist in these matters) the intricacies of an inheritance
problem for the family of a deceased general Ruzayq al-Fâtikî,
whose estate had remained undivided for a long stretch of
time. In reference to this activity, the Zabîd people gave him
the laqab Al-Far∂î.

During one of his pilgrimages to Mecca, ©Umâra succeeded in
becoming acquainted with an influential queen, the lady, Al-
malika al-Ìurra ©Alam Umm Fâtik (the mother of Fâtik II of a
dynasty of Abyssinian slaves, the NajâÌids). She lived in Zabîd
and had considerable influence in the affairs of the Banû
NajâÌ, as she was the widow of Al-ManÒûr al-NajâÌî.
Notwithstanding her humble origins as a songster and slave
girl, she had become free as a umm walad in consequence of
the birth of her son Fâtik II. She was often accompanied by
the wazîr and general, Abû MuÌammad Surûr al-Fâtikî, who
was originally an Ethiopian slave and later became one of
©Umâra’s acquaintances in Zabîd. However, ©Umâra’s trading
and regular visits to the Shî©ite Dâ©î of ©Adan, the MuÌammad
b. Saba’ just mentioned, were not appreciated by the people
in his home town.
©Umâra became increasingly involved in the intrigues between
these two towns; and his dealings with a certain ©Alî b. Mahdî of
the dynasty of the Mahdids who was an enemy of the NajâÌids
complicated the situation further. It is also useful to note that the
Dâ©î of ©Adan was not only interested in ©Umâra’s trading activities
but also in his talents as a poet of praise. It was on the invitation
of this Dâ©î that ©Umâra had been obliged to try and compose
what must have been some of his earliest laudatory poetry. Also
for the sake of other high officials in and around ©Adan, ©Umâra
had to operate as both a poet and a commercial dealer. Within
his Dîwân we can find a few of his juvenile poems which have as
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The identity of the Imâms in these odes is not always obvious.  In one poem though, a
reference is definitely made to Imâm Al-Åâfir: we are told that the poet arrived too late.
As Al-Åâfir had died a few months earlier, the poet was unable to pay him his respects.
After Al-Åâfir, the Fâ†imid dynasty witnessed only two more Imâms ascending the throne
before it ended: the poet would have met both of these Imâms and, in some of his poems,
he would have addressed them.  Indeed he dedicated at least one poem to Imâm Al-Fâ’iz
and several to Imâm Al-©Â∂id.

In these poems, we do find a semi-anonymous Imâm being praised.  According to ©Umâra,
the one being praised, who is at this moment the Imâm, has all the stereotypical
characteristics essential in an Imâm, namely his descent from the radiant Fâ†ima, appearance
in a godly light, association with certain Koranic verses and, at the same time, poems in
which the Imâm – any Imâm – is the object of discussion.

The Imâm being praised is more than simply the bearer of authority.  The prostration in
the dust of the carpet at the foot of the throne by ordinary mortals and the links to heavenly
spheres and angels who come from above and push each other aside at the palace gates, as
well as the noble parasol raised above the countenance of the Imâm, all combine to make
his person an Exalted Being, a ©Ulâ.  In his palace in Al-Qâhira, the Imâm’s cheek, in
particular the last Imâm’s, is like a black stone, in fact the Black Stone, and his inner
courtyard is the courtyard around the Ka©ba.  The entire land of Egypt has been made safe
by the good government of the Viziers and is, as a result of its guarantee of safety, equal
to a hallowed and sacred space: the Ìaram.

The poet’s representation of events in this way is, in the light of the actual political
situation of unrest and confusion around the Imâms and their Viziers, more a reflection of
the poet’s idealistic conception in respect of the Imamate.  His poems reflect a virtual
fantasy: a smiling throne as opposed to the reality of murders, both successful and
unsuccessful, and decapitations of highly placed people.

By becoming acquainted with the historical situation and also the contemporary poetry
of ©Umâra al-Yamanî, the reader is able to form an image of the Imâm and his times.  In
the poems, the monotonous reality of the prose texts from historical sources and chancellery
reports is brightened by the ideological optimism of a Godly Light and a Powerful Arm,
an emanation which, at the end of the Fâ†imid Era, eventually emerges in the figure of
Al-©Â∂id.

their subject a description of the excellent qualities of the local
amîr Yâsir b. Bilâl. There must have been other poems composed
in honour of MuÌammad b. Saba’ and his son ©Imrân
b. MuÌammad, but these have all disappeared from the Dîwân as
it is known to us at present.
Finally, in connection with some threats on his life, ©Umâra
had to leave his “university” and home town Zab îd
precipitately. He took refuge in Mecca, where he was able to
remain under the protection of its newly installed Amîr, al-
Qâsim b. Hâshim b. Fulayta. In 549/1155, on behalf of this
Amîr, he started travelling to the Egypt of the Fâ†imids as an

ambassador from Mecca. He arrived at his destination in Cairo
just after the murder of Al-Åâfir billâh, the Fâ†imid Imâm, and
during the beginnings of the nominal authority of the newly
installed child Imâm Al-Fâ’iz (lived 544-555/1149-1160). Real
authority was at that time in the hands of an Armenian general
™alâ’i© b. Ruzzîk of Twelver Shî©ite sympathies, who was to act
as regent (kâfil, or kafîl) for the child Imâm whose official
religious persuasion was Ismâ©îlî, thus adhering to the Sevener
Shî©a. (See the article “©Umâra” [P. Smoor, shortened by the
editor], EI, new edition.)
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1.1

©Umâra’s career began in the Yemen.  His book Târîkh al-Yaman2 and his memoirs
Al-nukat al-©aÒriyya3 give us some insight into his life there.  However, particulars of his
life, some of which I will mention at the beginning of this story, rarely appear in his poetic
works.  There is, in fact, no reference in his poems to the contact he had with either the
influential Queen ©Alam Umm Fâtik, a former singing slave, or the general Surûr al-Fâtikî,
a former Ethiopian slave who had worked himself upwards from the lowest social class.
Both of these people, who were highly placed in his father’s city of Zabîd, did not belong
to the Shî©a group.  On the contrary, being Sunnites and probably also supporters of the
Shâfi©î law school, which inclined towards the Sunnî school of thought, they had little respect
for the Shî©a.  Although ©Umâra had benefited from sufficient education in Zabîd to obtain
the Shâfi©î qualification of faqîh, and had also studied the laws of inheritance, he nevertheless
indulged his interest in the Shî©a elsewhere.  He did this by trading and travelling to and
from ©Adan, where a Shî©î Dâ©î was in power.

Due to his Shî©a connections, ©Umâra was obliged to flee from Zabîd and, through his
contacts, he eventually arrived in Mecca.  In 549 Hijra we find him travelling to Egypt via
©Aydhâb (on the Red Sea coast of Egypt), as the ambassador of the Sharîf of Mecca.  Apart
from a couple of poems written for a South Yemenite, Amîr Yâsir b. Bilâl, ©Umâra had at
that point not yet written anything about his circumstances and encounters.  Or at least, if
there was any other poetry it never reached our time.  Naturally his memoirs provide us
with a summary of his previous and later life, but not until 549 H do we learn more about
him through his own poetry.  Once this ambassador and Yemenite becomes active in Egypt
his poetry begins to play a more important role.

2 Najm ad-Dîn ©Omârah al-Îakamî, Yaman its Early Mediaeval
History. Also the Abridged History of its Dynasties by Ibn Khaldûn
and an Account of the Karmathians of Yaman by Abu ©Abd Allah
Baha ad-Dîn al-Janadî, ed. Henry Cassels Kay, London 1892.

3 The Memoirs and part of the poetry by ©Umâra were edited
by Hartwig Derenbourg: ©Oumâra du Yémen sa vie et son œuvre,
vol. I (Autobiographie et récits sur les Vizirs d’Égypte. Choix de
poésies [Fîhi al-Nukat al-©aÒriyya fî akhbâri l-wuzarâ’i l-MiÒriyya]),
Paris 1897; vol. II (Partie arabe - Poésie, épîtres, biographies,
notices en arabe par ©Oumâra et sur ©Oumâra [Fîhi Takmilatu dîwân
shi©ri ©Umâra al-Yamanî wa-nubadhun min tarassulâtihi wa-tarâjimihi
wa muntakhabâtun li-©Umâra al-Yamanî wa-fî sîratihi wa-fî akhbâri
zamânihi wa-mu©âÒirîhi wa-fihristu asmâ’i l-rijâli wa l-nisâ’i wa l-
duwali wa l-kutubi wa-ay∂an fihristu l-buldâni wa l-umami wa
l-qabâ’ili wa l-milal]), Paris 1902 (edition of the Arabic text of
©Umâra’s Memoirs in full, the Arabic text of the Dîwân’s poems
only in part and his prose work); vol. II (Partie française –Vie

de ©Oumâra du Yémen), Paris 1904 (study in French of the
Memoirs and incidentally a partial translation of some poems).
Vols. I and II (Arabic) and Vol. II (French), which are being
referred to, form a part of the Publications de l’École des
langues orientales vivantes, IVe série - X, XI (partie française),
Paris 1897, 1904. - Henceforward these volumes will be referred
to as Nukat-Diwan and Nukat-Diwan (French).
For the poetical text quoted in this article the present author
used, in particular, the manuscript D of Saint Petersburg. This
manuscript will be referred to as Ms D. Another manuscript
used was the Manuscript photocopy 1551 Adab, see Fihrist al-
makh†û†ât al-muÒawwara, I, Al-Adab, qism III, Cairo 1980, p. 164:
a photocopy of the Dîwân ©Umâra al-Yamanî which derives
originally from a manuscript in the Khizânat al-Ustâdh
MuÌammad al-Manûnî, Rabat. This will be referred to as Ms
Rabat.
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2

The Fâ†imid Imâm, whom the poet ©Umâra encounters for the first time at his residence
in Cairo in Rabî© I, in the year 550 H, is the five-year-old Al-Fâ’iz who proves unable to
recover from the tragic circumstances surrounding his family.  On the morning of his
inauguration, the young Al-Fâ’iz witnessed two of his uncles and a cousin being murdered
by a blackguardly foreigner, a Zîrid from Al-Mahdiyya (in present day Tunisia).  This
foreigner was Prince ©Abbâs of the Berber tribe ∑anhâja.  After he had climbed his way up
to the position of Vizier in Egypt, ©Abbâs, together with his son NaÒr, conspired against
the Imâm Åâfir who was eventually assassinated as a result of their actions.4 Åâfir’s son,

4 S.B. Dadoyan in The Fatimid Armenians Cultural and Political
Interaction in the Near East, Leiden 1997, p. 143-144 and note
170, seems to suggest that the Vizier ©Abbâs and his son NaÒr
were both of Armenian descent. ©Abbâs was descended from
a forefather named Bâdîs. Dadoyan says (p. 143-144):
“According to Ibn Muyassar, the mamlûk Yânis was a present
to Al-Af∂al from his original owner Bâdîs, the grandfather of
©Abbâs, Vizier of Caliph Al-Åâfir bi-Amr Allâh (...)” and (note
170): “To the present, the name Bâdîs is a distorted
transliteration of the Armenian name Avedis. Armenian
historians consider this figure and ©Abbâs (as) Armenians.
©Abbâs is mentioned as the “stepson” (F. Daftary, The Ismâ©îlîs,
p. 270) of the Vizier Al-©Âdil b. Sallâr, the governor of
Alexandria. From 1150-1154 he was the Vizier of Caliph Al-
Åâfir bi-Amr Allâh (1149-1154), a son of Al-ÎâfiÂ.”
As a comment on this I would like to give some more details
of the origins of the “stepson” ©Abbâs as being from a Berber
family (not Armenian). Being a Berber, he would be an
exception to the rule that Armenians reign over Egypt as was
the case with the clan of the Âl Ruzzîk. On the basis of Al-
Maqrîzî, Itti©aÂ, III, p. 196, we find that in 543 H, the fortified
harbour of Mahdiyya (present-day Tunisia) was captured by
the Franks. For a long time the city had been besieged and,
during this period, it was ruled by an ancestor of ©Abbâs, Al-
Îasan b. ©Alî b. YaÌyâ b. Tamîm b. al-Mu©izz b. Bâdîs. In the
same year, the sayyida Bullâra fled from Mahdiyya ,
accompanied by her husband Abû l-FutûÌ b. YaÌyâ b. Tamîm
and their son ©Abbâs. The husband died shortly after the
refugees had arrived in Alexandria. There the widow, Bullâra,
was remarried, this time to the Governor of Alexandria. ©Abbâs
became a rabîb, a stepson, and was raised as a son by ©Alî
b. al-Salâr, the Governor. In Itti©âÂ, III, p. 188 there is a
reference to a lineage: ... b. Bâdîs b. Zîrî b. Munâdî. On the
basis of the information of Itti©âÂ, III, p. 187-188, it is apparent
that ©Abbâs and his son NaÒr descended from the Zîrids,
“There were nine members of the Banû Bâd îs b. Z îr î
b. Munâdin who became kings and they ruled from the year
361 until 543 H.”
In his poem (to rhyme maÒ©adu) our poet, ©Umâra, mentions
©Abbâs as one who was descended from a royal line. This
poem was written in praise of Imâm Al-©Â∂id and Ruzzîk, who

became Vizier after ™alâ’i©, in 556 H, whilst the latter is recalled
as one who brought an end to the injustice of Vizier ©Abbâs
and his son NaÒr, verses 41-43, “Al-∑âliÌ al-Hâdî, the Just
Leader, who supported Just Leadership (scil., the Imâm) in the
midst of a race which did not allow his radiance to lead it
into just ways. / His pure justice caused the injustice of the
Banû Munâdin to cease and his insight reformed that which
they, in their wickedness, had brought about. / He rescued
the sworn treaties from their hands with a hand which was
effective in all its pious deeds.” (For the poem to rhyme
maÒ©adu, see Appendix.)
Elsewhere in a poetical reflection (to rhyme râ’imu) on the
misdeeds of ©Abbâs and his son NaÒr, which is addressed to
™alâ’i©, we can hear the words of the palace Chancellor Al-
Qâ∂î al-Jalîs. He emphasises the fact that the evil Vizier ©Abbâs
is not descended from any Arabic line, verses 1-2, “When the
Berber, in his ignorance, involved himself in a murder,
something which until then no ambitious person had ever
aspired to, / You rode to him on the back of Your decision,
which is so effective that enormous disasters are confronted
by one such as it. (...)” (Al-©Imâd al-IÒfahânî al-Kâtib, Kharîdat
al-qaÒr wa-jarîdat al-©aÒr, qism shu©arâ’ MiÒr, ed. AÌmad Amîn,
Shawqî ∆ayf, IÌsân ©Abbâs, Cairo 1951, vol. I, 190; Shihâb
al-Dîn ©Abd al-RaÌmân b. Ismâ©îl b. Ibrâhîm al-Maqdisî al-
Dimashqî known as Abû Shâma, Kitâb al-Raw∂atayni fî akhbâr
al-dawlatayni l-Nûriyya wa l-∑alâÌiyya, edition Ibrâhîm al-Zaybaq,
Beirut 1997, II, 8 (ed. Cairo 1288 H., vol. I, 141).
For more on the Vizier ©Abbâs and his murderous son NaÒr,
see ∑alâÌ al-Dîn Khalîl b. Aybak al-∑afadî, Al-Wâfî bi l-wafayât
IX ed. Josef van Ess, Wiesbaden 1974, p. 151-153, dealing with
“Al-Åâfir ∑âÌib MiÒr Ismâ©îl b. ©Abd al-Majîd, who is Abû l-
ManÒûr al-Åâfir b. al-ÎâfiÂ”; op. cit., vol. XVI ed. Wadâd
al-Qâ∂î, Wiesbaden 1982, p. 646-648, dealing with “Al-©Abbâs
b. Abî l-FutûÌ b. YaÌyâ b. Tamîm b. al-Mu©izz b. Bâdîs, Vizier
of Al-Fâ’iz © Îsâ al-©Ubaydî”, who arrived in Al-Qâhira
accompanied by his mother, Bullâra (Ballâna, Balârima, Ballâza,
according to other manuscripts); op. cit. , vol. XXI ed.
MuÌammad al-Îujayrî, Wiesbaden 1988, p. 138-139 dealing
with “©Alî b. al-Salâr the Vizier Abû l-Îasan al-mulaqqab bi l-
©Âdil al-Kurdî al-©Ubaydî Sayf al-Dîn, the Vizier of Al-Åâfir
∑âÌib MiÒr.”
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Al-Fâ’iz, was a child Imâm and is introduced to us as a child who is both constantly crying
and afflicted by epileptic attacks.  However, fortunately for him, he is taken under the
protective wings of a powerful Armenian, the “good” Vizier ™alâ’i© b.  Ruzzîk.  The
murderers, the “wicked” Vizier ©Abbâs and his son NaÒr, were killed.  In fact, NaÒr was
placed in an iron cage and offered meat to eat which some ladies-in-waiting or sisters of
the murdered Imâm had torn from his own body with iron tongs.  Apparently there was a
feeling of great animosity towards ©Abbâs and his son.5

2.1

The new Vizier ™alâ’i© developed himself into a protective patron.  Furthermore, it was
™alâ’i© who offered ©Umâra such an attractive lifestyle that the poet eventually decided to
settle in Cairo permanently.

The new dynasty in Cairo were, therefore, the Banû Ruzzîk.  Initially it appeared that
this dynasty of Viziers would enjoy a long reign.  The first important man who founded
and established the dynasty, displayed a great interest in both poetry and literature.  He
must have seemed very attractive to ©Umâra because he greatly valued Odes, particularly in
a financial sense.  One fact that is certain is that the first Vizier, ™alâ’i©, displayed strong
sympathies towards the creed of the Twelver Imâmiyya.  In that sense he did not fit closely
into the framework of the Fâ†imids’ Ismâ©îlî Imâm.  However, in ©Umâra’s odes there is
little obvious sympathy for the Twelver Imâmiyya belief.

In the Dîwân we come across a number of odes which were intended for the Banû
Ruzzîk.  What is noticeable, however, is that the praise is almost always divided between
the Vizier (one of the clan of the Banû Ruzzîk) and the Imâm (initially Al-Fâ’iz, but latterly
Al-©Â∂id), who served as the last Imâm, the last of the long line of Fâ†imids.

As we read through the Dîwân, we can see how certain images which depict the
relationship between the Vizier and the Imâm constantly recur.  In actual fact these images
relate to the relationship between the Banû Ruzzîk clan and their Imâm Al-©Â∂id.

5 Regarding the outcome of the revenge attack organised by the
sister of the murdered Imâm Al-Åâfir from the palace in Al-
Qâhirah and what became of ©Abbâs and his son NaÒr, see
Abû l-©Abbâs Shams al-Dîn b. Khallikân (who lived from 608
to 681 H.), Wafayât al-a©yân wa-anbâ’ abnâ’ al-zamân, edition
IÌsân ©Abbâs, Beirut 1968, III, p. 493.
Taqî al-Dîn Abû l-©Abbâs AÌmad b. ©Alî al-Maqrîzî (who died
845 H) in his Itti©âÂ al-Ìunafâ bi-akhbâr al-a’immati l-Fâ†imiyyîn
al-khulafâ’, edition MuÌammad Îilmî MuÌammad AÌmad, Cairo
1973, III, p. 220-221, describes the action the women from the
palace took in order to gain revenge in respect of the son of

©Abbâs’s, NaÒr b. ©Abbâs: On 27 Rabî© I, 550 H, NaÒr arrived
at the palace in Al-Qâhira; he was carried, imprisoned in an
iron cage which the Franks (scil., the Crusaders) had made
for him. On 18 Rabî© II, already dead, he was transported from
the palace, having been tortured and having had his right hand
hacked off. When NaÒr arrived in Al-Qâhira he apparently
quoted a single line of verse, “Indeed, we were once as one
amongst the inhabitants, but the changing of the nights
destroyed us, together with the stumbling steps of fortune.”
(For further details see Itti©âÂ, III, p. 220.)
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2.1.1

In the Banû Ruzzîk period, I could find few odes which appeared to be especially intended
for the Imâm Al-Fâ’iz, the child Imâm who suffered from crying fits and epileptic attacks.
However, I do want to pay attention to a poem to rhyme †alabi which strangely enough
makes absolutely no reference to the Imâm.6 This poem is mainly a description of ™alâ’i©,
who is referred to as Kâfil or Kafîl, the Regent of the Imâm.  But the Imâm is neither
mentioned by name nor does he appear in an abstract sense.  The poem itself is about the
violence of war.  There is an immediate allusion to, or rather an imitation (mu©âra∂a) of,
Abû Tammâm’s well-known comparison of the “sword” and the “pen”.7 Thus we find ©Umâra
recalling the style of this previous poet,

±≈–« �ÓdÒ—Ú  ŽKv «�FÓKÚOU¡ ÐU�GÓKÓV�ö ðÔFÓd=ÃÚ ŽKv ÝÓFÚwÌ Ëô ÞÓKÓV

≤Ë«šÚDÔVÚ ÐQ��MW «_žLUœ 	U ŽÓ−Óe ŽsÚ ½OKt √��ÔsÔ «_ýFU—  Ë«)ÔDÓV

≥�LU «Ý²ÓuÈÓ «)j^ Ë«)DÒw^ �w ËÓ¼ÓZËô «�J²UzVÔ ¹uÂÓ «�dËÚŸ �U�JÔ²ÔV

1 When You decide to attain Sublimity by overwhelming force, lean neither on
(diplomatic) effort nor on petition.

2 Ask with the tongues of scabbards for what the tongues of poems and speeches cannot
grasp.

3 Because the script (al-kha††) and the spear (al-kha††î) are not equal in fiery heat, nor
are squadrons (katâ’ib) the equal of books (kutub) on the day of terror.

This appears to be followed by an allusion to the long night of Imru’u l-Qays which
with its huge bulk slowly passes by in the manner of a slowly moving camel.  Now however,
™alâ’i© has such a torso and Time is crushed by it, as a consequence of which Time is no
longer able to be crafty in its treatment of humankind.

¥±√�ÚIÓv «�JHOqÔ √Ðu «�GU—«  �ÓKÚJÓK‡ÓtŽKv «�e	UÊ Ë{UŽÓXÚ ŠOKWÔ «�MÔuÓ»

6 ©Umâra’s poem to rhyme †alabi, a poem of 78 lines of verse,
according to Ms D, folio 9 verso - 11 verso, and Ms Rabat,
p. 40-44. This poem in metre basî† has been partially edited
by Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 46 (=verse 33), p. 58-59
(=verses 18, 20-22, 36, 39-41, 43), p. 164-165 (verses 1-2, 14-
23, 35-37). The following lines of prose form an introduction,
Ms D: “In honour of Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, he also said the
following...” and Ms Rabat: “In honour of him, he also said
the following...”.

7 Abû Tammâm’s poem to rhyme wa l-la©ibi, dedicated to the
©Abbâsid Caliph Al-Mu©taÒim, where it reads (verse 4): “Verily,

the sharpness of the sword is a better cure for one who is
sick, than all the benefits offered by letters and books.” Thus
on the occasion of the capture of the Byzantine capital city
©Ammûriya, see Dîwân Abî Tammâm, ed. ©Azzâm, Cairo 1964,
I, p. 40-74, poem of 71 lines in metre basî†. There is an
allusion to this identical poem in poetry composed (more than
two centuries previous to ©Umâra) by the Fâ†imid Al-Qâsim
b. al-Mahdî, see P. Smoor, “Al-Mahdî’s Tears: impressions of
Fâ†imid court poetry”, in U. Vermeulen, D. De Smet (ed.), Egypt
and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, II, (=Orientalia
Lovaniensia Analecta 83), Leuven 1998, p. 159-166.
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14 Abû l-Ghârât, the Regent, threw his heavy bulk upon Time, whereat the craftiness of
the disasters was banished.

There then follows some digression concerning a revolt which is, of course, put down
by the overpowerful Vizier.  The swords cause the bodies to fall to the ground bereft of
their souls:

¥≥�QÊÒ *ÚlÓ «*u«{w �w √�ÔH=NrÓu«ŽoÔ �w «�užÓv ðÓMÚIÓi^ 	s ÝÔ×ÔV

¥¥�LU ðdËÕÔ ÐNU «_—ÚË«ÕÔ �w ÓFÓbÌ≈ôÒ ËðÓGÚbË ÐNU «_ł�UÂÔ �w Ó³ÓV

µ¥—�ÒU¼rÔ «�dÔðÚ³ÓWÓ «�FÔKÚOU √šu ¼LÓr�rÚ ¹ÓQÚšc «*ÔKpÓ ÐU�²bÚ—¹Z �w «�dÔðÓV

∂¥¹ÔKÓIÒVÔ «�BU�` «�NUœÍ Ë�OfÓ Ðt	lÓ bÚ‚ √�ÚFU�t �ÓIÚdÏ ≈�v �ÓIÓV

43 [It is] as though the brilliance of the swords in their hands is made from thunderbolts,
which have allowed themselves to fall from the clouds in a single stroke.

44 No sooner do the spirits pass through the nights in an upward movement than the bodies
pass through the days in a downward movement.

45 A man of ambition allows them to rise to the highest rank, a man who did not reach
kingship with little steps.

46 He received the honorary title of “Al-∑âliÌ al-Hâdî”, although, given the truthfulness
of his deeds, he had no need of it.

2.1.2

One problem which confronts the poet is the fact that ™alâ’i© was an Armenian, a mamlûk,
who had arrived with the Armenians during the regime of the Vizier Badr al-Jamâlî, many
years before.  Even in the days of Al-Af∂al the son of Badr al-Jamâlî, this Armenian lineage
was still a sensitive issue and not one which could be treated in jest.  When, during the
time of the Fâ†imid Imâm Al-MustanÒir, Al-Af∂al once rode unceremoniously into the Imâm’s
palace on horseback, MustanÒir’s appointed successor, Nizâr, rebuked – in fact insulted –
him with the words: “Get down from your horse, oh carrier of misfortune, oh Armenian!”
Thus  ¹U ½Ó×

Ú
f
Ô

 ¹U √—
Ú

	Mw
ÔÒ

, according to Al-Maqrîzî (in the Itti©âÂ), but according to Ibn Taghrî
bardî (in Al-Nujûm al-zâhirah) the words were different, not yâ naÌsu, but yâ najisu: “…
Oh unclean person, oh Armenian!”, ¹U ½Ó−f

Ô
 ¹U √—

Ú
	Mw

^
  , which is less probable between

Muslims.
The historian added: “Al-Af∂al, therefore, bore a grudge against him, and each one

loathed the other.”8

8 Al-Maqrîzî, Itti©âÂ, III, p. 11-12, and Jamâl al-Dîn Abû l-MaÌâsin
Yûsuf b. Taghrî Bardî al-Atâbakî (who lived from 812 to 874),
Al-nujûm al-zâhira fî mulûk MiÒra wa l-Qâhira, photo copied

edition, Dâr al-kutub Cairo, V, p. 142, sub anno 488 H (sic).
On the incident between Al-Af∂al b. Badr al-Jamâlî and Nizâr,
see also S.B. Dadoyan, The Fatimid Armenians, p. 128-129.
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Indeed, due almost certainly to this incident, the grudge which the abused Vizier bore
was so great that he successfully blocked the appointment of Nizâr.9

 It is true that among the subsequent Viziers, the Vizier ™alâ’i© did become the Client
of the Arabian tribe of Ghassân, but he remained just as sensitive about his Armenian origins
as his distant relative Al-Af∂al.  As far as our poet ©Umâra is concerned, he was himself
of pure Arabian descent and, therefore, felt obliged to justify ™alâ’i©’s distressing lack of
Arabian lineage: firstly, his outstanding skill with a sword should on its own ensure that
the Vizier be identified as an Arab; secondly, his position is so high that his genealogical
tree should need no examination.

∑¥	Ô²Óu]ÃÏ 	s ÐMw —Ô“Ò¹pÓ  ðM�Ó³ÔtÔÐOiÔ «*�UŽw ≈�v łÔdÚŁu	W «�FdÓ»

∏¥“«�w «�FÓdË	W ≈ôÒ √ÊÒ 	ÓMÚB³ÓtÔ�w «:b √ŽEÓrÔ √ÊÚ ¹ÔFÚeÓÈ ≈�v ½Ó�ÓV

47 [He is] one of the crowned Banû Ruzzîk who is related to the origins of the original
Arabian roots through the bright swords of ambition.

48 His origins are pure; however his position in immortality is too high to be reduced to
a genealogical tree.

™alâ’i© himself makes a great impression as the representative of antithesis: he wears
armour which is both “massive” and “silent” (i.e., two meanings of Òâmit), but has a lion’s
roar which is “speaking” (nâ†iq) louder than the neighings of thoroughbreds.  His armies
march over the landscape, their horses in columns which cause the dust to rise, resembling
smoke and flames:

≤µ√Ó—Ú{²ÚtÔ ŽsÚ ¼ÓHÓu«  «�MU” �ÔbÚ—ÓðtÔ�LU ¹ÔJÓbÒ—Ô ÓHÚuÓ «(KÚr ÐU�GÓCÓV

≥µ–Ë U	XÌ √ŽÚdÓÐÓXÚ ŽMt “	UłdÔÁÐMUÞoÌ 	sÚ ÓNOq «)ÓOÚq 	ÔBÚDÓ×V

¥µ�U��ÓOÚq Ë«�KOq ô ¹ÓMÚ−u ÞÓd¹bÔ¼LU	s «*MOÒW ÐUù	ÚFUÊ �w «�NÓdÓ»

µµ¹ÔeÚłOt √—ÚËÓŸÔ 	s žÓ�ÒUÊÓ 	ÔMÚcÔ —Ó	ÓvÐFeÚ	t ½ÔuÓ»Ó «_¹ÒUÂ �r ðÓ¦V

®ÆÆÆ©

π∂ðÔ¦OdÔ ½ÓIÚlÓ œÔšUÊÌ %Ú²ÓtÔ �ÓNÓV≈ÊÒ «�bÔšUÊÓ �ÓMÓLÒUÂÏ ŽKv «�K]‡NÓV

∞∑¹Ó×ÚJw 	Ó−Ód^ Žu«�ONU ≈–« —ÓŠKXŽsÚ 	ÓMÚe‰Ì 	Ó�Ú×ÓVÓ «(ÓOÒU  �w «�J¦ÔV

52 His power ensured that he renounced the mistakes of man; in this way he did not
disturb the purity of his long-suffering patience by an outburst of anger.

9 Al-Musta©lî became the new Imâm after MustanÒir’s death. Al-
Musta©lî removed any final chance which Nizâr may have had

by plastering him behind a wall whilst still alive. On this, see
Al-Maqrîzî, Itti©âÂ, III, p. 14-15 and p. 86-89.
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53 He is the possessor of (heavy and) “silent” (Òâmit) armour, his lion-like roars are
“speaking” (nâ†iq) above the neighing of horses, a sound audible on every side.

54 He is like a torrent (sayl) and a night (layl), anyone, chased by these two, is unable to
escape the fate of death by fleeing far.

55 A Shining person (Arwa©) from Ghassân urged the army calmly on.  Never since he
aimed at the disasters of the days with his decision-making power, have they ever
attacked him again.
(...)

69 They cause dust clouds to rise, amongst which are flames.  Indeed there is no smoke
without fire.  (The second half is a proverb in Arabic as well as in English.)

70 When they departed from their resting-places, the tracks of their lances resemble the
trail of the snakes in the hills.

2.1.3

All this violence is of importance, in particular that against the crusaders:

≥∑ô½ÓXÚ HU…Ô ŽÓbÔË> √½XÓ �U—ŽÔNU�UÚKÔVÚ ŽKv 	KÒW «_ËÚŁUÊ Ë«�BÔKÔV

¥∑�ÓFMÚb„Ó «�CÔL]dÔ «�Ú−ÔdÚœÔ «�cÍ Žd�u«Ë�ÓuÚ�Ns] √ÔÝuœÔ «�GU» �r ðÓGVÚ

µ∑ðÓeË—Ô¼r ÝÓdÓ»Ï ≈–« þL¾ÓXÚ�r ðÓdÚËÓ ≈ôÒ Ðd�Úd«‚ «�bÓÂ «��ÓdÓ»

∂∑Ë	U ðÔ×Ói^ ŽKv œ¹s «�NÔbÈ √ÐÓb«ÎË√½XÓ √ýÚHÓoÔ 	sÚ √ÔÂ> �tÔ Ë√Ó»

73 The boulder of the enemy, which you have split with a hammer, has become weak;
therefore be strong against the religion of Idols and Crosses.

74 Because beside You are thin camels and short-haired horses who know that the lions
of the forest who sit astride them have not disappeared.

75 They (the enemies) have been visited by “a pack of wild animals” (sarab) who drink
nothing when they are hungry, other than shining blood which is still “flowing” (al-
dami l-sarabi).

76 And neither shall You ever turn against the religion of the Just Leadership, because
You are more loving towards it than either a father or a mother.

Cheered on here by ©Umâra, the Vizier ™alâ’i© is as tough as an iron hammer against
the rocks of the enemies.  However the poet also emphatically draws attention to ™alâ’i©’s
sympathetic side.  Although the Vizier is an Imâmî and thus not an Ismâ©îlî, the poet will
never criticize the special Ismâ©îlî creed which forms the dîn of the Imâm.  As is always
the case, the poet refers to the Imâm vaguely by using the term hudâ, “Just Leadership”.
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2.1.4

In another poem which must come from an early period, Al-Åâfir is cited as the addressee.
We know, however, that ©Umâra arrived in Egypt after this Imâm had been assassinated by
the wicked Vizier ©Abbâs and his son NaÒr.  It cannot therefore be Al-Åâfir who is meant,
but Al-Fâ’iz.  The poem to rhyme jimâli (see Appendix) is so impersonal that we are unable
to learn anything about the character of the praised person as an ordinary man in a human
situation;10 but we are given a stereotyped portrayal of an Imâm.  Furthermore, both the
blackguardedly Vizier and his son NaÒr are mentioned as the “evil” opposites of the “good”
Vizier ™alâ’i© and his “good” son.  However, the truth was quite different.  Previously ™alâ’i©
had been in the employ of precisely this same “wicked” Vizier ©Abbâs.  ™alâ’i© was employed
by ©Abbâs as his muqaddam in a battle against an aged predecessor Vizier Ibn MaÒâl.  In
earlier days, therefore, ™alâ’i© supported ©Abbâs who at that stage merely aspired to the
Vizierate.11

The poem to rhyme jimâli, which incidentally does not appear in the manuscripts which
we have become familiar with and made use of until now, does warrant somewhat more
attention.  In the first place we see how everything focuses upon the Imâm as a source of
Revelation derived from God.  But the rhetorical questions in the first verse put this into
perspective: maybe it is only a question of a full moon and the desires of camels?  In the
second verse it is more concretely a question of the position of a “kingdom”, or of a
“foundation of Compassion”.  This refers to the cooperation required between the Vizier
(™alâ’i©) honorific name “Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ” (= the Godly King) and the Imâm:

±√ÝLU¡Ô �ÓbÚ—Ì √ÂÚ ÝLU¡Ô łö‰ÌË{OU¡ Ðb—Ì √Â ŠM5Ô łLU‰

≤Ë	ÓIÓd^ 	KpÌ √ÂÚ �Ód«—…Ô —ŠLWÌÝÔIwÓ «�uŠÚwÔ 	MNU ÐMu¡ ýÓuÒ«‰

1 Is it a heaven determined by fate (qadar) or a heaven of majesty? And the glow of a
full moon or the desires of camels?

10 The poem to rhyme jimâli, Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan does not
contain this poem. Ms D, on which this edition is largely
based, does not contain this poem either. The poem does
appear in Ms Rabat, p. 171-173! The poem to rhyme Ìanînu
jimâli, consists of 52 lines. The following lines of prose form
an introduction, Ms Rabat: “In honour of Al-Åâfir and his Vizier
Al-∑âliÌ, he also said the following ...”.

11 Compare this to Al-Maqrîzî, Itti©âÂ, III, p. 197, where we find
the following:
“Ibn al-Salâr began to prepare ©Abbâs and appointed him in
charge of a great army. He (©Abbâs) marched out quickly,
fearful that the people would unite together behind Ibn MaÒâl.
Afterwards, he departed for DilâÒ, accompanied by ™alâ’i©
b. Ruzzîk in the position of one of his generals. Subsequently

he lined himself up against Ibn MaÒâl and several battles
ensued with varying results. Finally the outcome of the battles
was such that on Sunday 19 Shawwâl, both Ibn MaÒâl and
Badr b. Râfi©, the Bedouin general, were killed. It is said that
the numbers killed totalled 17,000. Having been proved the
strongest, ©Abbâs turned back towards Al-Qâhira, bearing the
head of Ibn MaÒâl with him. On Thursday 23 Dhû l-Qa©da,
impaled on a spear, this head was carried through Al-Qâhira
and MiÒr (Old Cairo). His (Ibn MaÒâl’s) wives and children were
brought to the palace. A room was cleared for them, and Ibn
al-Salâr was awarded honorary robes.” (sub anno 544 H., in
chapter “Al-Åâfir bi-Amr Allâh Abû l-ManÒûr Ismâ©îl b. al-ÎâfiÂ
li-Dîn Allâh Abî l-Maymûn ©Abd al-Majîd b. al-amîr Abî l-Qâsim
MuÌammad b. al-MustanÒir”.)
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2 Is it the establishment of a kingdom or the foundation of Compassion, from which the
Revelation was watered by rain clouds from Shawwâl?

After these somewhat meditative opening lines, the poet hopes to gain favour by
expressing his gratitude for his situation at the palace, a situation granted to him by the
Vizier and the Imâm.

¥ÐÓK]GÚ²ÓMw ¼U–« «*ÓIUÂÓ Ë�rÚ ¹JÔsÚ�FÓEOr ¼O³Ó²t ¹Ó�OdÔ Ð³U�w

µ√ÓðÓQ	ÒqÔ «�Mu—Ó «*Ô³5Ó ËœË½ÓtÔÝ²ÚdÏ 	sÓ «ùŽÚEUÂ Ë«ùłÚö‰

∂Ë√ýU¼bÔ «*NbÍ] ≈ôÒ √½ÒtÔ�w «)ÓKÚo 	NÚbÍy Ð³öœ łÔNÒU‰

4 You have enabled me to attain this position, one which I would never have aspired to
due to its awesomeness.

5 I observe the manifest light, in front of which a veil of esteem and awe hangs down,
however.

6 And I behold the Mahdî, but he is a Mahdî amongst men in the land of ignorant folk.

2.1.5

The poet is grateful, he is also grateful that he can see.  What does he see?  A mahdî,
but a mahdî in the land of ignorant folk.  The poet swears that the kingdoms must give
their support to him.  Then follows a notably ritualistic repetition of the characteristics of
the Imâm which is, furthermore, reminiscent of Al-Mu’ayyad fi l-Dîn al-Shîrâzî.  This passage
goes approximately as follows: “… this is the Light / This is the Message, about which
the ©ulamâ’ can be proud.  / This is the Secret.  / This is the clear line of descent. / This
is the Amîr of the Believers, and the Protector of the Ìanîfî (monotheistic) religion, and the
qibla of the Symbols.” In particular the Symbols (the amthâl) make the Ismâ©îlî approach
in this poem clear.

±±¼c« ¼u «�Mu—Ô «�cÍ ýNbÓ Ú �tÔ“Ô¼ÚdÔ «�Ju«�V 	s 	JUÊÌ ŽU�w

≤±¼c« ¼u «�M]³U «�cÍ «�Ú²Ó�ÓdÓ Ú Ðt«�FKLU¡Ô �w «�b½OU ŽKv «'NÒU‰

≥±¼c« ¼u «��d^ «�cÍ �u �r ðJsÚ�w «_—÷ 	U √	MÓXÚ 	sÓ «�e�Úe«‰

¥±¼c« ¼u «�M�ÚqÔ «'Kw^ �¦oÚ ÐtË«Ý²GÚs ŽsÚ ½ÓEÓdÌ Ë«ÝÚ²bÚô‰

µ±¼c« √	OdÔ «*R	M5Ó ËŽBÚLÓWÔ«�b¹s «(MOn Ë�³ÚKÓWÔ «_	Ú¦U‰

11 This is the light to whom the shining stars have born witness from a high place.
12 This is the message, as a result of which the ©Ulamâ’ have taken pride in the Dunyâ

rather than the Ignorant.
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13 This is the secret: and should You never have been on earth, then it would have had
no protection against tremors.

14 This is the clear line of descent; so put your faith in it and dismiss all speculation
and questions of proof.

15 This is the Amîr of the Believers, and the Protector of the monotheistic (Ìanîfî) religion
and the prayer-direction of the symbols.

Verses 23-24 describe the high regard for Al-Åâfir and the Vizirate of ™alâ©i’, who later
bore the title “Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ”.  It is possible that this is a glance back into the past, to
the days of Al-Åâfir, in the period before ©Umâra arrived in Egypt.  However, it seems
more probable that the term “Al-Åâfir” (the Victorious) simply refers to the Vizier.  The
new Vizier gives rise to a paronomastic figure of speech: there is the emergence of ™alâ’i©,
the †ulû© of ™alâ’i©.  He was one of the Governors, one who dared to stand up against the
bad Vizier ©Abbâs.  And in this manner ©Abbâs is succeeded by the good Vizier here referred
to as Al-Åâfir:

≥≤�KEÒU�d «�AÓdÓ·Ô «�cÍ �rÚ ¹HÚ²�dÚÐMÓEOdÁ √¼qÔ «�e	UÊ «)U�w

¥≤«�BU�̀ «*Kp «�cÍ ŽCbÓ «�NbÈÐ²×ÓLq̂ «_Ž³U¡ Ë«_ŁÚIU‰

µ≤�U	XÚ ŽOuÊÔ «)ÓKÚo 	KÚR łHu½NU	Ôc ÐU Ó ¹JÚKÓ‡R¼U Ë½FÚrÓ «�JU�w

®ÆÆÆ©

∑≤Ë√žUÀÓ œË�WÓ ¬‰ √ŠLbÓ ÐÓFÚbÓ	U«{ÚDdÐÓXÚ Ë¬–ÓÊÓ þKN̂U ÐeË«‰

∏≤�uô ÞÔKuŸÔ Þö¹l Ëœ�UŽÔtÔÐ−öœ √Žb«zJrÚ Ëłb«‰

π≤�r ¹Ó³ÚoÓ �w √ŽÚLU‰ 	BÚdÓ �K=NU√ŠÓbÏ _ÐMU¡ «�M³w= 	Ôu«�w

23 Al-Åâfir has so much Honour that no other person from a bygone age could boast of
such honour.

24 He (scil., the Vizier Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ) is the Pious One, the King (Al-ÒâliÌi l-maliki)
who supports the Just Leadership by bearing both burdens and heavy things.

25 The eyes of the people have been plunged into deep sleep since he started guarding
them by night; and how pleasant is this Guardian!
(…)

27 He helped the dynasty of the Âl AÌmad, after it had been brought into confusion, and
after its shadow had acknowledged that it would soon end.

28 If the emergence (†ulû©) of ™alâ’i© had not taken place, and if he had not defended
You by fighting against and disputing with your enemies,

29 Then there would not have been one person left in all the districts of Egypt who would
have remained loyal to the sons of the Prophet.
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2.1.6

In contrast to theVizier ™alâ’i© and his son Al-NâÒir b. ™alâ’i©, who represent the “goodly”,
we once again come across the pair who represent “evil”, namely the blackguardly Vizier
©Abbâs and his son NaÒr.12

™alâ’i© is addressed in the poem with the following words:

¥≥ðd�Ú²Ó‡tÔ 	sÚ ÐFÚb «�Jd«	W Ë«ÐÚMÓtÔË¼LU ŠÓKOHU –�]WÌ Ë½ÓJU‰

µ≥łUœðÚNÔLU 	MÚtÔ Ý×UzVÔ ½IÚLÓWÌ	Ô×ÓL]d…Ì ðÓNLw ÐuÓ¹Úq ÓËÓÐU‰

34 After they had been elevated, since they both became allies of low behaviour and
underwent exemplary punishment, You have abandoned him and his son.

35 His (scil., the Vizier’s) clouds of Red Revenge throw themselves against the pair of
them, filled with Woe and Disaster.

There is an allusion to the moderate Imâmiyya background, or at least to the excellent
way of life practised by the new Vizier.  From the perspective of ever-passing time, he has
become an example to his son Al-NâÒir:

∂≥≈ÊÒ «_łÓq] «�MUdÓ «ðÒ³ÓlÓ «�cÍ√Ë{×ÚXÓ 	sÚ ÝÔMÒWÌ Ë	¦U‰

∑≥Ë�HU„Ó 	U «ÝÚ²ÓJÚHÓOÚ²ÓtÔ Ð�OUÝWÌ�r ðÔu Ó 	s —Ó¹ÚVÌ Ëô «Ý²FÚ−U‰

∏≥“«ÊÓ «�AÓ³O³ÓWÓ ÐU�uÓ�U— Ë�rÚ ¹�dÚ�OMU Ð�Od… 	ÔFÚ−ÓVÌ 	Ô�Ú²U‰

π≥*ÒU žÓb« Ð�ö‰ ŽÓbÚ�pÓ ¹ÓIÚ²ÓbÍ�w «)ÓKÚo �r ¹FÚKÓoÚ  �Nr Ð�Óö‰

∞¥�ÓHÓXÚ 	ÓNUÐ²ÔtÔ «_�Ôn] �ÓIB]dÓ ÚšÓDÚuÓ «*EU�r ÐÓFÚb Þu‰ 	Ó−U‰

±¥ËÐÓ�DXÓ —«ŠÓ²ÓtÔ �U	ÔdÚ �ÓOÚCUÎËÓ—ÓŽUÎ ŽÓs «_—ÚË«Õ Ë«_	Úu«‰

36 Indeed, al-Ajallu al-NâÒir (scil., the son of the Vizier) has imitated what you had made
clear through Sunna and Example.

37 You should obtain satisfaction from what you have entrusted to leadership (siyâsa),
unaffected by doubt or haste:

38 He adorned youth with dignity, and when he was amongst us, he did not lead the life
of a conceited braggart.

39 When he came amongst the people to imitate the characteristics of your Justice, for
their sake, he did not hold tightly to disorder.

12 The honorific title of ©Abbâs was Rukn al-Islâm, whereas his
son owned the honorific NâÒir al-Dîn.
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40 Awe of him was sufficient for the hands of his people because, after a protracted period,
it restrained injustice.

41 And you have unclosed his palm; command then an abundance of grace in godly fear
for the safety of human spirits and riches.

In this poem to rhyme jimâli, the first theme is one of religiously orientated praise of
the Imâm, followed by a eulogy to the king.  It appears that the title malik , “king”, is of
significance to this poem.  It may be that the Vizier has recently been appointed “king” by
the Imâm.

2.1.7

The titles of ™alâ’i© were given to him by virtue of an honorary missive (tashrîf) from
Imâm Al-Fâ’iz, on 4 Rabî© II, in the year 449 H.13  However in line 47 of the poem cited
below (rhyme jimâli), ©Umâra emphasises that not only were ecstatic words said in respect
of this Vizier, but also that the deeds of the Vizier were equivalent to the words:

≤¥	KpÏ ≈–« «ÝÚ²Ó¦ÚMU„Ó √Ú³`Ó ¹ÓAÚ²ÓJwŽÓbÓÂÓ «�M]EOd Ë�KÒWÓ «_ýÚJU‰

≥¥	U ðÔMÚJdÔ  «_	Úö„Ô ¹uÚÂÓ ðÓHUšÔdÌÐLMU�V «_�Úu«‰ Ë«_	Ú¦U‰

¥¥≈ÊÒ «ÐÚsÓ —Ô“Ò¹pÌ ¹Ó²OLWÔ œÓ¼ÚdÁËËÓŠObÔÁÔ �w «�HÓCÚq Ë«ù�ÚCU‰

µ¥Ë≈½ÒtÔ ¹uÂÓ «�AÓ−UŽW Ë«�MÒbÈžOÚYÔ √½Úe«‰Ì Ë�ÓOÚYÔ ½e«‰

∂¥ðÓdÓ�uÁÔ �w √ÝÚLUzt ô �FÚKt	U ½ÓHÚlÔ √ÝÚLU¡Ì Ðö √�ÚFU‰

∑¥	KpÏ ðIu‰Ô �tÔ 	Ó�UŽw 	Ó−ÚbÁ�uÚôÎ ¹Bd�ÔtÔ ��UÊÔ «(U‰

∏¥ô ðÓHÚ²Ó�dÚ ≈ôÒ ÐMÓHÚ�pÓ ËÓŠÚbÓ¼U�U�b]¼ÚdÔ 	s ŠÓ�ÓMU  �FÚKpÓ ŠU‰

π¥ðGÚKÔu ËðÓdÚšÓhÔ —�ÚFÓWÎ ËðÓu«{ÔFUÎËŽÓ−³ÚXÔ 	s ýÓwÚ¡Ì —šOhÌ žU‰

42 Any king would begin to complain about the absence of an equal or a like minded
soul, but You are an exception.

43 On the day that they boasted to each other about the good quality of their words and
deeds, the kings themselves did not deny

44 That Ibn Ruzzîk is the unique pearl of his Dahr and will be unparalleled in his
excellence and charity;

45 And that on the day of bravery and abundant dew, he is a rain cloud of gifts (ghaythu
anzâl) and a lion on the field of battle (laythu nizâl).

13 For the official proclamation in honour of ™alâ’i©, see Ibn Taghrî
Bardî, Al-nujûm al-zâhira, V, p. 311 and Al-Maqrîzî, Itti©âÂ, III,
p. 218.
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46 They named him freely, not paying attention to his actions, but what is the use of
names without deeds?

47 He is a king, for whom the ambitions of glory speak favourable words, words the
Language of Things would like to take charge of.

48 Be proud of nothing but Your soul alone, then the Dahr will be ornamented by the
pure jewels of your deeds.

49 You are both expensive and cheap, in highness and humbleness; and I was surprised
by something which was both cheap and expensive.

In fact ™alâ’i© (and his son) were not the first to be given the honorary title malik, before
™alâ’i© the Fâ†imid Vizier Ri∂wân al-Walakhshî, who was employed by Al-ÎâfiÂ billâh, had
also been honoured with the same title of “King” (see Itti©âÂ III, p. 218).

Finally, the poem to rhyme jimâli ends with the wish that both the Imâm, “The Amîr of
the Believers”, and the King will in the future be able to work together:

∞µ�UÝÚKÓrÚ √	OdÓ «*R	M5Ó 	Ô³ÓK]GUÎ�w «�BU�̀ «�NUœÍ √ŽÓe= 	¦U‰

±µËðÓLK]OU ÓdÓ·Ó «(OU… Ëô —√ ÚŽÓOÚsÔ «�NÔbÈÓ �JÔLU “ÓË«‰Ó þö‰

≤µ¼MO²ÔLU 	U ý¾²ÔLU ËÓŽÔö�ÔLU	Ó×ÚdËÝÓWÔ «�GÓbÓË«  Ë«üU‰

50 Fare thee well, Oh Amîr of the Believers, for whom Al-∑âliÌ, the Just Leader, has
been given (muballaghan) as a most noble example.

51 And may both of You enjoy for a long time the high honour of life and may the eye
of Just Leadership never see the end of your shadows.

52 May You both be happy for as long as you desire, while your mutual Loftiness is
protected in both its morning and its evening hours.

2.2

The poem to rhyme tuntakhabu is less vague and definitely refers to the child Imâm Al-
Fâ’iz, and thus never mentions either Al-Åâfir or Al-©Â∂id.14 Al-Fâ’iz must be glorified in
combination with the Vizier who has in the meantime been promoted to “King”.  At the
end of this poem the Imâm is addressed.  The wish in the very last verse of this poem
records the state of the relationship between him and the Vizier: the latter is a good father
to the Imâm, who is like a son to him.  He is certainly not an angry father who treats his
son harshly.

14 Poem to rhyme tuntakhabu, Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 170-
171, only verses 1 and 17-26 in the edition, Ms D, folio
15R-16V. Ms Rabat p. 51-53. Total of 50 lines. The poem is
introduced by the following words: “He said in praise of the
Imâm Al-Fâ’iz bi-NaÒr Allâh, and his Vizier Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ...”.

This poem was problably recited by ©Umâra on the occasion
of the inauguration of ™alâ’i© in Al-Qâhira, after the departure
of the previous Vizier ©Abbâs with his son NaÒr and their
retinue. The poem does, therefore, possibly date from the time
Rabî© II, 449 H., or shortly afterwards, see Itti©âÂ, III, p. 219.
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π¥�UÝÚFÓbÚ ÐQ¹ÒUÂ 	U{ONU Ë	ÔIÚ³KNU	U «ÝÚ²Ó×ÚI³Ó²ÚNU ŽKv √ŽÚ−U“¼U «(IÓVÔ

∞µ	ÔLÓ²ÒFÎU Ð³IU¡ «�BU�` «*Kp «�‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡×U½w ≈–« 	U łÓHÓv «ÐÚMUÎ Ë«�bÏ Šd»Ô

49 Be happy then both with the days gone by and with those yet to come: those which
the aeons allowed to ride on their backs,

50 While you enjoy the existence of Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ at a time when any other angry
father would have treated his son severely.

2.2.1

Nowhere is there any allusion to the poor health of Al-Fâ’iz.  There is only light and
good fortune.

∂�w ÓbÚ—Á �UzeÏ ÐU�MBÚd 	Ô×Ú²−VÏÐMu—Á ËðUÃ «�Fe= 	ÔFÚ²ÓBVÔ

∑	Ô³U—Ó„Ô «�uÓłÚt 	OLuÊÏ ½ÓIO³Ó²ÔtÔðÔ−ÚKv ÐDÓKÚFÓ²t «_ŠÚb«ÀÔ Ë«�MÔuÓ»Ô

6 On the dais of his throne Fâ’iz bi l-NaÒr (a Conqueror of Victory) is veiled by his
own light, and wrapped (in the manner of a turban) by the crown of his might.

7 Blessed with regard to his features, and fortunate in respect of his spirit, while events
and misfortunes were unveiled through his countenance.

After this the poet turns immediately to the mamdûÌ and, using the figure of speech
iltifât, addresses his words directly to the Imâm.

≤±Ë√½²ÔrÔ «�FdÚËÓ…Ô «�uÔŁÚIÓv �ö «½ÚHÓBÓLXÚËŠÔ³Ĵr �w œÔšu‰ «'M]W «��Ó³ÓVÔ

≥±Ë�w 	b«z×JÔrÚ �Ó�ÚdÏ �LUœŠJÔrÚË�w ËôzJÔrÚ –ÔšÚdÏ Ë	ÔMÚIÓKVÔ

12 You are the Strong Grip (al-©urwa al-wuthqâ) which will not be broken whilst love of
you is the reason for entering Paradise.

13 In the odes dedicated to you there is glory for the one who praises you; and in loyalty
to you lies a treasure chest and a favourable outcome.
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2.2.2

Moreover discussing their connections to the Koran ©Umâra says the following:

µ±	MU�VÔ �U�MÔ−uÂ «�e¼̂Úd �b 	ÔK¾ÓXÚÐ×Ô�Ús √ËÚU�NU «_ÝÚLUŸÔ Ë«�JÔ²ÔVÔ

∂±łU¡ Ú �NU Ýu—…Ô «�IÔd¬Ê 	UœŠÓWÎË	U Ž�v ¹²FUÞv «�AFdÔ Ë«)ÔDÓVÔ

15 Honourable characteristics such as the Shining Stars, whose beauty has now filled our
ears and books.

16 The Sûra of the Koran came to praise these, and what could poetry and speeches still achieve?

The Imamate had been threatened by the previous wicked Vizier, but the Ruzzîk clan
had arrived as the new family of Viziers in order to protect this highly placed Imâm who
is no less than “a forerunner of the Will of Allah”:

∑±�KÒt �w √¼Úq ¼c« «�IÓBÚd ÝUÐIWÏ	sÓ «ù—«œ… �w √ÝÚd«—¼U ŽÓ−ÓVÔ

∏±*ÒU √—«œÓ «ÐÚsÔ ÐUœ¹fÓ ≈“«�Ó²ÓNrÚË«�MUdËÊÓ _½Úu«— «�NÔbÈ žÔO]VÔ

π±¬ÐÓXÚ ŽKOÚNr ¹ÓbÏ ≈�ÒOWÏ Ë¹ÓbÏðÔFÚeÈ ≈�v ¬‰ —Ô“Ò¹p ËðÓMÚ²�VÔ

∞≤�uô «�u“¹dÔ √Ðu «�GU—«  	U šÓHÓIXÚ�KM]BÚd �w «�IÓBÚd —«¹U Ï Ëô ŽcÓ»Ô

±≤Ëô «ŽÚ²eÓÈ �FÓKw> ŽMÚb ½U“�WÌ	sÓ «�IÓ³OKÓOÚs ô ŽÔ−ÚrÏ Ëô ŽÓdÓ»Ô

≤≤*ÒU łÓKÓ³ÚXÓ ≈�OÚt «)ÓOÚqÓ 	ÔIÓd]ÐWÎ�rÚ ¹Ó×ÚLt 	MpÓ ≈ôÒ «�AÓ×j Ë«�NÓdÓ»Ô

≥≤√{U�ÓpÓ «*ÔKpÔ *U ł¾XÓ “«zdÓÁÔ�Ód«	WÎ 	U �NU ≈ôÒ «�EÔ³U ÝÓ³ÓVÔ

¥≤ËÓ�]v Ë¹U Ð¾ÚfÓ 	U √ËÚ�Óv 	u«�OÓtÔË�u ðÓHU½OÚ²ÔLU �r ¹ÔMÚ−t «�NÓdÓ»Ô

µ≤Ë√¹]bÓ «�KtÔ œ¹sÓ «(Óo= 	MÚpÓ ÐcÍ¹ÓbÌ �NU �w «�uÓžv «�²]Q¹ObÔ Ë«�ÚGÓKÓVÔ

17 Amongst the inhabitants of this palace Allah has found a forerunner of the Will, in
whose secrets there is cause for wonder.

18 When Ibn Bâdîs wanted to remove them (i.e., the inhabitants), whilst the Helpers of
the lights of Just Leadership were absent,

19 A revengeful hand was turned against them, a hand which could be traced back to the
Âl Ruzzîk and which descended from that clan.

20 Had the Vizier Abû l-Ghârât not been there, then neither banners nor turban-ribbons
would have flown to celebrate the victory in the palace.

21 And then neither of the two tribes, Persians nor Arabs, would have recognised him as
the son of ©Alî at the time of disaster.

22 When You (an example of iltifât, because here the Vizier is being directly addressed)
urged the swift horses on towards him (i.e., ©Abbâs, the wicked Vizier), he had nothing
to protect himself from You apart from great distance and flight.
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23 When You visited the monarchy, it bestowed an honour upon You which had its origins
only in the sharpness of the sword.

24 He (the wicked Vizier) took to flight, and oh how bad is that which he had bestowed
upon his underlings! Even had You two destroyed each other, flight would not have
saved him.

25 Through a man with mighty hands, who in the battlefield achieves both support and
victory, Allah has supported the Dîn al-Îaqq for You.

Through the Vizier, Allah subsequently supported the Dîn al-Îaqq (= verse 25).  But
once again, the problem of the lowly and non-Arabic (i.e., Armenian) lineage of the new
Vizier is raised.  His high ambitions and his good deeds concerning the protection he offers
to the women at the palace are, however, sufficient to make any questions relating to his
ancestry irrelevant.

2.2.3

The situation in the country is so safe that sheep and wolves are able to keep each
other company, although by the time the sun goes down the wolves have died from hunger.
Naturally, the women are singled out for mention because they were the ones who invited
the new Vizier to come and take revenge for the murdered Imâm Al-Åâfir.  The following
poetic passage develops this line of thought:

∑≤Ë«*Ód¡Ô 	s ¼Ór> �UÝÚ²ÓGÚMvÓ  ÐNL]²tŽÓLÒU ÐMUÁÔ �tÔ łÓby 	ÓCv ËÓ√»Ô

∏≤ŠLv ŠÓd¹rÓ «*ÓFU�w ŽeÚ	ÔtÔ �GÓbÓ Ú√�ÚMU�ÔtÔ �ÓFÓd¹s «�KOÚY ¹Ô−²ÓMÓVÔ

π≤¹ÔBUŠVÔ «�czVÓ  �ONU «�AU…Ô 	ÔRÚðÓLMUÎŽKv «*ÓGOV Ë≈ÊÚ √ËœÈ Ðt «��ÓGÓVÔ

∞≥�LU ¹ÔdÈ «�dËÕÔ �ONU Ë¼u 	Ô�Ú²ÓDÓnÏËô ¹ÔdÈ «*U‰Ô 	MNU Ë¼ÚuÓ 	ÔMÚ²ÓNÓVÔ

27 Man is composed of worries.  His ambition means that he no longer needs what his
father and forefathers have built for him.

28 His perseverance protects the women in their lofty apartments (Ìarîm al-ma©âlî) and so
his wings are like the lions’ forest which one must avoid,

29 Wherein a sheep is able to accompany a wolf in all safety, although towards sundown
hunger causes the latter to perish.

30 Hence her spirit (i.e., the sheep’s spirit, simultaneously a metaphor for “woman”) can
never be stolen, nor can anyone witness her money being turned into booty.
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3

For a long time the combination of Vizier and Imâm worked well.  However, changes
begin to occur when, after a period of about five years, the sickly child Imâm dies.  A
successor is then required and this involves a well-known group of people.  Here I refer to
Al-Maqrîzî by quoting from his Itti©âÂ (III, p. 238 and 243):

“Al-©Â∂id (…) received the bay©a after the transference of Al-Fâ’iz (the deceased Imâm)
and after the time of the Òalât, on Friday, 17 Rajab 555 H.  ©Â∂id was at that time nine
and one half years and seven days old.”

The historian continues, by saying:
“When the Caliph Al-Fâ’iz died, Al-∑âliÌ b. Ruzzîk rode to the palace in mourning attire.

He summoned MufliÌ the zimâm al-qaÒr (read Persian zinân dâr, the Head of the Household)
and asked him who in the palace was suitable for the Caliphate.

He answered: ’There is an entire group here!’
He (Al-∑âliÌ) replied: ’Introduce me to the oldest of them.’ After which the head of the

house mentioned one by name.
∑âliÌ ordered the one named to be brought.  An Amîr, called ©Alî b. Mazîd, arrived and

whispered to him: ‘Do not allow ©Abbâs (Al-∑anhâjî) to have better vision than You; he
chose the youngest and left the oldest to himself, as a result of which he (©Abbâs) had
absolute power.’

∑âliÌ listened to his advice, he said to the Zimâm: ‘I want a young child from you!’
He said: ‘I have here the son of Amîr Yûsuf b. al-ÎâfiÂ, named ©Abd Allâh, but he is

neither mature nor of age (he is not bâligh).’
∑âliÌ said: ‘Let him come!’
He was, therefore, immediately brought to him wearing an attractive turban and cape.

He was like a wild animal, brown with large eyes, broad eyebrows, a short nose, broad
nostrils and thick lips.  ∑âliÌ had him sit in the fresh air of the air shaft.  He was 11
years old.  (Previously a different age was mentioned, in the short time that you have been
reading this ©Abd Allâh ©Â∂id has become one and a half years older.  See Itti©âÂ, III,
p. 244).  ∑âliÌ then ordered the Head of the clothing store to bring a simple green cloak.
This was the dress of the heir when he was in mourning for the one who had reigned
before him.  The man arrived and attired him accordingly.

Al-Fâ’iz was prepared for the funeral and when his coffin, his tâbût was brought outside,
the Òalât was said for him after which he (the deceased) was carried to his tomb.  Al-∑âliÌ
took ©Abd Allâh by the hand and had him sit next to him, he then ordered the clothes of
the Caliphate to be brought to him.  The people then dressed him in these and he gave
him the bay©a after which they did so, too.

He gave him the honorary name Al-©Â∂id li-dîn Allâh.  And that was on Friday, 18 Rajab,
555 H.  His father was one of the two brothers who had been assassinated by the Vizier
©Abbâs.
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Once Al-©Â∂id had been given the bay©a, he rode on a horse with the miÂalla carried above
his head, Al-∑âliÌ rode in front of him.  He departed from the tomb in the direction of the
palace.  Now there was, amongst the Caliphs, the following custom: when the messenger
arrived at the house of the next of kin of the one who had received the bay©a, he would be given
1000 dînârs.  However, when Al-©Â∂id received the bay©a and the messenger went to his aunt’s,
she only gave him a paltry sum.  He repeatedly asked her to give him more, but she refused.
She was asked to explain her reason, whereupon she said: ‘This is the Qâ†i© al-Khulafâ’, the
Destroyer of the Caliphate.’ And this happened exactly as she had said.”

3.1

By the phrase “Qâ†i© al-Khulafâ ’”, the aunt was, of course, referring to the second
meaning attached to the word “©â∂id”, that is “someone who prunes, someone who cuts
down”.  She probably considered the honorary name to be ominous and wanted to have
nothing to do with it.  The previous quote also makes two things apparent: firstly that
there had been no designation, no naÒÒ, as to the successor of the child Caliph Al-Fâ’iz,
whose original name was in fact ©Îsâ; secondly ©Îsâ al-Fâ’iz had no son, which meant that
his successor could be an ibn ©amm, someone like ©Abd Allâh al-©Â∂id.

The casual remark made by ™alâ’i©, regarding the way in which Al-©Â∂id was finally
selected from the group of sons and nephews, who had, at the request of the Vizier, been
brought together by the zimâm al-qaÒr, makes it very clear that the choice of the new Imâm
was extremely random; indeed the Vizier had been heard to say: “I inspected them in the
way one is supposed to inspect small livestock.” (Itti©âÂ, III, p. 249)

3.2

In ©Umâra’s poetry which was recited in the entourage of the Vizier and the Caliph,
there is, surprisingly enough, not one single allusion to the arbitrary manner in which the
succession took place.  In fact it is quite the opposite, the representation which ©Umâra
gives is that there was in fact a naÒÒ designating Al-©Â∂id.  One simply needs to read his
poetry to appreciate this.  However, in his poetry ©Umâra has to acknowledge the fact that
this Caliph, Al-©Â∂id, was very young, even younger than ten years old.

3.2.1

In the year 555 H, Al-Fâ’iz the child Caliph died, and we know that ©Umâra composed
a poem of condolence (to rhyme jasîmu); in this poem he mourns the loss of the deceased
and congratulates his successor, the new Imâm Al-©Â∂id.15 In his poem ©Umâra devotes

15 Poem to rhyme jasîmu, Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 346-347 and
Ms D folio 170 recto-171 recto, and Ms Rabat p. 220-222. This
poem consists of 37 lines. The poem is introduced with the following
words: “He said when offering his condolences regarding Al-Fâ’iz

and congratulating Al-©Â∂id on his ascension to the throne” (In
addition Ms D reads: “... and congratulating the Imâm Al-©Â∂id”).
Ms Rabat reads the following in the margin: “This belongs to the art
of funeral odes and congratulations.”
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most attention to Al-©Â∂id and he opens with a reference to this new child Imâm, only
then does he turn his thoughts to the deceased.  This sequence was essential, because
according to the working of the omen it was undesirable for the first subject of a poem to
be a reference to a death,

≥žb« «�b¼dÔ 	×LuœÓ «�HFU‰ ≈�v «�u—ÈËŽÓNÚbÍ Ðt ÐU_	Úf Ë¼ÚuÓ –	OrÔ

¥ËÝd] �ÔKuÐUÎ ÐFbÓ 	U �UÊ ÝU¡¼U�Hw �qÒ �KVÌ łÓ‡MÒWÏ Ëł×OrÔ

3 The Dahr has been honourable in his treatment of mere mortals.  But I knew him
yesterday when he was still contemptuous.

4 He brought happiness to hearts which he had previously treated harshly, so there was
in every heart a Paradise and a Hell.  (This line is only in Ms D).

The Dahr does indeed bring pleasure to people, as the arrival of Al-©Â∂id means Paradise
for their hearts.  However, the departure of the unfortunate Al-Fâ’iz meant that previously
they had experienced Hell.  Al-Fâ’iz departed and journeyed with certainty to Paradise,
because the garden was jealous and wanted to keep this Imâm for itself.  In other words,
according to ©Umâra, this garden begrudged “us” the paradisiacal closeness of Al-Fâ’iz.

µ�Ó¾sÚ ŽÓdÓ{ÓXÚ �KHUze «�DNÚd ½IÚKÓWÏ�¾s] √	OdÓ «*R	M5 	ÔIOrÔ

∂Ë≈ÊÚ Š�ÓbðÚMU łÓM]WÔ «)ÔKÚb �ÔdÚÐÓtÔ�ÓIÔdÚÐÔpÓ 	MÒU łÓMÒWÏ Ë½ÓFOrÔ

5 Even for the pure Al-Fâ’iz, there is a transition to the Hereafter, while the Amîr of the
Believers remains.

6 And if the eternal Paradise envied us because he (Al-Fâ’iz) was so close to us, then
Your (Al-©Â∂id’s) proximity is both a Paradise and a benefaction to us.

The preceding lines 5 and 6 from the poem jasîmu show us how one Imâm passes on
to the Hereafter and how another Imâm is brought in and remains.

3.2.2

This simple reality can be found in a poetic passage by Ibn Munqidh in Syria, where
we can sense a polite but almost cynical detachment.  Ibn Munqidh had received from ™alâ’i©
the news of the change of Imâm.  He wrote to ™alâ’i© telling him in a few words the
extent to which he had been affected by this death.  In Raw∂atayn, I, p. 124, and quoted
in Itti©âÂ, III, p. 243, we can read the following:

“In that year (= 555 H.) the mustakhlif died in Egypt.  He who bore the laqab ‘Al-Fâ’iz’,
the son of Al-Åâfir b. al-ÎâfiÂ.  After him reigned his ibn ©amm Al-©Â∂id b. Yûsuf
b. al-ÎâfiÂ.  He was the last of the Caliphs of Egypt.  Because of (the Vizier) Al-∑âliÌ
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b. Ruzzîk, a letter was sent to Ibn Munqidh Usâma concerning this matter.  To which the
latter wrote the following reply:

±¼MU¡Ï ÐMFÚLÓv �qÒ ŽsÚ �ÓbÚ—¼U «�AÔJdÔË³ÚdÔ «�dÔ“¡ ô ¹IuÂÔ Ðt «�B]³ÚdÔ

≤	Cv «�HUzeÔ «�DNÚdÔ «ù	UÂÔ Ë�UÂÓ Ð‡‡‡‡‡‡Uù	U	W �OMU ÐFÚbÁÔ «�FU{bÔ «�DNdÔ

≥≈	U	U ¼ÔbÈÎ �KÒt �w ½IÚq –« ≈�v�d«	²t Ë�w ≈�U	W –« Ýd^

¥�FgÚ √ÐÓb«Î Ë«ÝÚKÓrÚ  ¹U �ÓHOKÓNÔrðÔb«�lÔ ŽMNr �q] ŠUœŁWÌ ðFÚdÔË

1 Congratulations on a benefaction for which every form of gratitude is too small, and
perseverance against a disaster which cannot bear perseverance.

2 The Pure Al-Fâ’iz, the Imâm has departed. And following his death the Pure Al-©Â∂id
has taken the Imamate upon himself in our midst.

3 Allah has a secret: Two Imâms of Just Leadership.  He transfers one to His generosity
and He allows the other to survive.

4 Live forever and remain safe, Oh Regent of them! Then You will be able to stave off
every disaster which may occur.”

Although from historical sources we know nothing of a designation, a naÒÒ, ©Umâra calmly
declares that such a declaration existed, one in which the dead Imâm plainly indicates that
his successor is to be no one other than Al-©Â∂id,

∑ËÓ—ŁÚXÓ «�NÔbÈÓ ÐU�MÓh= 	MtÔ Ë�ÓuÚ�t√šw Ë«ÐsÔ ŽLÒw ≈ÊÚ ŽÓb	ÚXÔ ¹IuÂÔ

∏Ë�b ÝÓs] –«„Ó «*BDHv �w «Ðs ŽÓL=t�LsÚ ýÓdÓ�OÚJÔr ŠUœÀÏ Ë�b.Ô

πŠÓJÓXÚ ÐÓOFÓWÓ «�d{Úu«Ê ÐOFÓ²Ô‡pÓ  «�²w¹B`^ ÐNU «ù1UÊÔ ËÓ¼uÓ ÝÓIOrÔ

7 You have inherited the Just Leadership through the designation (naÒÒ) on his (Al-Fâ’iz’s)
authority and through his declaration: “My brother, and the son of my uncle (©ammî)
will serve when I am no longer here.”

8 Al-MuÒ†afâ had already made a precondition regarding the son of his uncle (©Alî), and
from these two honourable people of Yours appear both the old and the new.
(Mohammad’s precondition had apparently to be conceived of as a tradition henceforth
to be followed.)

9 The bay©a given to You resembled the bay©a which Ri∂wân gave (to the Prophet), as
a result of which the Belief which had become sick became healthy again.  (See EI,
Supplement, s.v. Bay©at Ri∂wân)

The inauguration (bay©a) which the Vizier ™alâ’i© gave to the Imâm Al-©Â∂id, who was
not yet ten years old, resembled the inauguration which the angel Ri∂wân had given to the
Prophet in the ancient days of Islam.  The Poet, therefore, views the Imâm as one who
belongs to the ranks of the prophets.  As soon as the name Ri∂wân was mentioned, ©Umâra’s
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listeners must have immediately recalled a Vizier from the period of Al-ÎâfiÂ.  However,
it was in fact the comparison to the angel which was intended.  We could ask ourselves,
whether ™alâ’i©, who had given the bay©a, indeed resembled an angel such as Ri∂wân? What
is beyond doubt is that in battle ™alâ’i© was persistent, a mountain ™ûd who unshakenly
resists the razor-sharp winds.16

3.3

Concerning the useful combination of Imâm and Vizier, ©Umâra gives more details in
another poem.  In the poem to rhyme ka l-sihâmi, written in a somewhat later period, he
mentions the successor to Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ.17 This successor, the son Al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî
“Abû Shujâ©”, appears as Regent in a takhalluÒ between the section describing the Imâm
and the section devoted to the Regent (in verse 24 of the poem to rhyme sihâmi).  Initially
the poet describes the moon which is at one moment a sickle but soon becomes a full
moon again, and he compares this fluctuating light to the perfection of the Imâm who always
remains steady.  However at the time this poem was composed, the person of the Imâm
had changed: instead of Al-Fâ’iz, the mamdûÌ here is Al-©Â∂id, whose installation as Imâm
had occurred in 555 H. as we mentioned earlier,

∏±Ë¼q ýÓNÚdÔ «�BOUÂ ÝuÓÈ ¼ö‰Ì¹eÔË—Ô„Ó Ë«�b«Î �w �Ôq= ŽUÂ

π±łÓFÓKÚXÓ �tÔ ŽKv ýÓFÚ³UÊÓ �ÓCÚöÐ²Ó×Úd. «*Ô³ÓUÕ 	sÓ «�DÓFUÂ

∞≤ËÐOÚMÓJÔLU ŽKv «�²Ó×ÚIOo ÐÓuÚÊÏÐÓFObÏ ô ¹RË‰Ô ≈�v «�Ú²e«Â

±≤≈–« 	U ðÓr] √œÚ—Ó�ÓtÔ 	×U‚ÏËËÓłÚNÔpÓ œ«zLUÎ ÐÓbÚ—Ô «�²ÓLUÂ

≤≤¹ÓFuœÔ 	s «�JÓLU‰ ≈�v «½Ú²IU’ÌË¹ÓBÚ×Ó³ÔpÓ  «�JÓLU‰Ô ŽKv «�bÓË«Â

≥≤Ë�uÚ –Ó¼ÓVÓ «*×U‚Ô Ðt ŽÓdÓ�ÚMUÐdƒ¹²pÓ «(Óö‰Ó 	sÓ «(d«Â

¥≤ÝÓLÓuÚ Ó Žs «�NMU¡ ÐJÔq= ýwÚ¡ÌÝuÓÈ √¹ÒUÂ �U�KpÓ «�ÚNÔLUÂ

18 Is the month of the Fast (the 9th month) anything other than a thin crescent moon
which pays You a visit each year?

19 You have given it priority above Sha©bân (the 8th month), by forbidding the food which
is normally permitted.

20 And on closer inspection, it appears that between you two a split has occurred which
will never be breached.

16 Compare the poem to rhyme jasîmu, verse 17: “But he is the
mountain Al-™ûd which cannot be shaken by the winds, even
if these should blow and become razor sharp.”

17 Poem to rhyme ka l-sihâmi, Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 341-
342, and Ms D, folio 164 verso -165 verso. The poem consists
of 51 verses in total, also in both manuscripts (Ms D and Ms

Rabat, p. 209-211). In the printed edition verses 1-11, 36-40,
and 45 are found. Ms D presents the following words of
introduction: “He spoke in honour of the Imâm Al-©Â∂id and
NâÒir al-D în, son of Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, and said the
following ...” Ms Rabat: “He said also in praise of Al-©Â∂id the
following ...”
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21 When the moon is “full” it is always caught up by darkness (at the end of the month),
Your face, however, is always a full moon of perfection.

22 It returns from perfection to imperfection, while You are always accompanied by perfection.
23 And suppose that the darkness (at the end of the month) should cause it to disappear

completely, by seeing You, we would still be able to comprehend the difference between
the permitted and the forbidden.

24 You had risen too high to be congratulated by anyone apart from the days of Your
heroic Regent.

3.3.1

Life in the Dawla is compared by the poet to a beautiful dream, and according to the
dream at least, the Regent watches over the Dawla as if it were a sacred area (a Ìaram).
The Regent is, moreover, characterised by walâ’ (the legal obligation of loyalty to an Imâm)
and wafâ’ (fidelity to the dynasty).  These thoughts appear in the following fragments in
which the poet addresses the Imâm Al-©Â∂id with the words:

∂≤�Ó¾sÚ ½ELXÚ �ÓOU�w «*ÔKÚp ŽIÚb«ÎŽÓKOpÓ �S½ÒtÔ ÝKÚpÔ «�MEUÂ

∑≤Ë≈ÊÚ Ód�ÓXÚ HÓUðÔpÓ �ÓNÚuÓ 	MÚNUÐLÓMÚe�ÓW «�u�U¡ 	sÓ «�c	UÂ 
18

∏≤Ë≈ÊÚ �ÓdÔ	ÓXÚ šBU�ÔpÓ �ÓNÚuÓ 	MÚNUÐLÓMÚe�ÓW «�u�U¡ 	sÓ «�c	UÂ 
19

π≤—ÓŽÓv ŠÓdÓÂÓ «)ö�W 	MÚt ÞÓdÚ·ÏÞÓd¹nÏ ŽMbÓÁÔ šOÚdÔ «�ÚLÓMUÂ 
20

∞≥ËŠU◊Ó ÝÓu«	ÓNU 	s �Ôq= šÓDÚVÌ�OU �KÒt 	sÚ —«Žw ÝÓu«Â

±≥ËÐUýÓdÓ ŽMÚbÓ ½ÔBÚdÓðNU «*MU¹U	Ô³UýÓdÓ…Ó «ÚDö¡Ì Ë«ÚÚDöÂ

≤≥Ë½U◊Ó Ëô¡Ó¼U ÐFÔdÓÈ ËÓ�U¡Ì¹ÔBUÊÔ 
21

 ŽÓs «½ÚHBU‰Ì Ë«½ÚHBUÂ

≥≥łÓFÓKÚXÓ “	UÂÓ √	Úd„Ó �w ¹ÓbÓ¹Út�ÓdÔœ] ≈�ÓOÚpÓ ðÓbÚÐOdÔ «�e	UÂ

26 Indeed, should the nights of the monarchy thread a necklace for You (the Imâm) to
wear, then he (the Regent) would be the thread for that necklace.

27 And as Your qualities are highly noble, he is in their presence in the position of
“fidelity” (wafâ’) as opposed to “family honour” (dhimâm). (Ms D, Ms Rabat says: “in
the position of the blade as opposed to the sword.”)

18 Ms Rabat:  ÐLMe�W «�Hd½Úb 	s «(Ô�UÂ

19 This line 28 does not occur in Ms D, it is only found in Ms
Rabat.

20 Ms Rabat: Þd¹nÏ ŽMbÁ šÓ³ÓdÔ «*MUÂ

21 Ms Rabat: ðÔBUÊÔ
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28 (Ms Rabat adds:) As Your characteristics are noble, he is in the presence of those in
the position of “fidelity” as opposed to “family honour”.

29 One glance (†araf) from him was enough to protect the Ìaram of the Caliphate, for
which this message of a dream was extremely rare. (Ms Rabat: khabar al-manâm, Ms D
has here khayr al-manâm.)

30 He protected her (the Caliphate’s) livestock from every disaster, and how excellent he
is as a protector of livestock!

31 In assisting the Caliphate he involved himself in death’s purpose, like one who warms
himself beside a fire, one who uproots something.

32 He hung his loyalty (walâ’) to it (the Caliphate) on handles of fidelity (wafâ’), ones
which were protected against division and destruction.

33 You (the Imâm) have placed the reins of Your command in his hands, after which
You were given back the command of these reins (by him who is Your Vizier).

The succession of Vizier Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ by his son Al-NâÒir appears similar to that
of the Imâm himself, as there is even at this lowlier level the suggestion of a naÒÒ
(designation):

∑≥Ë√Ó¹]bÓ 	ÔKÚJÓtÔ ÐQÐw ýÔ−UŸÌË–�p 	s ðÓLUÂ «ô¼Ú²LUÂ

∏≥�QÓÝÚHÓdÓ ËÓłÚtÔ 	ÔKÚpÌ ŽU{bÍ>¹ÔAU—Ô Ðt ≈�v ŽÓCÔb «ù	UÂ

π≥ðÓDÓKÒFX «�FÔKÓv 	MÚtÔ ≈�v 	ÓsÚ¹AdÒ·Ô ÝU	wÓ «�dð̂ÓV «��Óu«	w

∞¥ÐÓMÓv ÐU�MÓUd «*Ô×ÚOw 	ÓMU—«ÎðÓIÓD]lÓ œÔË½ÓtÔ ½ÓHÓfÔ «�Jd«Â

±¥ËÓ�rÚ ¹ÓpÔ ½Óh^ Ë«�bÁ ŽÓKÓOtÐc�pÓ —Ó	ÚOÓWÎ 	sÚ žÓOÚd —«Â

37 He (the father: ™alâ’i© al-∑âliÌ) supported his monarchy by means of Abû Shujâ©, and
that has ensured the most complete ambition (min tamâmi l-ihtimâmi).

38 Then the countenance of ©Â∂idic monarchy shone; thereby an allusion was made to
the ©A∂ud (the Strong Arm) of the Imâm.

39 From there Loftiness surveyed one who was looking down upon the heights of the
higher ranks.

40 Through Al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî he built a beacon of light (manâr), beneath which the breath
of the noble was cut off before they could reach it.

41 Due to this the designation of him by his father was not simply a shot without an
archer.

A this point it is interesting to note, how ©Umâra in verse 38 of his poem (ka l-sihâmi)
publicly contradicts the ominous content of the Imâm’s honorific title Al-©Â∂id (meaning a
Pruner and Cutter instead of a Supporter) by asserting that there is in this name only an
allusion to the Imâm as powerful through Al-©A∂ud, the Strong Arm. However, this Strong
Arm might also symbolically refer to the Vizier.
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3.3.2

The possibility of an identification between the Imâm and the Vizier is so complete that the
feats which they achieved were attributed to either one of them, or to the dynasty as a whole,
the Dawla of the Imâm or of the Vizier. The father, who is still alive and who has made the
naÒÒ for the succession, is indirectly mentioned in connection with his son as his successor:

º±¥ËÓ�rÚ ¹ÓpÔ ½Óh^ Ë«�bÁ ŽÓKÓOtÐc�pÓ —Ó	ÚOÓWÎ 	sÚ žÓOÚd —«Âæ

≤¥Ë–�p —√ÍÔ 	Ô×Ú²ÓMÓpÌ š³OdÌ¹Ô−KÒw —√¹ÔtÔ ÝÔbÓ·Ó «�EöÂ

≥¥¹ÓdÈ «_ýÚOU¡Ó 	sÚ √	ÓrÌ ÐHJÚdÌ¹Ôd¹t �Ôq] šÓKÚnÌ 	sÚ √	UÂ

¥¥ðÓ³OXÔ ÐQ	ÚdÁ «_�Úb«—Ô �OMUðÔuÓ“]ŸÔ Ð5Ó ŽÓHÚuÌ Ë«½Ú²IUÂ

µ¥≈–« 	U «(KÚrÔ šH]nÓ 	s ÝÔDUÁÔ 
22

	ÓAÓXÚ Ð5Ó «��ÓJOMÓW Ë«�FÔd«Â

∂¥Ðt ÞU�XÚ ÐMu —Ô“=¹pÓ ÐUŽUÎŽKv «(OÒOÚs 	s ¹ÓLÓsÌ ËýUÂ

∑¥	ÔKu„Ï ŽKÒLu« ¼LÓrÓ «�IÓu«�wðÓdÓ�F̂ÓNU Žs «�MÓHÓd «�K¾UÂ

∏¥√Ô�ÓBÒdÔ Žs 
23

 ŽMUÊ «*bÚÕ �ONrÚ�ÓOÓGÚK³ÔMw Ë¹Ó−ÚLÓlÔ �w «�K=−UÂ

π¥Ë√ÝÚ²ÔdÔ ýÔJÚdÓ¼ÔrÚ šÓ−ÓöÎ �OÓ³ÚbËËÓŽÓdÚ·Ô «*�Úp ¹ÓMÚHÓ̀Ô �w «)²ÓUÂ

∞µ�IbÚ Š�ÔMXÚ ÐbÓËÚ�Ó²NrÚ �ÓOU‰Ì�QÊ] «�MU”Ó 	MNU �w 	ÓMUÂ

<41 Due to this the naÒÒ, designation, of him by his father, was not simply a bolt from the
blue.>

42 That is the opinion, acquired by trial and error, of an experienced person whose opinion
draws back the black curtains of darkness.

43 He sees things straight in front of him by means of a way of thinking which enables
him to see the reverse side at the same time!

44 At his command predestinations (al-aqdâr) are divided amongst us, varying from
forgiveness to revenge;

45 When wise insight diminishes his severity, then these aqdâr run a course between divine
peace (sakîna) and uncontrolled violence (©urâm).

46 Through him the long arm of the Banû Ruzzîk has power over the peoples of Yaman
and Shâm.

47 They are Kings who taught the ambitions of the Rhymes how to raise themselves above
the lowliest.

48 For them alone, I keep the reins of eulogy short, but this praise has overpowered me
and its reins are unruly.

22 Ms Rabat: ≈–« 	U «(KÚrÔ šÓHÒiÓ 	sÚ ÝÔDUÁÔ
23 Ms Rabat: √Ô�ÓBÒdÔ 	s
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49 Out of diffidence I hide my gratitude from them. However, it becomes visible because
the scent of musk emanates from sealing (this poem).

50 Through their Dawla the nights have become beautiful, as if by their presence mankind
has found itself in a dream.

3.3.3

Finally in the poem to rhyme lâmi©u (see Appendix), there appears a portrayal of the
close cooperation between the Imâm and the Vizier; this is achieved by using comparisons
which the poet must have invented for an elite audience assembled by those in power at
the time.24 The content of those passages amounts to the following:

– ™alâ’i© is the Regent who protects the Islamic dwelling. Verse 28, the Polytheists are
humbled by qa†â’i©u “feudal property” and by qawâ†i©u “swords” of the Regent’s fleet. Verse
29, women or a woman, are unveiled but they greatly loved the sails (According to the
present author, this could imply that the women would really like to return to their familiar
homes but they have been taken prisoner by Muslims and cannot leave).25 Al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî

24 Poem to rhyme lâmi©u; the edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
does not contain this poem, because it is absent in Ms D.
The poem only appears in Ms Rabat, p. 128-131 and consists
of 47 lines. The introductory lines read: (Ms Rabat) “In honour
of Al-©Â∂id, he says the following...”.

25 For lines 28-29 of the poem to rhyme lâmi©u, see also infra
the text and translation of these two verses. We should take
into account the many activities of the fleet, us†ûl, when it was
under the final command of Vizier ™alâ’i© and his son Ruzzîk.
Ibn Muyassar Tâj al-Dîn MuÌammad b. ©Alî b. Yûsuf b. Jalab
Râghib (died 677 H), Al-muntaqâ min Akhbâr MiÒr, intaqâhu Taqî
al-Dîn AÌmad b. ©Alî al-Maqrîzî (died 814 H), ed. Ayman Fu’âd
Sayyid Cairo 1981, p. 153, informs us sub anno 550 H, “The
fleet (us†ûl) put to sea in the direction of ∑ûr (Tyrus) and took
it under its control, killing all those who lived there and
burning it to the ground. The fleet turned back and made itself
the master of not only ships, belonging to both Christian
pilgrims and others, but also of a number of prisoners of war
and a large booty.”
Sub anno 553 H., “in the month of MuÌarram Al-∑âliÌ prepared
an army of 4000 for an attack on the Bilâd al-Firanj, this army
was to be led by Shams al-Khilâfa Abû l-Ashbâl ∆irghâm and a
number of other Amîrs. (...) On 5 Sha©bân, five warships managed
to reach the coast of Syria and there they defeated the ships of
the Franks, returning on 22 Rama∂ân with both booty and
prisoners.” During this period in ™alâ’i©’s career, apart from what
we can read in contemporary poetry about the developments in
connection with the fleet and the cooperation with Nûr al-Dîn
Zankî in the year 553 H, we do not know a great deal. One of
the contemporary poems is the long poem by Al-Muhadhdhab
b. al-Zubayr, to rhyme al-nîrâni, in which ™alâ’i© is praised and
in which among other things his fleet of tar-covered warships is
described in two lines (38-39):

“Every foaming sea of those whom You fight against, You paint
red applying darkly coloured blood. / Until You see that their
blood and the green of the waters of the sea have become
red anemones strewn over green basil.”
There is a fragment of the description of the fleet (verses 40-
48): “As though the ’face’ of the Byzantium Sea (BaÌr al-Rûm)
had been powdered with aromas and as though there were
seedbeds for corals there. / When he launched an attack, the
fleet arrived with something never never seen before. / How I
love galleys of war (shawâniya ), whose murderous acts have
made their enemies hate them (walahâ l-©udâtu shawânî). / Their
colours make them appear like ravens, but in their destruction
they have the power of eagles. / You have burdened them
with the tools of war, so that the spears amongst them became
a replacement for ropes, / They came to You burdened with
booty, including prisoners of war with tightly shackled necks;
/ A continuing war, which chose You as judge over both first
and subsequent battles. / In the month of Sha©bân, in order
that the two nations should cooperate (kay yatalâ’ama l-
sha©bâni), You caused the envoys of Ibn Qasîm (scil., Nûr
al-Dîn Zankî) to return to him. / Using his name, the omen
(al-fa’lu) confirmed that Syria should be split into two parts,
divided between You both (yaghdû l-Shâmu wa-hwa ©alaykumâ
qismâni).”
The following passage, in praise of Nûr al-Dîn, also belongs
to this (verses 49-50): “I am of the opinion that, after the
Shahîd, You are as a father to him, and that You have made
him the closest of brothers. / When amongst the enemy, he
was the one who did not hesitate to bring about that which
was considered impossible.” (©Imâd al-IÒfahânî al-Kâtib, Kharîdat
al-qaÒr wa-jarîdat al-©aÒr qism shu©arâ’ MiÒr, ed. AÌmad Amîn
and others, Cairo 1951, vol. I, p. 211.)
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is the Regent’s sword, but he is not alone: other members of the Âl Ruzzîk offer support.
He (the Regent) is a star and a friend of the Amîr al-mu’minîn, both his Dhukhr (Treasure
Chest) and his Sword. This friend and the Amîr are like a Star and a Full Moon. Both can
also be compared to a phenomenon which appears in Arabic grammar: a noun and an
imperfect tense who agree with each other.

The tribal federation of Ghassân is easily surpassed by both of them. (Here the Regent
and his son are apparently being referred to, because these two members of the clan of
Ruzzîk were affiliated to the Ghassân).

However, one might ask what the position of the others was, for example Nahshal and
Mujâshi©? Both of these were sub-clans of Dârim, to whom the poet Farazdaq once belonged.
And Farazdaq was of pure Arabian lineage.

On behalf of a specific year, congratulations are being offered, and the following is said:
Oh ©Â∂id, oh Supporter of the Ìanîfî (monotheistic) religion! May you be congratulated

on the year which has gone by. Humankind is now Your wet-nurse.
©Âmu khamsin (Year Five) has become a person and is inclining its neck towards You.

Oh ©Â∂id, may both You and Your Regent be like a walî (loyal friend) to each other and
may You remain so for all Dahr!

Thus the Imâm and the Regent will continue to support each other. The Dahr must be a
waqf, in order to maintain the Brotherhood for them.

3.3.4

The following lines of verse illustrate the above:

∂≤ŠÓLÓv ŠÓuÚ“…Ó «ùÝöÂ Žs �Ôq= ÞU—‚Ì�Óö «��dÚ»Ô 	ÓDÚdË‚Ï Ëô «�AdÚ»Ô {UzlÔ

∑≤Ë�¦]dÓ √ŽÚb«œÓ «�HÔ²uÕ ÐFÓeÚ	WÌðÔMU{qÔ ŽsÚ œ¹s «�NÔbÈ ËðÔLUlÔ

∏≤ËœÓË]ŒÓ Ôs] «*ÔAd�5Ó ËÓÐÔd]¼ÔrÚ�ÓDUzlÔ 	s «ÝÚDu�t Ë�Óu«ÞlÔ

π≤Ë�w �Ôq= ¹ÓuÚÂÌ ðÓ−Ú²ÓKw «�FÓOÚsÔ 	MÚNÔrÔŽÓIUzqÓ 	Ó×Ú³u»Ï ≈�OÚNU �ÓözlÔ

∞≥ËłÓdÒœÓ 	sÚ –ÔšÚd «_zLÒW U—	UÎ¹Ô�U·Ô «*ÓMUËÍ �w ŠÓb=Á Ë«*ÓMU“ŸÔ

±≥ÝLU «�MUdÔ «*Ô×ÚOw ≈�v «�GU¹W «�²w¹Ô−Ób^ «_	U½w œË½ÓNU Ë«*ÓDU	lÔ

≤≥�Q	Ú�ÓXÚ �ÓtÔ 	sÚ ¬‰ —Ô“Ò¹pÓ √ÔÝÚdÓ…Ï¼ÔuÓ «�JÓn^  ŽMÚb «�³ÓDÚg ËÓ¼ÚwÓ «_UÐlÔ

≥≥≈–« —�³XÚ 	sÚ ŠÓuÚ�t ŠU‰Ó łÓOÚAÓtÔËÐÓOÚsÓ «�FbÈ ÝÔby 	sÓ «�Fe= 	U½lÔ

¥≥šKOqÔ √	Od «*R	M5Ó Ë–ÔšÚdÔÁÔËU—	ÔtÔ �w ŠOÚYÔ ðÓNÚ³Ôu «�IÓu«ÞlÔ

µ≥	ÓMU�VÔ 	Ó−ÚbÌ �ÓrÚ ŽÓdÓðÚNU �Óö�WÏ�ÓIÓbÚ łÓq] 	Ó²Ú³uŸÏ �b¹ÚNU ËðÓUÐlÔ

∂≥�ÓQ½]NLU �w —Ô�Ú³ÓW «*Ó−Úb �ÓuÚ�ÓVÏËÐÓbÚ—Ï Ë≈ôÒ «ÝÚrÏ Ë�FÚqÏ 	ÔCU—ŸÔ

∑≥≈–« –�dÓ Ú žÓ�ÒUÊÔ ¹u	UÎ ŽÔö¼ÔLU�ÓLÓsÚ ½ÓNÚAÓqÏ �w œ«—ÂÌ Ë	Ô−UýlÔ
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∏≥�OU ŽU{bÓ «�b¹s «(ÓMOn ËšÓOÚdÓ 	ÓsÚðÔAÓd]»Ô ÐU_ýÚFU— �Ot «*�U	lÔ

π≥�ONÚMpÓ ŽUÂÏ �u ðÓ−�ÒrÓ ý�ÚBÓtÔÐÓb« 	MtÔ ËÓłÚtÏ —«zoÔ «(Ô�Ús —«zlÔ

∞¥�Q�Ód] Ú �tÔ «_½UÂÔ þ¾d«Î ÐHÓCÚKt�KOfÓ �tÔ �w «�HÓCÚq ÞÔdÒ«Î  	ÔMU“ŸÔ

±¥Ë	U �ÓCqÓ «_ŽÚu«ÂÓ ≈ôÒ �Q½ÒtÔ¹ÔR—ÒŒÔ �Ot ÐÓFÚiÓ 	U √½ÚXÓ U½lÔ

≤¥łKÓXÚ ³ÚmÓ �ÓuÚŁÓwÚ �OKt Ë½NU—ÁË�UzlÔ 	s √�ÚFU�JÔrÚ ËÓMUzlÔ

≥¥�QÓ¹ÒU	ÔtÔ «�GÔd^ «��ÓFOb…Ô √ÓŽÚ³ÔbÏ�ÓJÔrÚ Ë�OU�Ot ≈	U¡Ï šÓu«{lÔ

¥¥ŁÓMÓv ŽUÂÔ šÓLÚfÌ łObÓÁÔ 	Ô²KÓH=HUÎ≈�OÚJrÚ ≈�v √ÊÚ √ËÚłÓFÓ²ÚtÔ «_šUœŸÔ

µ¥Ë“«—Ó�ÔrÔ «�FObÔ «��ÓFObÔ 	Ô³A=d«Î�JÔrÚ ÐHÔ²ÔuÕÌ ½ÓBÚdÔ¼U 	Ô²²UÐlÔ

∂¥�ÓLÔ²=ÚlÓ �Ôqy 	MJÔLU  ÐuÓ�O=t	ÓbÓÈ «�bÓ¼Úd 	U žÓMÒvÓ «(ÓLUÂÔ «��u«łlÔ

∑¥ËôÓ “«‰Ó ¼c« «�]b¼ÚdÔ ËÓ�ÚHUÎ ŽKOJÔLU	ÔIOrÔ «_Ë«šwÓ 	U √�UÂÓ 	Ô²U�lÔ

26 He guards the dwelling of Islam against every nocturnal raider; hence neither the herd
is attacked nor the drink wasted.

27 He has made the number of his conquests plentiful through a resolution which struggled
to defend the religion of the Just Leadership and argued on its behalf.

28 The pride and the anger of the Polytheists was humbled by the divisions (qa†â’i©u) and
cutting swords (qawâ†i©u) of his fleet.

29 And every day the Eye (of the Conqueror) strips the veils from the well-protected
women, for whom the veils are a beloved thing.

30 He drew a Sword, namely his Dhukhr al-a’imma (Treasure Chest of the Imâms), the
sharpness of which caused his intentions to be feared and his targets to be fearful.

31 Al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî rose to the challenge, but the wishes and desires of others were
aimed at a target far below.

32 The Âl Ruzzîk were a family to him, such that in an attack he was the hand and they
were the fingers.

33 When this family rode alongside him, there appeared between his army and the enemy
a barricade of defensive strength.

34 He is the Friend of the Amîr of the Believers; he is his Dhukhr and his Sword, there
where the qawâ†i© have risen on high.

35 With the honourable characteristics of glory which are not unexpectedly weakened, both
a leader and a follower are equally majestic.

36 In the sight of glory these two are a Star and a Full moon, or alternatively a noun and
an imperfect tense. (They are congruent and the one controls the other.)
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37 When, on a certain day, Ghassân announces the Loftiness of them both, what then are
people such as Nahshal and Mujâshi© (i.e., Farazdaq’s clan), among the federation of
Dârim?26

38 Oh ©Â∂id of the Ìanîfite religion, the best ever to have had poetry recited about him,
poetry which bathes the ears whenever it is recited!

39 Let this year congratulate You, if it chooses to be an embodiment of Your person,
then it will appear with a countenance, pure in beauty and brilliance (râ’iqu l-Ìusni
râ’i©u).

40 Humankind as his wet-nurse recognised that he achieved excellence, because in all his
excellence he had no rival.

41 He only transcended the years by their being chronicled in him that which You were
going to do. (Notice the ©ilm al-ghayb ascribed to the Imâm here.)

42 Statutes and edicts of Your actions took away the stamp of uncleanliness from its nights
and its days.

43 Its shining and happy days are male slaves to your people and its nights are humbled
female slaves.

44 Year Five bowed with its neck inclined towards Your people, until the veins in its
neck became painful.

45 The Feast of fortune has visited You and Your people with the happy tidings of
victories, victories which will be duly continued.

46 Allow each one of the pair of You to enjoy his walî (his friend) for the duration of
the Dahr, and for as long as the cooing doves sing.

47 May this Dahr never cease to be a waqf for either of You, You who maintain the
bonds of brotherhood for as long as the mountain Mutâli© continues to stand (near
BaÌrayn between Al-Sawda and Al-AÌsâ’).

26 Ad verse 37 the following:
Kitâb al-Aghânî VII, 44 (Aghânî 2 VIII, 16) and Aghânî X, 3
(Aghânî 2 XI, 62) give the following information. First Aghânî 2
VIII, 17:
The poet Al-Akh†al had already pronounced a judgment in
which he compared Jarîr’s poetry to water scooped out of the
sea and Farazdaq’s to rocks that had been hewn away. Bishr
the Governor considered that this judgment was in Jarîr’s
favour, although he himself was on the side of Farazdaq who
came from the clan Mujâshi© which was part of the larger tribe
of Dârim. The reference is to a poem by Al-Akh†al, which had
been composed at the request of Governor Bishr b. Marwân.
It contains a hijâ’ against Jarîr, because the latter had insulted
the Banû Dârim: wa-hju hâdha l-kalba lladhî yahjû Banî Dârimin
fa’innaka qad qa∂ayta ©alâ ∑âÌibinâ faqul abyâtan wa q∂i li-∑âÌibinâ
©alayhi fa-qâla l-Akh†al:
“Oh Jarîr! Truly you when you criticise some one (i.e.,
Farazdaq), are like a female slave who takes vicarious pride
in the howdah of a free and well-protected woman (…)”

This qaÒîda is long and in it Al-Akh†al also says:
“Be silent Oh Kulayb! Mujâshi© and Abû l-Fawâris Nahshal are
two brothers. / When you descend to the water, then Dârim
profits the most and has an easy resting place for the camels.
/ And when you throw your father onto the scales to balance
them, then they are heavier and your scale-pan rises on high.”
And Aghânî X, 3 (XI, 62), an extra line:
“Be silent Oh Kulayb! Mujâshi© and Abû l-Fawâris Nahshal are
two brothers. / They have surpassed your father in glory in
every highest valley, by the station of their cavalry. / They
are a people who when their tribal chiefs brandish their spears
against you, can strike you between the breast and the neck.
/ And when you place your father on the scales, then the
others are heavier and your father’s scale rises on high.”
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3.3.5

In the poems of our poet ©Umâra, there is the suggestion of intense cooperation between
an Imâm and a Vizier similar to that between two loyal friends, a walî to a walî. Moreover
in the poems dedicated to Al-©Â∂id, the high rank and position of this new Imâm are
emphatically placed in a central position. Frequent reference is made to a throne carpet
which the more lowly-placed visitor must physically touch. The poet interprets not only the
lofty position of Al-©Â∂id as the Imâm to whom the Regent must be loyal, but also the
prostration which is owed to Al-©Â∂id. Thus every visitor, even including a poet who strives
to have his poems applauded, receives direction from ©Umâra as to how he should behave,
and how useful it is to become acquainted with the dust of the inner square of the palace
in Al-Qâhira.

3.4

The visitor must be conscious of the fact that he is truly paying a visit to the Ka©ba:
this has been illustrated in verses 5-13 of the poem already quoted above, the one to rhyme
sihâmi 27:

µ√	ÔKÚ²ÓL�UÎ ½Óu«ôÎ √Ë ŁÓu«ÐUÎðÔFb¼̂LU �HÓIÚdÌ √Ë √ðUÂ

∂ËŽq] «�FU{bÓ «�NUœÍ �Ób¹dÏŽKv «�GÔHÚd«Ê Ë«*MÓs «'�UÂ

∑�Q�Úo ŽÓBU «ù�U	W �w 	ÓIUÂÌ�d«	²ÔtÔ ðÓe¹bÔ ŽKv «*IUÂ

∏ðÓdÓÈ «'Ó³ÓNU  Ë«_�Úb«ÂÓ �OtðHCÒqÔ ÐU��Ô−uœ Ë«�IOUÂ

πË�uô «(k^ 	sÚ √łÚdÌ Ë�Ó�ÚdÌ�ÓLU —žLXÚ √Ô½u·Ï �w «�dÔžUÂ

∞±ËÝÓK=rÚ ÐU��Ô−uœ ŽKv ≈	UÂÌ¹Ó−q^ ŽÓs «�²Ò×O]W ÐU��öÂ

±±ËÓ�Ó³=qÚ ðÔdÚ»Ó ÝUŠ²t �LMÚNUŽdÓ�ÚMU ŠÔdÚ	ÓWÓ «�Ú³ÓOÚX «(Ód«Â

≤±Ë≈ÊÚ √–½ÓXÚ łÓö�Ó²ÔtÔ ŽKOÚt�Óe«ŠrÚ ≈ÊÚ �ÓbÓ—Ú Ó ŽKv «�eŠUÂ

≥±�ÓFÓKÒpÓ √ÊÚ ðÓdÈ �w «�bÓÝÚX ËÓłÚNUÎÐt ðAHÓv «�FOuÊÔ 	s «��ÓIUÂ 
28

5 Oh searcher of a gift or a reward, one You prepared out of need or as a condolence!
6 Maybe Al-©Â∂id the Just Leader is powerful through his forgiveness and great

benefactions.
7 Throw down your staff and reside in one place (maqâm), where the rank (maqâm) is

multiplied even further by his nobility.
8 The prostrations and the standing (during the audiences) demonstrate to you that he

favours both foreheads and feet.

27 For the poem to rhyme ka l-sihâmi, compare note 17 above. 28 Ms Rabat: ýHU¡Ï �KFOuÊ 	sÓ «��IUÂ
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9 Were there not the assigned portion of reward and pride, then the noses would never
be forced into the dust.

10 Greet through prostration an Imâm who is too majestic to be greeted by an (ordinary)
salâm.

11 Kiss the dust of his inner square, because in so doing we became familiar with the
respectful position of the Sacred House.

12 And if his majesty permits it, penetrate then – if you can – into the jostling crowd.
13 Perhaps you will see on the throne a face, through which the eyes will be healed from

sickness. (= Ms D, but Ms Rabat reads: “in the eyes of which is healing from sickness.”)

That honour is due to Al-©Â∂id is a matter of course. However, ©Umâra emphasises quite
plainly that a sujûd, a prostration, is not only a requirement during prayers, but also in the
presence of the Imâm. This idea of the prescribed sujûd, and then definitely a sujûd on the
carpet before the throne, can undisputedly be found recurring in a number of our poet’s
qaÒîdas. For example in the qaÒîda (rhyme maqbûlu)29 the so-called ©Â∂idic majesty gives
rise to the kissing of a carpet:

≤ÐÓNÓdÓ «'ö‰Ô «�FU{bÍ^ šu«Þd«ÎšDdÔ «)ö�W ŽMb¼s] łÓKOqÔ

≥ŽÓEÔLÓXÚ 	NUÐÓ²ÔMU *u�HpÓ «�cÍ¹ÔNbÈ �tÔ «�²ÓFÚEOrÔ Ë«�²−ÚLOqÔ

¥ŠÓdÓÂÏ ½ÔIUÐqÔ 	MÚpÓ �Ot �³ÚKWÎÐHÓMUzNU ¹Ó²e«ÓŠrÔ «�²IÚ³OqÔ

µðÓ²ÓGU¹dÔ «_—ÚË«ÕÔ �u‚Ó Ð�UÞt�JÓQ½ÒLU ¼u 	Ó³Ú�rÏ 	GÚ�u‰Ô

2 The ©Â∂idic majesty (= Ms Rabat, “©Â∂idic beauty” = Ms D) bewildered souls, amongst
whom the importance of the Caliphate was considerable.

3 Our awe was great due to your position on which, furthermore, esteem and distinction
were bestowed.

4 A Îaram wherein we met a qibla from you, whilst in the inner square men pushed
one another aside in order to kiss it (the carpet).

5 The souls are jealous of one another’s position on the carpet. It is as though it (the
carpet) is a pure mouth.

29 Poem to rhyme maqbûlu, edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan 305-
307, total 48 verses, in this edition there are only the verses
1-2, 9-19, 33-34. Ms Rabat p. 159-161 and Ms D folio 133
verso - 135 recto. The poem is introduced as follows: “He

said in honour of the Imâm Al-©Â∂id and his Vizier Al-∑âliÌ”
(= Ms D and then Ms Rabat:) “He also said in praise of Al-
©Â∂id and his Vizier,…”
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3.4.1

In the poem to rhyme wa l-Ìijri,30 the prostration is even more emphatically emphasised
because so long as the Imâm is Lord of the surrounding elements and forms a part of the
Ka©ba, he is presented as an object of exceptional honour:

±Ý−uœ«Î �Nc« UŠVÔ «�ÒdÔ�Ús Ë«(−ÚdËË«—ÀÔ ŽKÚr «�MÓLÚq Ë«�MÓ×Úq Ë«(−Úd

≤Ë¼ÓLÚ�UÎ _Úu« Ì ËžÓCÒUÎ _ŽÚOÔsÌðÔAU¼bÔ √ÝÚd«—Ó «�NÔbÈ Ë¼ÚwÓ ô ðÓbÚ—

≥√ô ŠÓ³]c« œÓÝÚXÔ «)ö�ÓW �ÔKÒLUžb« ÐUÝLUÎ ŽsÚ žÔd]… «�FU{b «�DÔNÚd

¥≈	UÂÔ ¼bÈÎ √—ÚÐv ŽKv �Ôq= žU¹WÌ�LUôÎ Ë	U √—	v ÝM5Ó ŽKv «�FAÚd

1 Make a prostration, for this is the Lord of the Cornerstone and of the Îijr, and the
heir to the knowledge of “The Ant”, “The Bee” and “Stoneland” (i.e., these are Sûra
titles, numbers 27, 16 and 15).

2 And ensure the whispering of voices and the casting down of eyes, then you will see
thesecrets of the Just Leadership without them knowing.

3 Oh how pleasant is the Throne of the Caliphate every time these mornings dawn, when
It smiles and allows the glow of the Pure Al-©Â∂id to be seen.

4 An Imâm of Just Leadership, one whose perfection surpassed every ultimate goal, even
though in years he had not, as yet, passed ten.

3.4.2

Despite all the respect, the last verse of our quote, i.e, verse 4, which refers to age,
makes it quite obvious that ©Umâra could, in fact, have had a problem with ©Abd Allâh al-
©Â∂id’s extreme young age, he is not even ten years old. At the same time, as ©Umâra’s
poem was written very near to the time of the events surrounding the succession, the
uncertainty surrounding his age is settled here, he is not 11 years old, as Al-Maqrîzî could
still assume in his Itti©âÂ, but less than ten. When ©Umâra, as a Shâfi©ite faqîh, mentions
the fact of this extreme youth, we must ask ourselves whether this extreme youth would
not have been problematic for him, as far as it affected his judgment regarding the legality
of the succession. In any event, a normal person at that age is not yet ©âqil bâligh. In
Baghdad it was considered that this provided an interesting opening through which the
authority of the newly appointed Imâm of Cairo could be challenged, not simply Al-©Â∂id,
but precisely the even younger Al-Fâ’iz was challenged. According to Itti©âÂ, III, p. 223 the
©Abbâsid Caliph Al-Muqtafî wished, for this reason, not to accept Al-Fâ’iz. In his place the
©Abbâsid wanted to appoint Nûr al-Dîn Zankî as Governor of Egypt.

30 Poem to rhyme wa l-Ìijri, edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
235-236, Ms D, folio 74 recto - 75 recto, verses 1, 10-18, 25-
27, 37-40. Total 40 verses. Ms Rabat reads: “He said in praise

of Al-©Â∂id at the festival of the Canal (mawsim al-Khalîj).” Ms D
reads: “He spoke of the opening up of the Canal, whilst he
praised Al-©Â∂id in the year 559 (H.)”
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The author of Al-nujûm al-zâhira considers Al-Fâ’iz far too young, this judgment is also
extremely apparent in the way in which Ibn Taghrî Bardî speaks about Al-Fâ’iz, the three-
year-old, as “Al-∑aghîr” and describes his command and suitability as “amr al-∑abî”.31

As far as ©Umâra is concerned, in his poem (to rhyme al-Ìijri), in which he had in
©Abd Allâh al-©Â∂id established the presence of “perfection, although in years he (©Â∂id)
had not, as yet, shouldered ten” no further comment regarding his age is made. In the
following lines ©Umâra only makes the superiority of the position of the Imâm clear. This
Imâm must be honoured in a Koran of poetry and prose. He is the keeper of a secret about
which only the stars can communicate with him. And his palace has never served evil
objectives. This palace contrasts favourably with the palaces of an earlier age, which were
depicted in another dimension, in the Koran:

∂Ë�u �Ôb— Ú √�ÚFU�ÔtÔ ŠÓo] �ÓbÚ—¼U	ÓbÓŠÚMUÁÔ ÐU�Id¬Ê �w «�MEÚr Ë«�M¦Úd

®...©

∞≤ËšÓOÒLÚXÓ �w √�ÚMU·Ì ŽU�OW «�cÔ—«ðÔMOnÔ ŽKv ÐÔdÚÃ «��LU�ÓOÚs Ë«�MÓ�Úd

±≤ðÔ�UÞ³ÔNU «'u“«¡Ô ÝdÒ«Î ËšÔHÚOWÎÐLJÚMuÊ 	U �KÒt �OpÓ 	sÓ «��d=

≤≤¼w «�BÓdÚŒÔ ≈ôÒ √Ê] ¼U	UÊÓ �rÚ ¹ÔAÓO=bÚÐÔMU¼U Ëô «ÝÚ²ÓLÚDUÁÔ �dÚŽuÚÊÔ �KÚJHÚd

6 Supposing that his deeds had been rewarded in a just fashion, then we would have
praised him with the Koran in both poetry and prose. (= Ms D, Ms Rabat says: “with
the spoken word in both poetry and prose.”)
(…)

20 You put up a tent with high shelters which overlooked the constellations of the Two
Simâks and the Eagle.

21 The Twins spoke to it in secrecy and concealment, about the concealed secret of Allah
which is within You.

22 It is the palace except that Hâmân has not built up its structures and Pharaoh has not
used it as a platform for disbelief (walâ stam†âhu Fir©awnu li l-kufri).

3.4.3

The palace where Imâm Al-©Â∂id lives is a sacred precinct. It resembles the Ka©ba and
can also stand up to comparison with the physical characteristics of the still extremely
youthful Imâm. The poet wants to compare his black forehead and shiny cheeks to the
smooth Cornerstone, the Black Stone.

31 Ibn Taghrî Bardî, Al-nujûm al-zâhirah V, p. 310-311.
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3.5

Finally ©Umâra compares the people who come to the palace to offer their petition to Pilgrims:

≥≥ýÓ‡Ó³Ò‡ÓNÚXÔ �ÓBÚdÓ„Ó Ë«)ÓözoÔ ŠÓuÚ�ÓtÔðÓFÚMÔu ŽKv ŠÔd= «'³5 ËšÓb=Á

¥≥ÐU�³OX Ë«�dÔ�ÚsÔ «<ÓK]oÔ —Ô�ÚMÔtÔË«�u«�b¹sÓ ≈�v ½b«„Ó ÐuÓ�ÚbÁ

33 I compare your palace, while the people roundabout it submit themselves to the noble
forehead and your cheeks

34 With the House (scil., the Ka©ba), while the smooth corner (of that cheek) was Its
(smoothly worn-off) Cornerstone, and those who came for your blessing I compared to
Its arriving Pilgrims.

(from the poem to rhyme bi-Ìamdihi, dedicated to Al-©Â∂id)32

3.5.1

In ©Umâra’s poem muttasimu (see Appendix) dedicated to Al-©Â∂id, until now an unknown
poem,33 there is once again a description of the Imâm’s palace. However, in this description
an extra element has been added, that of angels and kings who push and shove one another
in order to gain entry and honour. Furthermore, there are heavenly spheres: these are
important because those who hold these spheres intact now appear to belong to the Imâm’s
personnel. Probably it is the angels who are active in this area, they maintain both the
heavenly sphere and the Imâm, at least according to the view of our poet:

∂±Ë√³Ó̀Ó «�IÓBÚdÔ 	Ó×Ú−ułUÎ Ë	ÔMÚ²Ó−ÓFUÎ�Q½ÒLU Šq] �Ot «(q^ Ë«(ÓdÓÂÔ

∑±�ÓBÚdÏ ¹ÔIÓ³]qÔ ÐU_�Úu«Á ðÓJÚd	WÎË«�d�ÚsÔ ¹Ôu	v ≈�Ot Š²Òv ¹Ô�Ú²ÓKÓrÔ

∏±�bÚ “«œ �w ýdÓ· «_	ö„ ÐqÚ šÓDÓd «_�Ú‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ö„ √ÊÒ �OU	ÓNU �JrÚ šÓbÓÂÔ

π±�LsÚ 	ÔKÔu„Ì ŽKw √Ðu«ÐJr “Ô	ÓdÔË	sÚ 	Ku«zJWÌ ÐU�c�d ðeÚœŠrÔ

16 The palace has become a place of pilgrimage, and of grazing, as if both the profane
and the sacred have been brought together there.

17 Out of respect a palace is kissed by mouths; the corner stone is held in focus until
one touches it.

18 The honour of the kings, or rather the importance of the heavenly sphere, is increased
because its management consists of Your servants.

32 ©Umâra’s poem to rhyme bi-Ìamdihi, a poem of 39 lines of
verse. Ms D (Petersburg), folio 44 verso - 45 verso; Ms Rabat
p. 85-87. This poem has been partially edited by Derenbourg,
Nukat-Diwan, p. 201-202 (= vs 1, 11-13). The introduction
reads: “He says in praise of the Imâm Al-©Â∂id  the
following:…”

33 Poem to rhyme muttasimu. In the edition Derenbourg, Nukat-
Diwan this poem is not included, thus it does not appear in
Ms D. However, it is in Ms Rabat, p. 217-219. The poem is
introduced with the words: “In honour of Al-©Â∂id he also said
the following…”
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19 There are groups of kings and angels at your door, groups which push each other aside
with the dhikr.

This comparison and description fails, however, to make any justification of the existence
of an Imâm who is, according to the normal standards applicable to the broad public,
decidedly too young.

Fortunately, in ©Umâra’s poem lâmi©u, there is a distinct reasoning based on elements of
the Koran.34  A Prophet stands above the law.  It is sufficient to refer to the fate of other
Prophets, such as Jesus and Moses.  These Koranic Prophets are examples of the receivers
of the command, amr from Allah, or should we say they are emanations from Allah?

Jesus spoke when he was still a very young child, and the baby Moses was highly
intelligent when Pharaoh decided to make all mothers’ milk inaccessible to small children.
Expressed in poetry we are presented with the following text:

≥±�ÓQ½²ÔrÚ ½Ó³w] «�b¼Úd “Ô¼ÚdÏ 	MOdÓ…ÏžÓu«—ÐÔNU Š²Òv «*NUœ ÞÓu«�lÔ

¥±≈–« �UÊÓ √	ÚdÔ «�KÒt ËÓ�ÚFUÎ ŽKOÚJÔrÔ�Ó�OÒUÊ �ÓNÚqÏ �Ot 	MÚJÔrÚ ËÓ¹ÓU�lÔ

µ±ËÓ�ÓbÚ ÐÓc] 	uÝv �ÓOÚbÓ �dÚŽÓuÚÊÓ 	ÔdÚ{FUÎËŠÔd=ÂÓ 	sÚ šuÚ·Ì ŽKOt «*Ód«{lÔ

∂±Ë�ÓK]rÓ ŽO�v Ë¼ÚuÓ �w «*NÚb �ÓuÚ	ÓtÔ0U –¼KÓXÚ 	MÚtÔ «�KÔLU Ë«*�U	lÔ

13 Oh Prophet of the Dahr, thus Your people are shining luminous people, whose peaks
rise up above even the highest ground.

14 When the Command of Allah descends upon your people, then young and old become
as one.

15 Once before, Moses had suppressed Pharaoh’s plot by using a wet-nurse (mur∂i©an, a
woman who gave him her breast when he was still a baby), although the wet-nurses
(al-marâ∂i©u), for fear of Pharaoh, had become inaccessible. (Cf. Koran concerning
Moses, Sûra 20, verses 36-40 and Sûra 28, verses 7-13.)

16 Jesus (©Îsâ) spoke to his people when he was still in the crib, with something which
caused bewilderment to people’s lips and ears. (Cf. Koran concerning Jesus, Sûra 3,
verses 45-49.)

Both early Prophets, predecessors of the Muslim Prophet, are completely capable; they
are, therefore, at any rate ©âqil, although maybe not bâligh. Jesus was already speaking to
his people when he was still a child in a crib, as a result of which Ibn Khaldûn can (an
era later) state that there is an adage, “Lâ mahdîya illâ ©Îsâ” (translate: “there is no Mahdî
possible until after the arrival of Jesus” or – taking a derivation from another combination
of verbal roots – “there is no crib speaker apart from Jesus.”).35

34 For poem to rhyme lâmi©u, compare note 24 above.
35 Ibn Khaldûn, Muqaddima, second edition ©Abd al-WâÌid Wâfî,

Cairo 1965, vol. II, Al-bâb al-thânî fî l-©umrâni l-badawî wa l-

umami l-waÌshiyya, maw∂û© (no. 53) FaÒl fî amri l-Fâ†imî wamâ
yadhhabu ilayhi l-nâsu fî sha’nihi wa-kashfu l-ghi†â’ ©an dhalika,
p. 916.
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When still a very young child, Moses was also a remarkable person, capable of a mu©jiza,
in a period of time which preceded the well-known miracles as summarised in the Koran.
©Umâra had the young child Moses act as an adult so as to ensure the presence of a wet
nurse!

It is amusing to see how, at the end of this poem (to rhyme lâmi©u), it is said that the
whole of humankind must become a foster mother to the newly appointed ©Abdallâh al-©Â∂id.

∞¥√Ô�dÒ Ú �tÔ «_½UÂÔ þ¾d«Î  ÐHÓCÚKt�KOfÓ �tÔ �w «�HÓCÚq ÞÔ‡dÒ«Î 	ÔMU“ŸÔ

40 Humankind as his wet-nurse recognised that he achieved excellence, because in all his
excellence he had no rival.
(See infra).

Thus humankind is there for Al-©Â∂id and Al-©Â∂id is more important than Moses who
can only acquire one wet nurse!

In his poem (to rhyme muttasimu) dedicated to Al-©Â∂id,36 ©Umâra pleads that both
understanding and wisdom can exist without maturity. According to this poem the Imâm is
the “Supporter” of the (monotheistic) Îanîf religion. And that in a time when the “Handles”
had almost been broken off. It is to the cord of Allah that the Imâm Caliph holds on.
Then there is the religion which itself holds on to the cord of the Caliph. Finally there is
still the light of his bay©a. Formulated in a poetic manner, we encounter a chain of
emanation. There is a package of esoteric knowledge that appears to be transferable: from
the Prophet Jesus to the ©Îsâ who died so young, alias Al-Fâ’iz, and then to the surviving
©Abdallâh al-©Â∂id.

≥«�FU{bÔ ŽU{bÔ «�b¹s «(MOnË�bÚ �Uœ Ú ŽÔd«ÁÔ 	sÓ «ù½ÚAIÓU‚ ðÓMÚHÓBrÔ

¥šKOHÓWÏ ÐU Ó œ¹sÔ «�KÒt 	ÔFÚ²ÓBLUÎÐ×Ó³ÚKt ËÐ×Ó³Úq «�KÒt ¹FÚ²ÓBrÔ

µ*ÒU √½U— Ú �MU √½Úu«—Ô ÐOFÓ²tðJÓAÒnÓ «�EK̂ÚrÔ Ë«½Ú−UÐÓX «�EK̂ÓrÔ

∂Ë√ýÚd‚Ó «�b¹sÔ Ë«�b½OU Ð³OÚFÓ²tË«�MU—Ô �u �r ðÓKỒÚ �rÚ ¹ÔFÚdÓ· «�FÓKÓrÔ

3 Al-©Â∂id is the Supporter (Al-©â∂id) of the Îanîfî religion, when its handles were almost
broken and split.

4 A Caliph whose cord the religion of Allah continues to grasp, while the Caliph holds
onto the cord of Allah.

5 Once the lights of his bay©a had given us light, injustice was taken away and darkness
vanished.

6 Religion and the Dunyâ gave light through his bay©a: if the fire had not appeared the
beacon would never have been recognised.

36 For poem to rhyme muttasimu, compare note 33 above.
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3.5.2

In the presence of the Imâm Al-©Â∂id, the poet then makes a happy pronouncement about
the Prophet Jesus and the Imâm Jesus (©Îsâ) Al-Fâ’iz, using words with the following
meaning: “You have inherited from both ©Îsâ and ©Îsâ. Jesus, the son of Mary ruled once
his arm became strong.” However, the Fâ†imids ruled earlier, even before they were weaned
(fu†imû). Here a parallel can be drawn to a passage of Al-Qâ∂î al-Fâ∂il, where this author
uses the proper name and its alternative meaning in order to signify that he did not wean
himself from writing poetry in praise of the son of Fâ†ima.37

There is, according to our poet, no difference between the Imâms; and for those in a
more lowly position there is good fortune in that they are allowed to kiss the ground; and
what is more important in connection with their ages, both the older one and the child are
alike. Yes, the child is even entitled to precedence, because “wisdom” comes before “puberty”
or “growing up” an adage which ©Umâra presented for the sake of a paronomastic figure of
speech, Ìilm as opposed to Ìulum,

∑Ë—ŁÚXÓ ŽO�v ËŽO�v —ŠÚLÓWÎ ËÓ¼ÔbÈÎ�ÓQ½ÒJrÚ ÐÓOÒMU Ï ÐOMÓNU —ÓŠrÔ

∏ÝUœÓ «ÐÚsÔ 	ÓdÚ.Ó �ÓLÒU «ýÚ²Ób] ÝUŽbÔÁÔË«�HUÞLOÒuÊÓ ýUœË« �³ÚqÓ √ÊÚ �ÔDrÔ

π√zLÒWÏ 	U ŽÓKLÚMU �Ó³ÚqÓ —ƒ¹²Nr√Ê] «(ÔEuÿÓ ÐKÓ¦Úr «_—Ú÷ ðÔIÚ²Ó�ÓrÔ

∞±�bÚ √šÚ³ÓdÓ Ú ÝÔuÓ—Ô «�HÔdÚ�UÊ √½ÒNrÚšözoÔ «�KÒt ô �ÔdÚ�UÊÏ ÐOMÓNÔrÔ

±±«�ÚJÓNÚqÔ Ë«�DHÚqÔ ýÓdÚŸÏ �w ýd¹F²NrÚË—Ô»] ŠKrÌ √ðv 	sÚ ÐFÚbÁ «(ÔKÔrÔ

7 From both Jesus (©Îsâ) and the other ©Îsâ, You have inherited mercy and Just Leadership,
as though both of them were offspring of the same womb.

8 The Son of Mary only ruled once his arm had become strong; however, the Fatimids
ruled even before they were weaned. (Here the present author reads sâdû instead of
shâdû, otherwise the reading would be “they constructed even before they were weaned”.
Concerning Jesus, cf. Koran Sûra 3, verses 45-49.)

9 Before we saw the Imâms, we did not know that portions of good luck were dealt out
to those who kissed the ground.

10 The Sûra-s from the Koran (Furqân) have announced that they are creations of Allah
amongst whom no difference (furqân) can be made.

11 The elderly person and the young child are alike in their Sharî©a; by the time maturity
comes much patiently acquired insight has already been gained.

37 See P. Smoor, “Fâ†imid Poets and the ’TakhalluÒ’ that Bridges
the Nights of Time to the Imâm of Time”, Der Islam 68, 1991,
p. 261, where Al-Qâ∂î al-Fâ∂il is quoted acknowledging his
laudation for the Fâ†imid dynasty in poetry in a takhalluÒ
formula which appears in two lines as follows: “6. Listen only
to the speaking of my eye, which is repeated by the words

of richly flowing tears. / 7. Because, after your departure (i.e.,
the loved ones), I have weaned myself from the writing of
poetry, with the exception of praises for the son of Fâ†ima.”
(Dîwân Al-Qâ∂î al-Fâ∂il, ed. AÌmad Badawî and Ibrâhîm al-
Abyârî, Cairo 1961, I, p. 302).
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Just as in the previous poem, the impression is given in the poem maghnami that Al-
Fâ’iz had given an indication, a naÒÒ, that he was to be succeeded by Al-©Â∂id.38   Al-Fâ’iz
had, at least according to ©Umâra, most certainly done this and in so doing he followed the
well-known example of Mohammed. Hence the naÒÒ came from ©Îsâ, as the descendant of
Îaydar (scil., ©Alî) and Fâ†ima; not from the other ©Îsâ, namely the son of Mary.  The
result is not only a play on words, but enables the implication to be made that Fâ’iz’s rank
is equal to that of the prophets.  The ibn ©amm is Al-©Â∂id, and, in this context, Al-©Â∂id
resembles ©Alî, the ibn ©amm of the first century Hijra who acquired his authority from the
Prophet on the Day of the Pool of Khumm.  The poet opens his poem with some lines in
which he once again stresses the obligation of loyalty toward the reigning Imâm:

±Ëôƒ„Ó 	HdË÷Ï ŽKv �qÒ 	�KrÌËŠÔ³p̂Ó 	HÚdË◊ Ë√�ÚCÓqÓ 	ÓGÚMÓr

≤≈–« «*d¡Ô �r ¹ÔJÚdÂÚ Ð×Ô³=pÓ ½ÓHÚ�ÓtÔžb« ËÓ¼ÚuÓ ŽMb «�Kt žOÚdÔ 	ÔJÓd]Â

≥Ë—ÓŁÚXÓ «�NÔbÓÈ ŽsÚ ½Óh= ŽO�v ÐÚs ŠÓOÚbÓ—ÌË�UÞLWÌ ô ½Óh= ŽO�v ÐÚs 	ÓdÚ.

¥�U‰Ó √ÞOFu« ôÐÚs ŽÓL=w �S½ÒtÔ√	OMw ŽKv Ýd= «ùôÁ «*JÓ²]r

µ�c«„Ó ËÓÓv
39

 «*ÔBÚDHÓv �w «ÐÚs ŽÓL=t≈�v 	ÔMÚ−bÌ ¹uÂÓ «�GÓb¹d Ë	Ô‡²ÚNr

∂ŽKÓv 	Ô�Ú²ÓuÎÈ �Ot 
40

 �b.Ï ËŠUœÀÏË≈ÊÚ �UÊ �ÓCÚqÔ «��Ó³Úo �KLÔ²ÓIÓ‡b=Â

1 Loyalty to You is an obligation for every Muslim, and love of You is in both Abodes
the highest gain. (= version Ms Rabat).

2 Should humankind fail to make itself noble through its love of You, then Allah shall
also not deem it noble.

3 You have inherited the Rightful Leadership on the authority of the naÒÒ (a designation)
from ©Îsâ the descendant from ©Alî (= Îaydar) and Fâ†imah, not the naÒÒ from Jesus
(©Îsâ) the son of Maryam. (Al-Fâ’iz was in fact called ©Îsâ, his full name was Al-Fâ’iz
bi-NaÒr Allâh Abû l-Qâsim ©Isâ b. al-Åâfir bi-Amr Allâh Ismâ©îl, see Al-Maqrîzî, Al-
Muqaffâ VIII, p. 742).

4 He (Al-Fâ’iz) said: “Be obedient unto my ’ibn ©amm’ (Al-©Â∂id), because he is my
friend unto whom the hidden secrets of the godhead are entrusted.”

5 Thus, to all those who went to Najd and the Tihâmah, Al-MuÒ†afâ gave an instruction
concerning his “ibn ©amm” (©Alî) on the Day of the Pool.

6 The Earliest and the Latest are on an equal level here, even though the first to arrive
has the priority of being earlier.

38 Poem to rhyme maghnami, edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
p. 339, Ms D, folio 162 verso - 163 verso and Ms Rabat p. 199-
201. In total 48 lines, but in the edition only lines 1-10 are
found. This poem is introduced by the following words, (Ms D):
“Whilst he pronounced eulogies for Al-Fâ’iz, he also said” and
(Ms Rabat): “He spoke in honour of Al-©Â∂id, and as an aside
pronounced eulogies for Al-Fâ’iz.” The poem is dedicated to

Imâm Al-©Â∂id as the successor of Al-Fâ’iz to the throne. Its
first line points out how important the obligation of loyalty is
for the believer: “Loyalty towards You is an obligatory duty
for every Muslim, and love of You ensures the highest reward
in both abodes.” (thus according to the version Ms Rabat).

39 Ms Rabat: �c�p √ËÚv

40 Ms Rabat: ŽÔKÎv ¹Ó�Ú²ÓuÍ 	MNU
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3.5.3

Unfortunately, the poet tells us, no-one abided by this waÒîya (testament), as a result of
which the ©Abbâsids gained the chance to obtain power. If this waÒîya had been adhered to
there would have been no money, there would not even have been any coins with an
inscription in favour of an outsider.

3.6

Here the poet acknowledges his preference for the Fâ†imids’ coins, the very coins which
another poet, namely ©Arqala from Damascus, continued to value, even after the fall of Al-
©Â∂id, as a stable remnant of the dynasty. A dynasty which he now curses. Indeed, ©Arqala
would happily accept ©â∂idiyyât as payment for his odes which were now dedicated to the
subsequent dynasty, the Ayyûbids! 41

3.6.1

©Umâra knows absolutely nothing about these later developments in his poem maghnami
and, therefore, we see how, by way of a stylistic feature, he includes in his poem the
primordial “covenant” of the Imâm. The word “©ahd” can mean both “covenant” and “a
time period” (think of the Imâm’s life span of ten years). The eternal mountains which
refused to accept the primordial covenant (©ahd) with God because they found it too heavy,
are now set against an Imâm whose short life span (whose short ©ahd) forms absolutely no
obstacle to the acceptance of the burden of this identical covenant as presented by God.
(verses 8-18). Thus, the youthful age of the Imâm is irrelevant, furthermore he is a Light
in a bodily shape, not merely a physical body,

41 ©Arqala al-Dimashqî, poem dînâri about Saladin, Kharîdat al-qaÒr
wa-jarîdat al-©aÒr, qism shu©arâ’ al-Shâm, ed. Shukrî FayÒal,
Damascus 1955, vol. I, p. 179, the additional fourth line is from
Ibn al-©Imâd al-Imâm Shihâb al-Dîn Abû l-FalâÌ ©Abd al-Îayy
b. AÌmad b. MuÌammad al-©Akarî al-Îanbalî al-Dimashqî (who
lived from 1032 to 1089), Shadharât al-dhahab fî akhbâr man
dhahab, edition MaÌmûd and ©Abd al-Qâdir al-Arnâ’û†, Beirut
1991, vol. VI, p. 365: “Amongst all the words which ©Arqala
wrote about him (= Saladin) belong those which now follow.
SalâÌ al-Dîn had promised him that he would give him 1000
dînârs when he became king (occupier) of Egypt. ©Arqala came
to him and praised him with (inter alia) the following lines of
verse:

�ÔqÚ �KBöÕ 	ÔFOMw ŽMbÓ ≈ŽÚ�U—Í¹U ≈�Ún 	uô¹U √¹ÚsÓ «_�nÔ œ¹MU—

√šÚAÓv 	sÓ «_ÝÚd ≈ÊÚ ŠUË�ÚXÔ  √—Ú{JrÚË	U ðHw łMÒW «�HdœÓËÚ” ÐU�MÒU—

�Ó−ÔbÚ ÐNU ŽU{b¹ÒU Ì 	Ô�ÓDÒd…Î	s ÐFi 	U šKÒn «�DUžw √Ðu «�FU—

ŠÔLd«Î �QÝOU�Jr žÔdÒ«Î ��OKJÔrŽÔ²IUÎ ŁIUôÎ �QŽb«zw Ë√ÞLU—Í

“1. Say to Al-∑alâÌ, my supporter in my poverty: ’Oh friendship
of my master! Where have the 1000 dînârs gone? / 2. I am
afraid of being imprisoned should I attempt to go to your land
(Saladin had been a police chief in Syria), and the garden of
Eden is not equal to the Fires of Hell (Egypt is a hot land in
comparison to Syria). / 3. Pay in compensation, therefore,
©â∂idiyyât embossed with a script, coins which were left behind
by that Tyrant (™âghî), the Father of Shame. / 4. (Golden coins)
red - like your bloody and shining swords, like your horses
(with their blazes), extremely old and burdensome - like my
(dead) enemies and my worn-out robes.”
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∏Ë√ÔðOXÓ 	OdÓ«ÀÓ  «�³Ó�ODÓW ŽsÚ √»ÌËłÓb> 	CÓv ŽMNU Ë�rÚ ¹Ó²ÓIÓ�]r

π�p «(o^ �ONU œËÊÓ �Ôq= 	ÔMU“ŸÌË�u √½ÒtÔ ½U‰Ó «��=LU„Ó 
42

 Ð�Ô‡K]r

∞±Ë�u ŠÓHÓEu« �OpÓ «�uÓOÒWÓ �rÚ ¹JÔsÚ�GOÚd¼U �w √�ÚDU—¼U œÓËÚ—Ô œ—Ú¼Ór

±±�LMÚNr �dËŸÏ 
43

 �w �ÔBw> �ÓBO]WÌË√½XÓ «ÐÚsÔ ÐMX «*BDHv
 44 Š5Ó ðÓMÚ²Ór

≤±Ë	U �Ôq^ šÓCÚd¬¡ «�GÔBuÊ ÐMÓ³ÚFWÌËô �Ôq^ ŽOb«Ê «�H²v ÐLÔIÓu]Â

≥±ðÓ×ÓLÒKÚXÓ 	s ŁIq «)ö�W 	U ËÓ¼ÓXÚ�u«ŽbÔ —Ó{ÚuÈ %Ú²ÓtÔ Ë¹ÓKLÚKr

¥±ËłÓbÒœÚ Ó 	s —ÓÝÚr «�Ad¹FW 	U ŽHUË√ŠÚOÓOÚXÓ 	s √ŽÚö	NU �q] 	ÓFÚKÓr

µ±Ë�ÔLXÓ ÐFÓNÚb «�Kt Ð5Ó Ž³UœÁ√	OMUÎ 
45

 ËŽÓNÚbÔ «�FBd �rÚ ¹²BÓd]Â

∂±�OFÚKr 
46

 √ÊÒ «�KÒtÓ łq] łö�ÔtÔ√�UœÓ„Ó 	ÓFÚMv «�FKr �³ÚqÓ «�²ÓFÓKr̂

∑±Ë«½ÒpÓ ½u—Ï �KNÔbÈ 	²−Ó�ÒbÏËÓ��ÚXÓ �QłÚ�UœÌ 	sÓ «�K×Úr Ë«�bÓÂ

∏±Ë«½ÒpÓ 	×ÚdË”Ô «*JU½W ŽMbÓÁÔŠd«ÝÓWÓ 	ÓFÚBuÂ «�³BOd… 	ÔKÚNÓr

8 You were given, in its entirety, the inheritance of the earth which belonged to a father
and a forefather who had already departed.

9 To this you are entitled and no-one should dispute that, not even he who has reached
the Simâk star with a ladder.

10 If the people had adhered to the bequest (waÒîya) of your person, then there would
not even have been the circle of a Dirham for anyone else in the region but you.

11 From them (“them” may refer to the ©Abbâsids) far-reaching roots (= Ms Rabat, Ms D
reads here: “far-reaching branches”) extend as far back as QuÒayy, but you are the
son of the house (Ms Rabat, Ms D reads here: “the son of the daughter”) of Al-MuÒ†afâ,
when you refer to your own ancestry.

12 Not all the green of the branches is Nab© wood, and not all the backbones of heroes
are upright.

13 You bore that part of the burden of the Caliphate, under which the foundations of the
mountains Ra∂wâ and Yalamlam would stagger.

14 And You renewed the scribblings of the Sharî©a which had been wiped away: and
you have renewed every sign of its marks.

15 You brought the “covenant” of Allah to His worshippers, as a reliable man, and the
“time period” of ten years had not even passed by. (Al-©Â∂id was not even ten years
old.)

16 Be conscious that Allah, may His majesty be exalted, had lent You the theme of
scholarship even before your study had begun.

42 Ms Rabat: Ë�u √½ÒtÔ ½U‰Ó «��ÓLU¡Ó .
43 Ms Rabat:   �LMNr ŽÔdË‚Ï .
44 Ms Rabat: Ë√½XÓ «ÐÚsÔ ÐOX «*BDHv .

45 Ms Rabat: √	MUÎ .
46 Ms Rabat: �²FÚKrÚ .
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17 (only in Ms D on this position:) And that You are a Light in a bodily form, and
differ from bodies of flesh and blood.

18 And that You, in your position, are safely guarded by him, under the care of one who
is both innocent of insight yet inspired.

3.6.2

A couple of poems which date from an earlier period make a connection between the
Imâm and the eternal primordial covenant, a covenant which, in prehistory, Allah wanted
to conclude with the creation. But, according to the Koran, the mountains, to whom it was
first offered, found the obligations too onerous. Finally, Allah was to enter into the covenant
with humankind. However, according to our poet ©Umâra, it was in fact with the Imâm
that Allah concluded His covenant. The poet includes this idea in certain poems. However,
only the relevant passages of these are dealt with here (one passage from a poem to rhyme
maghnami has already been discussed, see the poem verse 15).

In general terms there is a suggestion of this covenant-relationship in the poem muttasimu
dedicated to Al-©Â∂id. Certain ideas in this poem have already been discussed (see infra),
that is we hear the poet saying words which mean the following: “A year smiled and look,
there is a Dawla and the Imâm of the century. ©Â∂id seems to be the Supporter of the
Îanîf religion, which appears in the Koran as the religion of Monotheism. This idea has
already been suggested by Abraham and, therefore, by the Prophet in his own sermons.
The Imâm, who arrived on the scene much later, has at his disposal not only the help but
also the attention of both kings with their Viziers or Regents, and angels.”

On the one side there is a Regent, on the other side there is the Imamate guaranteed by
this Regent. The poet seems to view this combination as one entity. Concerning the
contemporary situation of ©Umâra, we learn how the vizierial throne is now occupied by
the kingship of Al-NâÒir, the son of ™alâ’i© b. Ruzzîk. By the time and date of composition
of this poem, ™alâ’i© (scil. Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ) had already died.

3.6.3

At the end of the poem (to rhyme muttasimu) we see how ©Umâra repeatedly enumerates
four elements which must confirm the Imamate of Al-©Â∂id.  Some of these fundamental
elements are only of rhetorical value. However, some have either a theological or an actual
basis which is of interest.

Not of great interest, however, is the fact that there are Four Subjects which form the
foundations of the “morals” of the Dahr.  With another group of Four Subjects, namely
the Victory of Just Leadership and Well-Being next to Sword and Pen, the “council” of the
Dahr appears to be referred to. The Sword and Pen suggest an area where the Vizier could
be helpful.

More important is the following enumeration of Four Subjects which concern the Imâm
personally: the enumeration of these subjects a Contract, a Promise, a Mîthâq and Family
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Honour can of course mean anything. The Contract could, on the basis of another poem (to
rhyme khâlidi),47 be seen as a reference to the marriage of ™alâ’i©’s daughter to the Imâm
Al-©Â∂id. The Promise is unclear but the mîthâq is Koranic and means that the Imâm has,
since the beginning of time, accepted the burden of the Imamate. Family Honour can refer
to the fact that the Imâm was prepared to maintain the family honour of the Banû Ruzzîk,
by punishing those who were guilty of the murder of ™alâ’i© and thus revenging his death.
The murder had, in fact, no further consequences for the Vizier’s dynasty because the Imâm
allowed ™alâ’i©’s son Al-©Âdil Ruzzîk to be considered as a successor to theVizierate. Thus,
as an Imâm, Al-©Â∂id did not let down the Ruzzîk clan.

3.6.4

In reality the situation was totally different because the Imâm Al-©Â∂id was, in fact, put
under pressure by the Vizier’s family. Two aunts had been arrested (and executed) and the
Imâm had to refute accusations that he himself had been involved in the conspiracy against
™alâ’i©.

Concerning the fundamental elements of which there are in total sixteen (including extra
elements such as Root, Branch, Morals and Orphanhood), ©Umâra wrote the following verses
(rhyme muttasimu).48  In a poetic sense they are not particularly moving.

∞≥�Uœ Ú ≈�Ot “	UÂÓ «*ÔKp √—ÐFWÏ½BdÔ «�NÔbÈ Ë«�MbÈ Ë«��OnÔ Ë«�IKrÔ

±≥Ë¼ÓcÐXÚ 	Mt šKoÓ «�bÓ¼Úd √—ÐFWÏ«�FKÚrÔ  Ë«(KrÔ Ë«*Fd�WÔ Ë«�JdÓÂÔ

≤≥ËUŠÓ³ÓXÚ 	Mt �u‰Ó «�BbÚ‚ √—ÐFWÏ«�FÓNÚbÔ Ë«�uÓŽÚbÔ Ë«*O¦U‚Ô Ë«�c3Ô

≥≥ËÓb]�XÚ 	UœŠOt 	Mt √—ÐFWÏ«_ÚqÔ Ë«�HdŸÔ Ë«_šÚö‚Ô Ë«�OÓ²ÓrÔ

30 The reins of the kingdom were forwarded to him through four subjects: the Victory
(naÒr) of Just Leadership, Well-Being, the Sword and the Pen.

31 And, via him, the morals of the Dahr were made civilised in four ways: Scholarship,
Long-suffering Insight, Eminent Morals and Magnanimity.

32 And, via him, the speaking of honesty was accompanied by four items: a Contract, a
Promise, the Primordial Covenant (al-mîthâq) and Family Honour.

33 The words of anyone who provides him (the Imâm) with praise, are via him confirmed
by four things: a Root, a Branch, Morals and Orphanhood.

47 Poem to rhyme khâlidi, edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
p. 196-197 (= Ms D, vs 1-2, 12, 46-48) and p. 61-62 (= Ms
D, vs 8-11, 14, 13, 29, 33, 35-36, 40, 44-45). Ms D, folio 38

recto-39 recto. A total of 48 lines in Ms D.  This poem does
not occur in Ms Rabat.

48 Poem to rhyme muttasimu, compare note 33 above.
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3.6.5

Verse 33 is particularly interesting because it highlights an aspect of the personal life of
Al-©Â∂id. He is, on the one hand, seen as a descendant of the line of Mohammed and,
thereafter Fâ†ima, this idea being suggested by the mention of a Root and a Branch. However,
the poet does not forget to mention that as a result of the murder of Yûsuf his father, his
orphaned son, ©Abd Allâh, eventually ascended to the throne of the Imamate as Al-©Â∂id.

4

Although the early history of this Imâm was unhappy, the throne is now, at least
according to ©Umâra, very proud of the Imâm’s Vizier. The Vizier is prepared as Regent to
help the new Imâm, whose relationship with the new King Vizier from the Ruzzîk clan
causes this throne (in truth a rank lower than that of the Imâm) to sparkle with pride. Yes,
and it is strange, but this throne feels as if it has been elevated above a certain ©Uthmân.
Although the poet does not say it in so many words, he must have been thinking about
©Uthmân who was so abhorred by the Shî©ites.

µ≤ð³Ó�ÒrÓ «�bÓÝÚXÔ 	sÚ —Ô“Ò¹pÓ Žs 	ÓKpÌðÓMÚ×j^ Žs �ÓbÚ—Á «_�Úb«—Ô Ë«�NLÓrÔ

∂≤	ÔIUÐqÏ �w 	IUÂ «*Ó−Úb 	ÔIÚ²³qÓ «_¹ÒUÂô GÓdÏ �ONU Ëô ¼ÓdÓÂÔ

∑≤√Ór^ √ÐÚKÓZÔ 	sÚ ŽÔ¦LUÊÓ “¹M²ÔtÔ √Ê �OfÓ	s ýOLÓ²‡t «�J³dÔ Ë«�AÓLÓrÔ

∏≤¹bÚ½u Ë¹Ô³ÚFbÔ  �w ŠU�Ó²ÓwÚ ½ÓbÈÎ Ë—ÓœÈÎ�U�bÓ¼Úd ¹ÔMÚFrÔ √ŠÚOU½UÎ Ë¹ÓMÚ²IrÔ

25 The throne smiled, revealing a king descended from Ruzzîk, against whose honesty fates
and ambitions have sunk to the lowest levels.

26 He met in the ranks of fame the still young Days, who were neither contemptible nor elderly.
27 He is superior and radiant, his adornment comes from ©Uthmân who was neither proud

nor haughty.
28 Mercy brings him closer, while destruction distances him: just as the Dahr who

sometimes does good and then revenges himself once more.

Is it the poet’s intention that this passage, about ©Uthmân’s modesty or imperfections of
honour and pride when compared to the superior position of the Imâm, be seen as a
concession to the aversion of the Shî©ites? This would be difficult in view of his Shâfi©ite
education which taught him to respect ©Uthmân. Or does this statement mean something
completely different: is it a positive appreciation of ©Uthmân, although this would be
surprising in the environment of the Fâ†imids? 49

49 Compare on the question of ©Uthmân, Wilferd Madelung, The
succession to MuÌammad, A study of the early Caliphate, Cambridge
University Press 1997, p. 80, where we find an interesting

opinion: “While ©Uthmân was a distinguished, highly successful
merchant, he had at no time before his election displayed any
qualities of public leadership. Among the six members of the
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4.1

Another theme which ©Umâra willingly discusses whenever he describes the Imâm is
represented by an object, namely part of the paraphernalia which characterises the Imâm.
It concerns the shamsa or, in ©Umâra’s words, the miÂalla, the ceremonial Parasol which
the Imâm has carried above him during his procession in Al-Qâhira.

The miÂalla had already been described in the poetry of Ibn Hâni’ Al-Andalusî (see my
article about a figure of style, known as takhalluÒ)50, however, this object appeared to retain
importance even during the latter stages of the Fâ†imids’ career. ©Umâra’s passages are, more
or less, mutually supportive; and the attention he pays to this ceremonial use implies that
it was still functional during processions.

In Maqrîzî’s report about the bay©a for Al-©Â∂id, which was mentioned previously, we
saw how the miÂalla was carried round the town when the new Imâm was making his tour:
“When Al-©Â∂id was given the bay©a, he rode on a horse and the miÂalla was carried over
his head. Al-∑âliÌ (the Vizier) rode in front of him. He left the tomb (where Al-Fâ’iz was
buried) and headed towards his palace.”

4.2

One important poem about the miÂalla is ©Umâra’s poem to rhyme tawÌîdu.51 The content of
this passage boils down to more or less the following: The Hudâ, the abstract of the Just
Leadership which belongs to the Imâmate, is supported by Al-©Â∂id as the descendant of Mohammad.

The poet addresses the Imâm, using the well-known iltifât figure of speech: the
(personified) Nights of Fasting dismounted from their horses in order to be with You, Oh
Al-©Â∂id; they received provisions for the journey which consisted of Your piety during
the night session. The month of Shawwâl (the month after Rama∂ân when Fasting ends) is
at the same time a ©îd and a ©abd. This information is only of significance because of the
figure of speech tajnîs al-muÒaÌÌaf, where, in the case under consideration, the yâ’ of ©îd
is replaced by the bâ’ of ©abd.

The Imâm is, as we know from earlier passages, the carrier of a secret. The Parasol is
linked with both this secret and with the Imâm. The wood of the Parasol witnesses how
humankind becomes prostrate in the presence of the Imâm. The Parasol itself becomes
glorious when it is a closed circle over the head of the Caliphate.

electoral council, he was the only one who had never been
entrusted by MuÌammad or the first two Caliphs with leading
a raid or an army. Before the election he had no political
ambitions and can hardly even have thought of himself as a
potential candidate for the supreme reign. Yet he was chosen
by the electors for his weakness and insignificance which they
hoped to manipulate, as Wellhausen (…) suggested. Rather, he
was put forward as the only strong counter-candidate to ©Alî.
As an intimate and favourite of MuÌammad, twice the Prophet’s
son-in-law, he could better rival ©Alî’s close kinship ties with
the latter than could the rest.” See also op. cit., p. 122-123.

50 P. Smoor, “Fâ†imid Poets…” p. 232-262. In general on the
shamsa , see H. Halm, “Al-shamsa, Hängekronen als
Herrschaftszeichen der Abbasiden und Fatimiden” in
U. Vermeulen, D. De Smet (ed.), Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid,
Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, OLA 73, Leuven 1995, p. 125-138.

51 Poem to rhyme al-tawÌîdu, edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
p. 198-199 (= vs 1, 19-35, 53-57), total 63 lines. Ms D, folio
40 recto - 41 verso, Ms Rabat, p. 73-76. The poem is
introduced by the words: “In honour of Al-©Â∂id he also said
the following…”
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4.3

From above, the parasol is envied by the stars, because it is a cosmic sphere which is
opposed to the sun.  It is glorious when it forms a closed circle over the head of the
Caliphate.

However, it is more likely that the glory and the worship is intended for the Imâm.
The poet says something like the following: “eye and neck stretch out to You, Oh Imâm”.
The Imâm returns their gazes and sees that opposite him there are plants, some of which
are ripe enough to be harvested. Those plants are the people.  The Caliph is for his part
the possessor of the command, the amr, and only Allah stands as a law maker above him.

≥½Óe�ÓXÚ �OU�w «�BuÚÂ ŽMÚb„Ó 	MÚeôÎ	U “«‰Ó  ¹FÚLdÁÔ  «�²ÔIvÓ  Ë«'uÔœÔ 
52

¥ËðdŠ]KXÚ 	sÚ ÐFÚb 	U “Ë]œÚðÓNUÐd] «�²N−b̂ Ë«_½UÂÔ ¼Ô−uœÔ

µË�IOXÓ ŽObÓ «�HDÚd 	MpÓ ÐGÔdÒ…Ì√{Ú×v Ð³ÔN−²NU ¹ÔNÓMÒU «�FObÔ

∂ýdÔ�ÓXÚ ÐpÓ «_¹ÒUÂÔ Š5Ó 	KJÚ²ÓNU�−LOlÔ √Ë�U  «�e	UÊ ŽÓ³ObÔ

∑ýuÒ«‰Ô Ž³ÚbÔ„Ó ≈ÊÚ —Ó{OXÓ Ë≈½ÒLUðÓBÚ×OnÔ ŽÓ³ÚbÌ �w «�J²UÐW ŽObÔ

∏�w �q= ýw¡Ì 	s ŽÔö„Ó ≈ýU—Ó…ÏðÔ³ÚbÍ «)ö�WÔ Ýd]¼U ËðÔFObÔ

π�ÓQ�bÚ √	OdÓ «*R	M5Ó Ë�r ðÓeÓ‰Ú�FÓ³Ob„Ó «*Ô²ÓHN=L5Ó ðÔHObÔ

∞±	U «��d^ �w ŽÔuœ «*EÓK]W √½ÒtÔŽuœÏ KOVÔ «*²Ús Ë¼u ¹ÓLObÔ

±±	U –«„Ó ≈ôÒ √½ÒtÔ ½ÓEÓdÓ «�uÓ—ÈËÓ¼ÔrÚ �uÓłÚNpÓ —Ô�]lÏ ËÝÔ−uœÔ

≤±�ÓBÓGvÓ Ëô�s] «*NUÐWÓ Ë«(ÓOUÝIUÁÔ 2ÒU ¹ÓAÚ²ÓNw Ë¹Ôd¹bÔ

≥±ŠÓ�Ób Ú 	ÓEK]²ÓpÓ «�M−uÂÔ _½ÒNU �ÓKÓpÏŽKv ýLf «�CÔ×Óv 	ÓBÚbËœÔ

¥±ËðÓ³Ó�ÒDXÓ �w ÞÓKÓV «��OUœ… ŽÔcÚ—Ó¼UË	s «�F−UzV √ÊÚ ¹Ó�uœÓ ŠÓ�uœÔ

µ±ËðAÓd]�ÓXÚ *ÒU žÓbÓ Ú —ðUłÔNU�u‚ «)ö�W œ«zdÏ 	�bËœÔ

∂±	U �U“Ó ÐU�²ÓAÚd¹n ≈ôÒ 	ÔIÚKWÏ	Ôb] Ú ≈�OpÓ �×UþÔNU √Ë łObÔ

∑±ðÔu	w ÐDÓdÚ�pÓ ½×ÚuÓ¼rÚ �²Ód«¼rÚ�U�eÓ—ÚŸ 	MtÔ �UzrÏ ËŠBObÔ

∏±œ«½u« Ð×V= šKOHWÌ 	U �u�ÓtÔ�w «_	d ≈ôÒ «)U�oÔ «*ÓFÚ³uœÔ

3 The nights of the Fast have descended in Your place of sojourn, one which is always
occupied by the fear of God (= D, “by riches” = R) and benefaction.

4 While the people slept, they continued their journey after You had supplied them with
provisions for the journey, namely the piety of the night watch.

5 You received the feast of the Breaking of the Fast with a shining face, the radiance of
which enabled the feast to be congratulated.

52 Ms Rabat: «�GÓMÓU Ë«'ÔuœÔ .
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6 Through You the days became noble until you claimed them as Yours, because every
moment of time is Your slave.

7 Shawwâl is Your ©abd, Your slave (= D, “a play on words is made with ‘Your ©abd’” = R),
if You agree to this because the taÒÌîf from the word “©abd” is, when written, “ ©îd”.

8 Due to Your exaltation, there is an allusion in everything, the secret of which the
Caliphate allowed to come into being in order to recreate it.

9 So be useful, Oh Amîr of the Believers, because You were always useful to Your slaves
who attempted to understand You by degrees.

10 The secret is not inlaid in the wood of the Parasol (maÂalla) in order to make the
wood strong, although it still vibrates.

11 Not that, but the fact that it witnessed mankind on bended knees and prostrated at the
sight of Your face.

12 Then it was inclined, but respect and fearfulness gave it that which it desired so much
to drink.

13 Your Parasol was envied by the stars because it is a galaxy which is ranged against
the morning Sun.

14 You have unfolded its excuse in the pursuit of dominion, because it would be surprising
if a jealous being were to rule. (The Sun is jealous and does not deserve to rule, the
Parasol rules over the Sun.)

15 It became glorious when its great gate formed a closed circle over the head of the Caliphate.
16 But no worship was obtained, apart from an eye which glanced towards You and a

neck which stretched out to You.
17 With Your gaze on them, You look suggestively and see them as plants, some of which

grow in the field while others form the harvest.
18 They acknowledge the religion of love for the Caliph, above whom there is no-one in

the amr, apart from the Creator whom they worship.

4.4

At the End of Rama∂ân, in the shade of the Parasol the sermon is given, and the pulpit
is mounted: the wood of the pulpit is sparkling with pride. The sermon causes the “hard
of heart” to become weak. The amazing beauty of this sermon causes the skin of the
audience to shiver. Through his tongue the waÌy speaks and the tremendous impression of
the Imâm’s words causes even the rocks to split asunder. On such a day, the glory of the
Imamate is clearly evident, whilst the angels become the Imâm’s soldiers.

Yet, according to ©Umâra’s poem it is, however, necessary for both the Caliph and the
Caliphate to rely on the Regent. Now it appears that the first Regent, ∑âliÌ, has already
died. All the honour is subsequently reserved for his successor and son, the Regent Al-
©Âdil. Hence the one scion of the Banû Ruzzîk succeeds the other, at least according to
©Umâra, who willingly compares this succession with the end of the reign of the government
of David and the new government formed by his son Solomon. Now all the Ìall and ©aqd
are attributed to the tadbîr of the new Regent,
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±≤ýÓ�ÓBXÚ ≈�OpÓ ½u«þdÔ «_3 «�²w	KJÚ²ÓNrÚ Ë�pÓ ÐOÚFWÏ ËŽÔNuœÔ

≤≤Š²Òv Fb Ó ŽKv –ƒ«ÐW 	MÚ³dÌ�u �UÊ ŽÔuœ«Î 	U”Ó –«„Ó «�FuœÔ

≥≤ÐÓAÒdÚ Ó ÐÓqÚ √½Úc—Ú Ó ÐU(JÓr «�²w�ONs] ËÓŽÚbÏ Uœ‚Ï ËËÓŽObÔ

¥≤�O]MÚXÓ �UÝOWÓ «�IÔKu» Ð�ÔDÚ³WÌ√ÚGv ≈�ONU «:LlÔ «*AÚNuœÔ

µ≤ô 	ÔMÚJdÏ √ÊÚ ðÓ�²J5Ó łu«—ÕÏ��ÓLUŽNU √Ë ðÓIÚAÓFd^ łÔKuœÔ

∂≤Ë«�uŠÚwÔ ¹MÚDoÔ ŽsÚ ��U½pÓ «�cÍ	s œË½t ¹Ó²ÓBÓbÒŸÔ «'Ô‡KÚLuœÔ

∑≤¹uÂÏ łKXÚ �Ot «ù	U	WÔ ŽeÒ¼UË�NU «*özJWÔ «�Jd«ÂÔ łMuœÔ

∏≤√	MXÚ šö�²ÔpÓ «)ö·Ó �QÐÚdÓ	ÓXÚÐJÓHOKNU 	dÓ—Ï  �NU ËŽÔIÔuœÔ

π≤ÐU�FUœ‰ «ÐÚs «�BU�` «½Ú²EÓLXÚ �NÓqÚËÓ]v ÝÔKOÚLU½UÎ ÐNU œ«ËÔËœÔ

∞≥√žMv Žs «�²ÓIÚKOb ½Óh^ ≈	U	WÌË«�MÓh^ ¹³ÚDÔqÔ ŽMbÁÔ «�²IÚKObÔ

±≥ô ýwÚ¡Ó 	s ŠÓq> ËŽIÚbÌ �w «�uÓ—ÓÈ≈ôÒ ≈�v ðÓbÚÐOdÁ 	ÓdÚœÔËœÔ

≤≥	KpÏ √žUÀÓ «*Ô�KL5 ËŠUÞÓNrÚ	MtÔ ËÔłuœÏ �w «�e	UÊ ËÓłuœÔ

≥≥Ë—ÀÓ «�JÓHU�WÓ ŽsÚ √»Ì �rÚ ¹ÓHÚ²d‚Ú�w ŽBÚdÁ ½ÓBÚdÏ Ëô ðÓQÚ¹ObÔ

¥≥�Ó�ÓLUÎ 0Ó−Úb √Ðw ýÔ−UŸÌ ≈½ÒtÔ �Ó�ÓrÏ�LU ô ¹ÔMÚJd«Ê ýb¹bÔ

µ≥�Ib «ÝÚ²Iq] √Ðu ý−UŸÌ  ÐU�²w√ŁÚIU�ÔNU �K×U	K5Ó ðRËœÔ

∂≥Ë«ŠÚ²Ój] 	sÚ ýÓdÓ· «*Ó�UŽw žU¹WÎ	U �u�ÓNU �KDU�³5Ó 	Óe¹bÔ

∑≥ðÓb«—„Ó «ùÝöÂÓ Š5Ó 9UŁKÓXÚ 
53

√ÞÚMU»Ï �tÔ ËŽÔLuœÔ

∏≥Ë√�Ód] ÞUzAÓWÓ «�IÔKu»
54

 ÐFÓeÚ	WÌÝJMXÚ ÐNU «_ÞÚu«œÔ Ë¼ÚwÓ 9ObÔ

21 (in Ms D only) All the pupils of the people’s eyes, over whom You had become king,
stared at You, because You had a bay©a and a contract.

22 Subsequently You rose above the top of a pulpit; were this to be made of wood then
that wood would advance swaying proudly.

23 Then You gave happy tidings, or rather, You cautioned wisdom which, without doubt,
contained both a truthful promise and a threat.

24 The momentous gathering listened to a sermon in which You caused the hard of heart
to become weak.

25 No-one will deny that limbs are reduced to passivity or that skins begin to shiver, when
they hear it.

26 Because your tongue delivers a powerful message of revelation (waÌy): rocks are split
asunder by less.

53 Ms Rabat: Š5Ó ðDUË�ÓXÚ . 54 Ms Rabat: ÞUzAWÓ «�FÔIu‰ .
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27 A day on which the Imamate reveals its glory, while the noble angels become its
soldiers.

28 May Your Caliphate remain safe from differences of opinion, and may both the cords
and the knots be strengthened by its Regent (Kafîlihâ),

29 Al-©Âdil b. al-∑âliÌ, through whom it could be organised. Has David perhaps entrusted
it to Solomon?

30 The naÒÒ from an Imamate has no need of the taqlîd, because the taqlîd is invalidated
by the presence of a naÒÒ.

31 Among the people there is nothing to bind them together (©aqd) and nothing to loosen
their ties (Ìall) except what is derived from his management (tadbîr).

32 A king who saved and guarded the Muslims. From him comes existence in time, and
philanthropy.

33 He inherited the Regency from a father, during whose century no single victory and
no godly support were ever denied.

34 (I swear) that an oath by the glory of Abû Shujâ© is a strong oath, which neither of
them will deny.

35 Abû Shujâ© arose with the one (the Caliphate), whose burdens weighed heavily on the
bearers.

36 He has placed the honour of ambition as a target, above which there was nothing left
to strive for.

37 He has corrected Islam when its tent ropes and tent poles wobbled (= R, “acquired
pretensions” = D),

38 And has supplied a basis to the imprudent of heart (= D, “the imprudent of
understanding” = R), one which brings peace to the ropes when they tremble.

4.5

In ©Umâra’s other poem on the same theme, the poem to rhyme murâdi55, the Imâm is
originally described in a comparable way: There are religious feasts, which are proclaimed
by waxing moons rotating above the heads of the Imâms.  The glow from the crown polishes
the Òadâ (at least according to the writings of ©Umâra’s days) away, namely the “rust”
(Òada’un) of the doubtful and the “thirst” (Òadan) of the yearning.

Subsequently, the Imâm becomes visible in the shade of his Parasol.  This miÂalla
resembles a cosmic sphere (falak) and the face below it a sun.

As far as the miÂalla is concerned, it would appear to be jealous of the carpet, because that
is the place where the feet of the Imâm rest; furthermore, these are feet, the soles of which
make everything they touch holy.  However, the sky is in turn jealous of the miÂalla, because
it is not simply a huge parasol but rather a golden cloud, under which the Imâm is like a

55 Poem to rhyme murâdi, edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
p. 199-199, Ms D folio 41 verso - 43 recto (= 48 lines) and
Ms Rabat p. 77-79. The poem is introduced by the following

words (Ms D): “In praise of him he also said the following…”
and (Ms Rabat): “In praise of Al-©Â∂id he also said the
following…”
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mountain, the mountain Jûdî. The Imâm, at the same time identical to the Mountain Jûdî, is
mounted upon a race horse, a jawâd, an interesting case of alliteration inserted by our poet. In
a prehistoric era, Noah’s ark is naturally excellent contemplation for the Imâm of Egypt who
can, in the same way, bring salvation to his faithful. The Imâm saves humankind.

There is also the fact that the miÂalla superceded the Imâm in its exaltation.  However,
this can be explained by the comparison of the Parasol and the Imâm: it is like a sheath
which must protect a sword. In this poem to rhyme murâdi there is also mention of a sermon
which is delivered by the Imâm from a pulpit.  Here too, the pulpit is susceptible to the
effect of the words, because its crenellated edges appear to be proud.  Meanwhile the public
are impressed, the tears of the people flow during this address, and even livers became
involved in the crying. Those who belong to the “hard of heart” are also cautioned here.

≥¹NMw √	OdÓ «*R	M5Ó 	Óu«ÝrÏ√ËÚ�UðÔNÔs] ≈�v «�KIP¡ u«œ

¥ËðÔMOdÔ ðÓ×ÚXÓ «�²UÃ žÔd]ðÔ‡pÓ «�²wðÓ−ÚKu ÓbÓÈ
56

 «*ÔdÚðÓU» Ë«�ÚLÔdðUœ

µËðÓeË—Ô 	Ó−ÚK�ÓpÓ «*ÔIb]” ÐU�NMU¡√Ô	ÓrÏ ðÔd«ËÕÔ �Ó¦ÚLÓtÔ ËðÔGUœÍ

∂ËðKuÕÔ �w þq= «*EÓK]W ÞU�FUÎ�U�Ú³ÓbÚ— √Ë �U�Ju�ÓV «�uÓ�ÒUœ

∑Ë�Q½ÒNU �ÓKÓpÏ ËËÓłÚNÔpÓ ýÓLÚ�ÔtÔ�uô «ŽÚ²LUœÔ —ðUłNU ÐFLUœ

∏ŠÓ�Ób Ú Ð�U◊Ó «_—Ú÷ �OpÓ Ë	U œÓ—Ó Ú√Ê] «��]LU¡Ó �NU 	sÓ «(Ô�ÒUœ

π½ÓAÓdÓ «*Ôb¹dÔ ÐNU ŽKOpÓ žÓLU	WÎ–¼³O]WÎ �ÓOÚ�XÚ Ðc«  ŽLUœ

∞±�GÓb« «�uÓ—È ¹Ó²ÓF−]³uÊÓ Ë�bÚ Ðb«	s ðÓ×Ú²NU «'uœÍ^ �u‚Ó łu«œ

±±�bÚ �ÔKXÔ ≈–Ú ŽÓ‡KX «*EÓK]WÔ �u‚Ó 	ÓsÚ¹ÓFÚKu 	Ó×Óq] «_½Ú−Ôr «_�Úd«œ

≤±�rÚ ðÓFÚqÔ ≈ôÒ šbÚ	ÓWÎ ËOU½ÓWÎË�c« «��ÔOÔu·Ô ðÔBUÊÔ �w «_žÚLUœ

≥±Ë«�IKVÔ √ýÚdÓ·Ô Ë«�CÔKuŸÔ ðÓ×uÞÔtÔË«�FOÚsÔ ¹Ô×Ú−ÓVÔ ½u—Ô¼U Ð�Óu«œ

¥±*ÒU ÐÓdÓ“Ú Ó ≈�v «*ÔBK]v ôÐ�UÎŁuÚ»Ó «)ÔAuŸ Ë¼OÚ³ÓWÓ «üÝUœ

®...©

∏±Š²Òv ≈–« Ë«�OÚXÓ ÝUŠWÓ 	Ó−ÚLlÌ�²ÔCU¹oÔ «�ÚÚÓFÓdÓU  ÐU_ýÚNUœ

π±�UÐÓKÚXÓ 	×Úd«»Ó «�Bö… Ë�KÚNÔbÓÈ�Ó³ÓfÏ ŽKv �Ó�ÓLU  ËÓłÚNpÓ ÐUœ

∞≤Ë�COÚXÓ ½U�KWÓ «��Ô−uœ Ë�r ðÓeÓ‰Ú�KÒt √�ÚCqÓ �U½XÌ ËÝÓ−ÒUœ

±≤ËÓFb Ó –—ÚËÓ…Ó 	MÚ³ÓdÌ √ÐÚIÓOÚXÓ �wýÔdÓ�Uðt ýÓdÓ�UÎ ŽKv «_ŽÚu«œ

≤≤Ë½ÓDIÚXÓ 	s �ÓBÚq «)DU» Ð�ÔDÚ³WÌŽÓuÚÊÔ «ùôÁ �NU 	sÓ «_	Úb«œ

≥≤–—Ó�XÚ œÔ	uŸÔ «)ÓKÚo ŽMbÓ ÝÓLUŽNUË«ÝÚ²ÓMÚ−Ób Ú ÐLÓb«	l «_�Ú³Uœ

¥≤–Ó�]dÚ Ó �UÝOWÓ «�IÔKu» Ë≈½ÒLU½UœÈ —ÓýUœÔ„Ó √¼ÚqÓ –«„Ó «�MUœÍ

56 Ms Rabat: ðÓ−ÚKu ÓbÓ« .
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3 Let the Amîr al-Mu’minîn be happy with feasts which give the moments a thirst for
the meeting.

4 From under the crown Your glow gives light, a glow which polishes away the rust
from the doubtful and the thirst from the yearning. (The figure of speech tajnîs with
Òadâ is implicit, Òadan = thirst and Òada’un = rust.)

5 Your sacred Salon is visited by people bringing congratulations, both morning and night
they come to kiss him.

6 And You are visible in the shade of the MiÂalla, already rising like a Full Moon or a
Burning Star.

7 Then it is as if it is a galaxy (falak) and Your Face one of the accompanying suns –
 if its ritâj had not been supported by a pole.

8 It (the MiÂalla) was, as far as You are concerned, jealous of the carpet of the earth,
but it did not realise that the sky belonged to the ranks of the jealous because of it.

9 Whoever allowed it to spin round, spread a golden cloud above You, not something
held up by a supporting pole (laysat bi-dhâti ©imâdi).
(There is of course an allusion here to the sinful Koranic people of the ©Âd, Dhât al-©Imâd,
who were to be punished! The Parasol raised by its standard is not like these people.)

10 Humankind became bemused, because the mountain, Al-Jûdî, became visible mounted
on a noble thoroughbred (fawqa jawâdi)!

(Compare Koran Sûra 11, Hûd, verses 44-52:
“A voice came: ‘O earth, swallow up thy water, and cease, O sky’; and the water
subsided, the affair was finished, and it stood firm on Al-Jûdî; a voice came: ‘Away
with the wrong-doing people!’ (…) 52. To ©Âd we sent our brother Hûd; he said: ‘O
my people, serve Allah; …’”)

11 I said: “When the MiÂalla exalts itself above the One Who is exalted over the unique stars,
12 Then it is only so exalted for the sake of servitude and protection. In the same way as

the swords are protected by their sheaths.
13 And the heart is the noblest, when it is surrounded by ribs. And the light from an eye

is veiled by the black of the pupil.”
14 When You appeared in the MuÒallâ, carrying the cloak of humbleness and the awe-

inspiring rank of lions,
(……)

18 And when You arrived in the square for a meeting, the number of witnesses present
caused the square to become too narrow.

19 You were opposite to the miÌrâb of the Òalât, while in the features of Your face a
flame coming from the Just Leadership became visible.

20 You performed the sujûd which is not compulsory, and never ceased to be the most
devout performer of the sujûd for Allah.

21 You ascended the top of a minbar, upon whose gallery You allowed an honour to be
conferred, raising it above other wooden pulpits.
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22 And You pronounced a khu†bah in an eloquent address, sustained by Help from the
Godhead.

23 The tears of the people flowed whilst they listened to it, and they asked for support
for the tear ducts of their livers.

24 You have cautioned the “hard of heart” and it was only Your upright conduct which
cried to the people at the meeting.

4.6

In his poem to rhyme tushâkiluhu, the sermon delivered by the Imâm in the open prayer
space, the MuÒallâ, appears directly as the first theme.57

We see how the persona “Fasting” comes to the fore in order to smile. From the light
of the shining teeth, which is accordingly created in the middle of darkness, comes the
whiteness of the dawn of the breaking of the Fast. Once again, therefore, it is this well-
known feast which forms the basis of the poem.  Now, however, the theme immediately
introduced is the Imâm’s address in the open prayer space, the MuÒallâ.  The public, the
crowd, has ears which are on the road and “setting off” to listen to the speaker.  The
crowd itself would like to fly into the air, and that would have happened, had there not
been a certain amount of surveillance in the square.  On the other hand there is the Pulpit,
which bows and trembles amongst all these yearnings.  The sermon appears to be able to
polish away all the rust that was in the minds of the public (they appear to be brainwashed).
The eyes of the people stare at You, Oh Imâm! (he is again spoken to directly using the
iltifât figure of speech).  Hence the Parasol has a face which sees opposite it another face,
namely that of the crowd.  The Parasol is not carried by an ordinary person but by a chain
of bearers, led by a standard, but this standard is itself borne by the angel Gabriel.  On
Your forehead, Oh Imâm, is the Light of the Prophets, namely that from the Messenger
Mohammad.  Allah served a religion and You are the support, the ©â∂id of that religion.

Finally (at the end of the poem tushâkiluhu) ©Umâra determines that Al-NâÒir is the Vizier
and the Protector of the previously mentioned religion.

He makes a point in order to demonstrate the excellence of this Vizier (the son and
successor of Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ) who is, namely, a “Dispeller” (a kâshif) of a disaster which
dominates like a darkening “Eclipse” (a kâsif). When literally translated this passage reads
as such:

µuÂÏ ð³Ó�ÒrÓ ŽsÚ �DÚdÌ �LU «ÐÚ²Ó�ÓLÓXÚŽsÚ žÔd]… «�HÓ−Úd 	s �OqÌ žÓOUÞKÔtÔ

∂Ëœ]ŽÚXÓ ¼c« Ëœ«ŸÓ «*Ô×Ú�M5Ó �LU�UÐÓKÚXÓ ¼c« ÐLU «�dŠÚLUÊÔ �UÐKÔtÔ

57 Poem to rhyme tushâkiluhu, edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
p. 310 and Ms D, folio 138 verso - 139 verso (total 36 lines),
Ms Rabat, p. 168. In the edition there is only the first line.
The poem is introduced by the words (Ms D): “In the year
’57, he spoke at the feast of the Breaking of the Fast, whilst

he praised Al-©Â∂id and his Vizier Al-©Âdil b. al-∑âliÌ”, and (Ms
Rabat): “He also spoke in praise of Al-©Â∂id and his Vizier
Al-©Âdil b. Ruzzîk, at the feast of the Breaking of the Fast in
the year 557 (H.).”
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∑�UÝÚFÓbÚ ÐFUÂÌ √ðU„Ó «�FUÂÔ ¹Ó×ÚLKÔtÔË«�Ú³qÚ 	s «��FÚb 	U ¹ÔNÚb¹t ½UzKÔtÔ

∏*ÒU √þÓK]pÓ ŽObÔ «�HDÚd Ë«�Ú²dÓ�ÓXÚ√ÝÚLUŸÔ �uÂÌ ≈�v 	U √½XÓ �UzKÔtÔ

π“Ô—Ú Ó «*ÔBK]v Ë�uô 	U šÓKÓFÚXÓ ŽKv—ÓŠUÐt 	s —�U»Ì šÓn] ¬¼KÔtÔ

∞±Ë«¼Ú²Óe] ýu�UÎ �Ku ¹�ÚDOlÔ 	MÚ³ÓdÔÁÔ	U�XÚ √ŽU�Ot Ë«—ÚðÓ−]XÚ  √ÝU�KtÔ

±±Š²Òv ≈–« {U‚Ó ÐU_ýÚNUœ Ë«ÝÚ²ÓLÓFÓXÚ�ÓBÚqÓ «)DUÐW 	s �ÔdÚ»Ì 	Ó×U�KÔtÔ

≤±�rÚ ¹Ô³Úo �ÓCÚKÔpÓ �w «_�ÚNUÂ 	sÚ ÓbÓ«¡Ì≈ôÒ ËŽÓIÚKÔ‡‡pÓ �w «_�ÚNUÂ  U�KÔtÔ 
58

®...©

µ±ðÓdÚ½u ≈�OpÓ ŽOuÊÔ «)Ko ýUšBÓWÎË«_łÚdÔ Ë«�HÓ−dÔ √œÚ½Óv 	U ðÔ×UË�ÔtÔ

∂±Ë�w «*EÓKÒW ËÓłÚtÏ  �rÚ ¹Óe‰Ú √ÐÓb«ÎÐBÚdÔ «�IÓ³u‰ ŽKv ËłÚtÌ ¹ÔIUÐKÔtÔ

∑±Ë—«¹WÔ «*ÔKÚp  Ë«ùÝöÂ ¹Ó×ÚLKÔNU�pÓ «�K=u«¡Ô «�cÍ łÓ³Úd¹qÔ ŠU	KÔtÔ 
59

∏±√ýÚ³NÚXÓ ¼ÔbÈÓ —Ýu‰ «�KÒt Š5Ó ÐÓbÓ ÚŽKv ýÓLUzKpÓ «(Ô�ÚMv ýLUzKÔtÔ

π±Ë�w ł³OMpÓ ½u—Ï 	sÚ ½Ô³u]ðtËýU¼bÔ «(Óo= ô ðÓ�ÚHv œÓôzKÔtÔ

∞≤�bÚ √¹]bÓ «�KtÔ œ¹MUÎ √½XÓ ŽU{bÔÁÔË«�MUdÔ «�cšÚdÔ �U�Ot Ë�U�KÔtÔ

±≤«�JUýnÔ «�JÓdÚ»Ó *ÒU Že] �UÝHÔtÔË«�HU—ÃÔ «)ÓDÚVÓ *ÒU {U‚Ó ½U“�ÔtÔ

5 A Fast smiled and had a Fast Breaking appear, just as the radiance of the dawn rises
from the confused darkness of the night.

6 You have said farewell to this one (month) as a benefactor, just as You have met the
other (month) with that by which the Merciful would accept it.

7 Be happy with a year, which a previous year has brought to You. And accept from
happiness that which its gift has given You.

8 When the Feast of the Breaking of the Fast overshadowed You, and the ears of the
people set off to You because of what You were to say,

9 You visited the MuÒallâ and, were it not for what You had draped over the square for
surveillance, the crowd would have flown on high (from happiness).

10 This one (the MuÒallâ) shook with yearning and, had its pulpit been able, its top half
would have bowed and its bottom half would have trembled.

11 Then, when it became too limited for the witnesses and when the crowd heard the
eloquent address from closer by,

12 Your excellency left no room in their understanding for rust as Your power of reason
polished it away from their understanding.
(= Ms D, Ms Rabat: “then your verbal expression left no room for rust in their powers
of imagination as Your cautions polished that away from their understanding.”)
( ..... )

58 Ms Rabat: �r ¹Ô³Úo �ÓHÚEÔpÓ �w «_ÓËÚ¼UÂ 	s ÓbÓ¡
Ì ≈ôÒ ËËÓŽÚEÔpÓ  ÐU_�ÚNUÂ  U�KÔtÔ . 59 Ms Rabat: «�cÍ «�²ÓQÚ¹ObÔ ŠU	KÔtÔ .
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15 The eyes of the people stare searchingly at You, whilst reward and salvation are the
most obvious things which they would want to achieve (adnâ mâ tuÌâwiluhu).

16 And the miÂalla is a face which is always happily approving towards any face which
is turned towards it.

17 The banner of the kingdom and of Islam is borne on a standard, which is, in turn,
borne by Jabrîl. (= Ms D, Ms Rabat: “which subsequently is borne by Godly Support.”)

18 You resembled the Just Leadership of the Messenger, when his qualities appeared in
contrast to your extremely pure qualities.

19 On Your forehead is the Light of his Prophethood, because indications of evidence of
the Truth do not allow themselves to be hidden.

20 Allah had already helped a religion of which You are the Supporter (Al-©â∂id), whilst
Al-NâÒir the Treasure Trove (al-Dhukhr) is its Protector and Guarantor.

21 He who “dispels” (kâshif) sorrow, when his Unhappy day “brings darkness through an
eclipse” (kâsif, however the word in the manuscript is actually kâshif); and who
disperses disaster when its impact brings anxiety. (The tajnîs al-taÌrîf as between kâshif
and kâsif is probably originally intended here.)

4.7

In the poem maqbûlu the so-called ©Â∂idic majesty is portrayed, and once again the
Parasol is made use of. In this poem the palace is a Îaram, with a qibla, and the carpet is
kissed, to such an extent that the carpet itself becomes a pure mouth.60  The biographical
facts about the Imâm were copied from the Koranic suras. As ©Umâra says, we accept that
the biography of the Imâms appears in “our” (i.e., ©Umâra’s) poetry, and in the prose of a
text which was supplied by Gabriel. The Messenger is the Father of the Imâm. However,
the Imâm is himself a Messenger, too.

Under the miÂalla shines the radiance of the Imâm. However, the question is posed, how
can the miÂalla rise above one who himself gives shade to the whole of mankind? ©Umâra
answers once again as he did in another poem by saying that the Parasol is as an eyelid is
to an eye, or a sheath to a sword. In the same way there is a veil for the Ka©ba. This
implies, it seems to me, that ©Umâra is secretly putting the Imâm on a par with the Ka©ba.
The following quotation from the poem maqbûlu should be considered,

±≤ËłÓKuÚ Ó 	sÚ %ÚX «*EK]W žÔdÒ…Î¹Ó³ÚbË ŽKONU «�²UÃÔ Ë«ô�ÚKOqÔ

≤≤�²F−]VÓ «�d«ƒËÊÓ �OnÓ ŽÓKÓXÚ ŽKv	ÓsÚ þKt̂Ô �uÚ‚Ó «_½UÂ þÓKOqÔ

≥≤�Qł³Ú²ÔNrÚ ô ðÓFÚ−Ó³uÔ« �BÔF‡uœ¼U�BÔFuœÔ¼U �u ðÓFÚKLuÊÓ ½ÔeË‰Ô

¥≤Ë«'ÓHÚsÔ ðÓFÚKu «�F5Ó ðÓJd	WÎ �NUËðÓBuÊÔ 	Ó²ÚsÓ «��ÓOÚn Ë¼uÓ ÓIOqÔ

60 On the poem to rhyme maqbûlu, see note 29 above.
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µ≤Ëð�Ú²dÔ «�³OÚX «(Ód«Â  Ë�ÓbÚ—ÔÁÔðÓFÚKu ŽKv √ÝÚ²U—Á  ËðÓDu‰Ô 
61

∂≤ýÓdÒ�ÚXÓ ŽObÓ «�HDÚd Š²Òv √½ÒtÔÝÔ×³ÓXÚ �tÔ �u‚Ó «��×U» –Ô¹u‰Ô

21 From under the MiÂalla, You have unveiled a radiance which made both the Crown
and the Diadem visible.

22 Those who saw it were amazed at how it (the MiÂalla) could rise above one whose
shadow stretched out over mankind.

23 Then I answered them: “Do not be surprised by its lofty position, because its (the
MiÂalla’s) ascension is, if only you were to know, merely a descent.

24 The eyelid (jafn) is precisely above the eye in order to give it honour, and it protects
(like a jafn, “sheath of a sword”, an implied paronomasia) the smooth side of the sword
when it is polished.

25 And in this way the Sacred House was covered, although its rank stood out above its
veils.” (thus according to Ms Rabat, but Ms D reads differently: “You protected the
Sacred House, while You were rising high over the curtains of its measured destiny.”)

26 You have honoured the Feast of the Breaking of the Fast, to such a degree that the
fringes of it were dragged along above the clouds.

4.8

Also interesting in this context is ©Umâra’s pronouncement which compares the stone
Ka©ba from Mecca to the “Imâmitic Ka©ba” in Cairo; in his poem to rhyme rajabu,62 verses
13-17, we hear the following:

¥�S½ÒLU «�b¹sÔ Ë«�b½OU Ë√¼ÚKÔNLU—ŠvÎ Ë√½ÚXÓ ≈–« œ«—Ó Ú �NU «�IÔDÔVÔ

µÐU�FU{b «ýÚ²Ób] ŽCbÔ «(o= Ë«	Ú²�JÓXÚŽÔdÈ «�NÔbÈ Ë¼ÚuÓ �w ≈	Ú�U�NU «��Ó³VÔ

∂šKOHWÏ �u ðÓd«šv ŽIÚbÔ ÐOÚF²t�Ó�UÐÓI²ÚMU ≈�OÚNU «��Ó³ÚFWÔ «�AÔNÔVÔ

∑ðÓb«—„Ó «�KtÔ ýÓLÚqÓ «*R	M5 Ðt�w ŠOYÔ �Uœ Ú ŽBv «ù1UÊ ðÓMÚAÓFVÔ

∏Ë¬�ÓnÓ «�KtÔ √ýÚ²U Ó «�IKu» ŽKvËÓôzt �Nw ŽMtÔ �OÚfÓ ðÓMÚIKVÔ

πŽLÒXÚ —ŽU¹Ó²ÔtÔ √�ÚBv —ÓŽO]²tŠ²Òv «ÝÚ²uÈ ½U“ÕÏ 	MNU Ë	ÔIÚ²d»Ô

∞±Ë√Ú³`Ó «�MU”Ô ≈šÚu«½UÎ ÐMFÚL²t�QÊ] ½FÚLÓ²ÓtÔ √ÔÂy �NrÚ Ë√»Ô

±±�ÓdÒ Ú ŽOuÊÔ «�KOU�w 	s šö�²tÐLÓsÚ √�Ód] ŠÓAU¼U Ë¼ÚwÓ ðÓCDd»Ô

61 Ms Rabat: Ë¹Ô�Ú²ÓdÔ «�³OXÔ «(Ód«ÂÔ  Ë�ÓbÚ—ÔÁÔ    ¹FÚKu ŽKv √ÝÚ²U—Á Ë¹ÓDu‰Ô .
62 Poem to rhyme rajabu, editon Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 171,

and Ms D folio 16 verso - 18 recto, and Ms Rabat p. 53-56.
A poem of 55 lines. In this poem Imâm Al-©Â∂id and Al-NâÒir
(the son of ™alâ’i©) are simultaneously congratulated. This poem

is introduced by the following words: “In the beginning of the
month of Rajab, he spoke in honour of the Imâm Al-©Â∂id
and of Al-Malik al-NâÒir and did so in order to congratulate
them both.”
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≤±√žÓd^  ðÓANbÔ �w √½Úu«—Ô žÔd]ðtÐBbÚ‚ 	U √ÔËœŽÓXÚ 	s –�ÚdÁ «�JÔ²ÔVÔ

≥±≈–« —Ó√ðÚtÔ ŽÔOÔuÊÔ «_	ÒW «Ý²Ó³ÓIÓXÚ≈�v «��−uÔœ �tÔ «_œÚ�ÓUÊÔ Ë«�dÔ�ÓVÔ

¥±ô ðMÚEdÊ] 	Ó−U“«Î Š5Ó ðMEdÁÔ�KK×IOIW Ýdy ŽMÚpÓ 	Ô×²−VÔ

µ±Ë�ÓFÚ³ÓWÔ «�Kt �uô �ÓbÚ—Ô¼U ŠÓ−ÓdÏË	MÚbÓ‰Ô «�NMb �uô ŽdÚ�ÔtÔ ŠÓDÓVÔ

∂±	s œËÚŠW «*ÔBÚDÓHv «�NUœÍ «�²w �ÓdÔ	ÓXÚ�ONU «*ÓMUÐXÔ Ë«_žBUÊÔ Ë«�AÔFÓVÔ

∑±√ŠÚOÓOÚ²rÔ –�ÚdÓÁÔ �OMU ËÝÔM]²tÔË�r 1XÚ ÝÓKÓnÏ √½²Ôr �tÔ ŽÓIÓVÔ

4 The Religion and the World and the inhabitants of both are simply millstones, when
they rotate, then You become the axis (qu†b) around which they turn.

5 Through Al-©Â∂id the Arm of Justice became strong, and the grip of the Just Leadership
gained hold, because he was the cause of their tenaciousness.

6 A Caliph, suppose that the contract of his bay©a were to have become weaker, then
the Seven Radiant ones (the planets) would have preceded us in this bay©a.

7 May Allah through him restore the unification of the believers, given that the staff of
the belief has almost been split (into a number of branches).

8 May Allah accustom the widely divergent hearts to be loyal to him (scil., the Imâm),
so that they no longer turn away from him.

9 His flock is controlled by his extensive care, until one which was far away became
the same as one close by in the flock.

10 The people became brothers through his benefaction, as if his benefaction was both a
mother and a father to them.

11 The eyes of the night of his Caliphate were coolly comforted by him who cooled their
intestines when they became confused.

12 An excellent person, the lights of his excellency confirm to me the truthfulness of what
the Books testified about him.

13 When the eyes of the Community see him, chins and knees compete with one another
in order to lie prostrate for him, to carry out the sujûd.

14 You will surely not see a mere metaphor (majâzan) when you look at him, but the
deepest essence has a secret which is still hidden from you.

15 Because Allah’s Ka©ba would only be stones should there be no appraisal. And the
sandal wood from India would be as firewood should there be no heavenly scent.

16 Through the Palm tree of the Just Leader MuÒ†afâ, a tree of which the shoots, the
branches and the twigs are noble,

17 You have called into being his Remembrance and his Example, because the ancestry
from which you are descended is not dead.

In the passage quoted, it appears as though ©Umâra has replaced the Ka©ba in Mecca,
which is built of stone, by a Ka©ba in Cairo, which is built from imâmitic stones.
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APPENDIX TO ©UMÂRA’S
ODES DESCRIBING THE IMÂM

Text and translation
of the newly discovered poems by ©Umâra al-Yamanî

Poem to rhyme maÒ©adu. Edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 197 (verses 1-3). Ms D,
folio 39 verso – 40 recto, a total of 24 lines in Ms D.

Ms Rabat, p. 71-73, consists of 51 lines!  The first 17 lines can also be found in Ms D,
subsequently, after line 45 (numbering Ms Rabat), the same poem appears again in Ms D
(in folio 39 verso). The lines 18-44 (numbering Ms Rabat), until the present time unknown,
are, therefore, now printed and translated here.

In Ms Rabat both the introduction and the first line of the poem are missing. In Ms Rabat,
there is a lacuna between  p. 70 (poem to rhyme bâ’) and p. 71, at the top of which the
text begins with line 2 of the poem to rhyme  maÒ©adu.

Ë�U‰ �w «�FU{b √¹CU

±√ÝLU¡Ô 	ÔKÚpÌ ðÓ×Ú²ÓNU �pÓ 	ÓIÚFÓbÔ√ÓÂÚ œÓÝÚXÔ  ½Ô�ÚpÌ �ÓuÚ�ÓtÔ �p 	ÓBÚFÓbÔ

≤Ë—Ë«‚Ô 	Ó−ÚbÌ √ýÚd�XÚ ŠÔ−Ôd«ðÔtÔ√ÂÚ ÓdÚÕÔ Že> ÐU�M−uÂ 	ÔLÓd]œÔ

≥Ë{OU¡Ô ËłÚt «�FU{b Ðs 	×LbÌ�w «�²UÃ √ÂÚ ½u—Ô «�NÔbÓÈ ¹Ó²Óu�ÒbÔ

¥«�IUzrÔ «*Ó�ÚBu’Ô ÐU�AÓdÓ· «�cÍ√ÐÚIÓv ŽÓKwy Že]ÁÔ Ë	Ô×LÒbÔ 
63

µ√ÐÓu«Ê √ŠÚ�ÓMÚXÓ «�MOUÐWÓ ŽÓMÚNLU�OLU ðÓIuÂÔ Ðt Ë	U ðÓ²ÓIK]bÔ

∂ŽÓLÒXÚ —ŽU¹²ÔpÓ «�d]ŽU¹U �UÝÚ²ÓuÈ�w ��j 
64

 ŽÓbÚ�pÓ 	Ad„Ï Ë	uŠ=bÔ

∑ËłÓLÓFÚXÓ ýÓLÚqÓ «*�KL5 Ð³ÓOÚFWÌŠHEXÚ ½EUÂÓ «*ÔKÚp Ë¼u 	³Ób]œÔ

∏ËÓÝÓLÚXÓ √	OdÓ «*R	M5Ó šö�WÎ 
65

√{Ú×ÓXÚ ðÔ×q^ Ðd«ŠÓ²ÓOÚpÓ ËðÔFÚIbÔ

πËË—ŁÚXÓ Žs ŽO�Óv Ðs ŽÓL=pÓ 	ÓMÚB³UÎłU¡ Ú �ÓOU�w «*ÓNÚb Ë¼ÚuÓ 	ÔLÓN]bÔ 
66

∞±≈½ÒU ½Ód«„Ó Ë	U ½d«„Ó ËÓ≈½ÒLU√Ó�ÚJU—Ô½U �KM]h= �OpÓ ðÔIÓK=bÔ

±±ŠÓ�ÓbÓ Ú łÓu«—ŠÔMU ŽKOp ŽÔOu½UÎ 
67

≈ÊÒ «�FÔOuÊÓ ŽKv łÓö�pÓ ðÔ×Ú�bÔ

≤±½Ó³U¡Ï 	s «�M³U «�FEOr ðÓ−Ó�Òb Ú 
68

√½Úu«—ÔÁÔ Ë«�Mu—Ô ô ¹²−Ó�]bÔ

≥±ýÓdÓ·Ï ðÓ�UËÓÈ �Ot 	MÚJÔr √ýÚOÓVÔ�ÓNÚqÏ Ë	ÔIÚ²³qÔ «�A³O³W √	ÚdÓœÔ

63 Ms Rabat: «�cÍ √ÐÚIv  ŽKwy ≈—ÚŁÓtÔ Ë	×LÒbÔ .
64 Ms Rabat: �w Ð�Új .
65 Ms Rabat: ËÓÝÓLÓXÚ √	Od «*R	M5 šö�WÏ .

66 Ms Rabat:  Ë¼Úu ¹ÔLÓNÒbÔ .
67 Ms Rabat:  ŽÔOu½ÓMU .
68 Ms Rabat:  ½³U 	s «�M]³UÓ¡ «�FEOr  &�Òb Ú .
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¥±ËÝd¹d…Ï œÓ—ÓÃÓ «�e	UÊ ËŠÔJÚLÔNU	²MÓIÒqÏ 	U ÐÓOÚMÓJÔrÚ 	Ô²ÓdÓœÒœÔ

µ±¹ÓNÚMw «*u«ÝrÓ √ÊÒ 	ÔDÚKoÓ –�Úd¼U√{Ú×Óv ¹Ôu—ÒŒÔ ÐUÝLJÔrÚ Ë¹ÔIÓO]bÔ

∂±—ÓłÓVÏ 	s «(ÔdÓÂ «�²w ŠdÒ	Ú²Ôr�¦öŁWÏ 
69

 ÝÓdÚœÏ Ë¼c« 	ÔHÚdÓœÔ

∑±�u �UÊ –« ýÓ�ÚhÌ ≈–« �Ó¦rÓ «�¦ÓdÓÈŠLb«Î *U √ËÚôÁÔ łÓb„̂Ó √ŠÚLÓbÔ

∏±	KJÚXÓ √Ó—ÚłU»Ó «�e	UÊ �Bd�ÔtÔ�pÓ šUœÂÏ Ë$u	tÔ √ÝÚFÓbÔ

π±�pÓ 	sÚ �OU�Ot ≈	U¡Ï šÔC]lÔË�c«„ 	sÚ √¹ÒU	t �pÓ √ŽÚ³ÔbÔ

∞≤�LU 	KJÚXÓ ÐOU{ÓtÔ ËÝu«œÓÁÔË«ô„Ó √ÐÚOÓiÔ √¼ÚKt Ë«_ÝÚuÓœÔ

±≤Ë�Ó�LÚXÓ �Ot łLOqÓ �FÚKpÓ ��ÚLWÎ√³×ÚXÓ ðFÚb‰Ô ÐOMNU ËðAdÒœÔ

≤≤√	ö�ÔtÔ «�FÔKÚOÓU ÐAÔJÚd„Ó ðÓBÚFbÔË	ÔKu�ÔtÔ «��ÔHÚKÓv �c�Úd„Ó ð�−bÔ

≥≤Ë«_	Úf 	Ó�ÚdË—Ï 0U “ËÒœð]tÔË«�OuÂÔ 	ÔGÚ²Ó³jÏ ÐIÔdÚÐpÓ Ë«�ÚGÓbÔ

¥≤ýOÓrÏ ≈–« √ÔÝÚMbÓ Ú √šÚ³U—Ô„ÓŽs �ÓCÚKJrÚ �S�v «�M³u]… ðÔ�ÚMÓbÔ

µ≤½ÔELÓXÚ 	sÓ «�Id«Ê žÔd^ HUðJrÚ��u«¡Ï «�IU—Í �ONU Ë«*ÔMÚAbÔ

∂≤Ë≈–« ðMUË�ÓX «��FUœÓ…Ô 	UœŠUÎ√ŁÚMÓv Ë�KÚLÓLÚbËÕ 	Ó−ÚbÏ 	Ô�ÚFbÔ

∑≤¹U ŠÔ−ÒWÓ «�Kt «�²w ÐÔdÚ¼U½ÔNU�U�ALf ÐU¼dÔ ½u—¼U ô¹Ô−Ú×ÓbÔ

∏≤√ÐÚIÓv �pÓ «�d]ŠÚLUÊÔ  �U�KÓpÓ «�cÍ√	Ú�ÓXÚ ŽÔö„Ó Ðt ðÔ×U◊Ô ËðÔFÚCÓbÔ

π≤¼u ÐU»Ô —ŠÚLÓ²pÓ «�cÍ 	ÓsÚ �ÓrÚ ¹ÓBqÚ	MtÔ �³U»Ô «�d“Ú‚ ŽÓMtÔ 	ÔuÓbÔ

∞≥Ë�HOqÔ œË�²pÓ «�cÍ ÐGMUztËŁMUztŠÓ�MUðÔNU ðÓ²Ó−ÓbÒœÔ

±≥�Óu]{²ÓtÔ �w «_	Úd ≈ôÒ √½ÒtÔ	ÓlÓ –«„ ¹ÔBÚ‡b—Ô ŽsÚ ŽÔö„Ó Ë¹Ôu—œÔ

≤≥¹FÚ²Ób^ √	ÚdÔ„ ÞUŽWÎ ËŽ³Uœ…Î≈ÊÚ �UÊÓ œËÊ «�Kt šKÚoÏ ¹ÔFÚ³ÓbÔ

≥≥½ÓBÓdÓ Ú ÐMu —Ô“=¹pÓ ¬‰Ó 	Ô×ÓL]bÌ�U�KtÔ ¹ÓMÚBÔdÔ √	ÚdÓ¼ÔrÚ Ë¹ÔRÓ¹ÒbÔ

¥≥ŠÓHEÔu« ü‰ «(U�k «(ÔdÓÂÓ «�²w√{Ú×ÓXÚ ÐBbÚ‚ ËôzNrÚ ð²Q�]bÔ

µ≥�uÂÏ ≈–« �FKu« «'ÓLOqÓ ðÓFÓL]bÔË«Ë≈–« —Ó√Ë« šÓDÓU «*Ô�w¡ ðÓGÓL]bÔË«

∂≥ýUœÓ «_łÓq^ «�MUdÔ «*Ô×ÚOw �ÓNÔrŽeÒ«Î ¹Óc‰^ �tÔ «_ŽÓe^  «_ÚOÓbÔ

∑≥–ÔšÚdÔ «_zLÒW ÐqÚ ËÓ�ON̂ÔrÔ «�cÍðÔ¦ÚMÓv šÓMUdÔ¼ÔrÚ ŽÓKÓOÚt ËðÔFÚIÓbÔ

∏≥ŽÓCÔbÔ «ù	UÂ «*ÔIÚ²ÓMw �HCUzqÌ	MNU «��b«œÔ  �bÓ¼ÚdÁ Ë«�Ú�RœÓœÔ

π≥�OÚYÏ ¹Ôd¹pÓ «�³ÓdÚ‚Ó �w 	Ó²Ús «�CÔ³ÓU 
70

	U÷Ì ¹Ô−Ód=œÔÁÔ ËÞdÚ·Ï  √ÓłÚdÓœÔ

69 Ms Rabat:  �Ó²ÓöðÔtÔ . 70 The reading of Ms Rabat is unclear: �w 	Ó²Ús «�CÔ³U   or  �w 	Ó²Ús «�BÓ³U .
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∞¥≈ÊÚ �UœÓ √	Úö„Ó «�e	UÊ ËÝUœÓ¼rÚÞÔdÒ«Î  �u«�bÔÁÔ «_łÓq^ «��ÓO=bÔ

±¥«�BU�̀Ô «�NUœÍ «�cÍ ŽCb«�NÔbÈ	s 	FÚAÓdÌ ÐCOUzt �rÚ ¹ÓNÚ²ÓbÔ

≤¥Ë√“«‰Ó łÓuÚ—Ó ÐÓMw 	ÔMUœÌ ŽÓbÚ�ÔtÔ«�BU�w Ë√ÚKÓ̀Ó —«¹ÔtÔ 	U √�Ú�ÓbÔ

≥¥Ë«ÝÚ²ÓMÚIÓcÓ «_Ó¹ÚLUÊÓ 	sÚ √¹b¹NrÔÐOÓbÌ �ÓNU �w �q= U(WÌ ¹ÓbÔ

¥¥	ÓKpÏ ðÓIu‰Ô *Ó−ÚbÁ —ÔðÓVÔ «�FÔKÓv«ÚFbÚ�ÓQ½ÚXÓ ÐNU √ŠÓo^ Ë√½Ú−ÓbÔ

µ¥√ŁÚMÓv ŽKv ¬ôzt ÐLÓMU�VÌ	MNU «�IBUzbÔ Ë«�IMU «*Ô²ÓIB=bÔ

∂¥�uô ŠÓLObÔ �FU�t Ë	IU�t	U �U“Ó ÐU(ÓLÚb «�K�UÊÔ Ëô «�OÓbÔ

∑¥�uô ýÓd¹nÔ šö�t Ëłö�t�r ¹ÔbÚ—Ó 	U 	ÓFÚMÓv «(−Óv Ë«��uœÓœÔ

∏¥�uô «�FOUÊÔ Ë	U ðÓdÓÈ 	s �ÓCÚKt�UÊ «�JLU‰Ô ŠJU¹WÎ ðÔ�Ú²ÓFÚ³bÔ

π¥�r √šÚ²BdÚ ÓdÚÕÓ «*Ób¹` Ë«½]LU½ÓHbÓ «�JöÂÔ Ë�ÓCÚKÔJrÚ ô ¹MÚHÓbÔ

∞µË«(ÓLÚbÔ √œÚ½Óv šbÚ	WÌ  	ÓHÚdË{WÌ_łÓq= 	ÓsÚ ¹Ô¦ÚMv ŽKOt Ë¹Ô×ÚLbÔ

±µËÐÓIUƒÔ�ÔrÚ �KÒt √�Ú³ÓdÔ ½FÚLÓWÌ≈¹ÒUÁÔ �ONU ½Ó�Ú²ÓF5Ô Ë½ÓFÚ³ÔbÔ

The poem to rhyme jimâli, Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan  does not contain this poem.  Ms D,
on which this edition is largely based, does not contain this poem either. The poem does
appear in Ms Rabat, p. 171-173!  The poem to rhyme Ìanînu jimâli consists of 52 lines.
The following lines of prose form an introduction, Ms Rabat: “In honour of Al-Åâfir and
his Vizier Al-∑âliÌ, he also said the following…”

Ë�U‰ √¹CU 1ÚbÕÔ «�EU�d ËË“¹dÓÁÔ «�BU�`Ó

±√ÝLU¡Ô �ÓbÚ—Ì √ÂÚ ÝLU¡Ô łö‰ÌË{OU¡ Ðb—Ì √Â ŠM5Ô łLU‰

≤Ë	ÓIÓd^ 	KpÌ √ÂÚ �Ód«—…Ô —ŠLWÌÝÔIwÓ «�uŠÚwÔ 	MNU ÐMu¡ ýÓuÒ«‰

≥ô –ÓÂ] ŽMbÍ �KOU�w ÐÓFÚbÓ 	UÝL×ÚXÓ ÐLU �rÚ ¹Ó−Úd �w ¬	U�w

¥ÐÓK]GÚ²ÓMw ¼U–« «*ÓIUÂÓ Ë�rÚ ¹JÔsÚ�FÓEOr ¼O³Ó²t ¹Ó�OdÔ Ð³U�w

µ√ÓðÓQ	ÒqÔ «�Mu—Ó «*Ô³5Ó ËœË½ÓtÔÝ²ÚdÏ 	sÓ «ùŽÚEUÂ Ë«ùłÚö‰

∂Ë√ýU¼bÔ «*NbÍ] ≈ôÒ √½ÒtÔ�w «)ÓKÚo 	NÚbÍy Ð³öœ łÔNÒU‰

∑�Ó�ÓLUÎ √	OdÓ «*R	M5Ó 0U√—È 	s —ÔðÚ³WÌ ŽKu¹ÒWÌ Ë	FU‰

∏≈ÊÒ «*ÓLU�pÓ Ë«*ÔKu„Ó ÐQÝÚd¼UŽÓuÚ‰Ï ŽKv ¼c« «*IUÂ «�FU�w

π√�Ú�ÓLÚXÔ 	U �ÓuÚ‚Ó «�³�ODW 	¦ÚKtÔ	s –«zI5Ó ŠIOIWÎ ÐLÓ−U‰

∞±{ÓK]XÚ ÐBOd…Ô 	ÓsÚ ¹Ôu«�w žÓOÚdÓÁÔ√Ëôzw 	ÓsÚ ¹ÓAÚdÍ ¼ÔbÈÎ ÐCÓö‰
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±±¼c« ¼u «�Mu—Ô «�cÍ ýNbÓ Ú �tÔ“Ô¼ÚdÔ «�Ju«�V 	s 	JUÊÌ ŽU�w

≤±¼c« ¼u «�M]³U «�cÍ «�Ú²Ó�ÓdÓ Ú Ðt«�FKLU¡Ô �w «�b½OU ŽKv «'NÒU‰

≥±¼c« ¼u «��d^ «�cÍ �u �r ðJsÚ�w «_—÷ 	U √	MÓXÚ 	sÓ «�e�Úe«‰

¥±¼c« ¼u «�M�ÚqÔ «'Kw^ �¦oÚ ÐtË«Ý²GÚs ŽsÚ ½ÓEÓdÌ Ë«ÝÚ²bÚô‰

µ±¼c« √	OdÔ «*R	M5Ó  ËŽBÚLÓWÔ«�b¹s «(MOn Ë�³ÚKÓWÔ «_	Ú¦U‰

∂±�uô «�Bö…Ô ŽKv √ÐOt ËłÓbÒÁ�r ¹ÓdÚ÷Ó 	MÒU U�̀Ó «_ŽÚLU‰

∑±¹U šÓOÚdÓ 	ÓFÚeÔË> ��ÓOÚd √—ÔË	ÓWÌË√łÓq] 	ÔMÚ²Ó�VÌ _�ÚdÂ ¬‰

∏±ðÓNÚMw «_¼KÒWÓ žÔdÒ… �p �rÚ ðÓ�ÓnÚ	Óf] «*×U‚ Ëô «½Ú²IU’Ó �ÓLU‰

π±—	CUÊÔ 	¦ÚqÔ Ýu«Á ≈ôÒ √½Òt√ÞUÐÓtÔ ®√žÚöÁÔ© �ÓCÚ‡KÔJr ŽKv «_	Ú¦U‰

∞≤�uô ËÔłÔu»Ô OU	t Ë�OU	t	U �UÊÓ 	ÔHÚ²�d«Î ŽKv ýÓuÒ«‰

±≤ýÓdÓ�Ú²ÔrÚ 	IÚb«—Ó �OKW �ÓbÚ—ÁŽsÚ �ÓbÚ— √¹ÒUÂÌ ÐQÔ¼Ú³Ó²t Ë�OU‰

≤≤Ë�c«„ 	ÓsÚ ôŠÓEÚ²ÔLuÁÔ 	s «�u—È�Ó×ÓEÓ²ÚtÔ ŽOÚsÔ «��ÓFÚb Ë«ù�Ú³U‰

≥≤�KEÒU�d «�AÓdÓ·Ô «�cÍ �rÚ ¹HÚ²�dÚÐMÓEOdÁ √¼qÔ «�e	UÊ «)U�w

¥≤«�BU�̀ «*Kp «�cÍ ŽCbÓ «�NbÈÐ²×ÓLq̂ «_Ž³U¡ Ë«_ŁÚIU‰

µ≤½U	XÚ ŽOuÊÔ «)ÓKÚo 	KÚR łHu½NU	ÔcÚ ÐU Ó ¹JÚKÓ‡R¼U Ë½FÚrÓ «�JU�w

∂≤“ŠHXÚ ÝÓ×U»Ô ŁÓu«»Ì ËŽIU»ÌÐ�Ó×UzV «_—Ú“«‚ Ë«üłU‰

∑≤Ë√žUÀÓ œË�WÓ ¬‰ √ŠLbÓ ÐÓFÚbÓ	U«{ÚDdÐÓXÚ Ë¬–ÊÓ þKN̂U ÐeË«‰

∏≤�uô ÞÔKuŸÔ Þö¹l Ëœ�UŽÔtÔÐ−öœ √Žb«zJrÚ Ëłb«‰

π≤�r ¹Ó³ÚoÓ �w √ŽÚLU‰ 	BÚdÓ �K=NU√ŠÓbÏ _ÐMU¡ «�M³w= 	Ôu«�w

∞≥�KÒt ŽÓeÚ	Ó²ÔtÔ «�²w �rÚ ðÓ¦ÚMNUšu·Ô «�dÓœÈ Ë	ÓAÔu—…Ô «�FcÒ«‰

±≥½ÓBÚdÔ «_zLÒW žOÚdÔ 	MIÓKÓVÌ≈�v ŽÓbÓÂ «�MÒBÚd Ë�Ó¦Úd… «)ÔcÒ«‰

≤≥	Ô�Ú²ÓMÚB×UÎ bÚ‚Ó «�MHu”Š²Òv ¬�ÓXÚ ÐF³ÒU”Ì �AÓd= 	Ó¾U‰

≥≥{U�XÚ ŽKOt ÐNU 	c«¼VÔ —«¹tË«(uÚ‰Ô ¹ÔEq^ ŠOKÓWÓ «)²U‰

¥≥ðd�Ú²Ó‡tÔ 	sÚ ÐFÚb «�Jd«	W Ë«ÐÚMÓtÔË¼LU ŠÓKOHU –�]WÌ Ë½ÓJU‰

µ≥łUœðÚNÔLU 	MÚtÔ Ý×UzVÔ ½IÚLÓWÌ	Ô×ÓL]d…Ì ðÓNLw ÐuÓ¹Úq ÓËÓÐU‰

∂≥≈ÊÒ «_łÓq] «�MUdÓ «ðÒ³ÓlÓ «�cÍ√Ë{×ÚXÓ 	sÚ ÝÔMÒWÌ Ë	¦U‰

∑≥Ë�HU„Ó 	U «ÝÚ²ÓJÚHÓOÚ²ÓtÔ Ð�OUÝWÌ�r ðÔu Ó 	s —Ó¹ÚVÌ Ëô «Ý²FÚ−U‰

∏≥“«ÊÓ «�AÓ³O³ÓWÓ ÐU�uÓ�U— Ë�rÚ ¹�dÚ�OMU Ð�Od… 	ÔFÚ−ÓVÌ 	Ô�Ú²U‰
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π≥*ÒU žÓb« Ð�ö‰ ŽÓbÚ�pÓ ¹ÓIÚ²ÓbÍ�w «)ÓKÚo �r ¹FÚKÓoÚ  �Nr Ð�Óö‰

∞¥�ÓHÓXÚ 	ÓNUÐ²ÔtÔ «_�Ôn] �ÓIB]dÓ ÚšÓDÚuÓ «*EU�r ÐÓFÚb Þu‰ 	Ó−U‰

±¥ËÐÓ�DXÓ —«ŠÓ²ÓtÔ �U	ÔdÚ �ÓOÚCUÎËÓ—ÓŽUÎ ŽÓs «_—ÚË«Õ Ë«_	Úu«‰

≤¥	KpÏ ≈–« «ÝÚ²Ó¦ÚMU„Ó √Ú³`Ó ¹ÓAÚ²ÓJwŽÓbÓÂÓ «�M]EOd Ë�KÒWÓ «_ýÚJU‰

≥¥	U ðÔMÚJdÔ  «_	Úö„Ô ¹uÚÂÓ ðÓHUšÔdÌÐLMU�V «_�Úu«‰ Ë«_	Ú¦U‰

¥¥≈ÊÒ «ÐÚsÓ —Ô“Ò¹pÌ ¹Ó²OLWÔ  œÓ¼ÚdÁ ËËÓŠObÔÁÔ�w «�HÓCÚq Ë«ù�ÚCU‰

µ¥Ë≈½ÒtÔ ¹uÂÓ «�AÓ−UŽW Ë«�MÒbÈžOÚYÔ √½Úe«‰Ì Ë�ÓOÚYÔ ½e«‰

∂¥ðÓdÓ�uÁÔ �w √ÝÚLUzt ô �FÚKt	U ½ÓHÚlÔ √ÝÚLU¡Ì Ðö √�ÚFU‰

∑¥	KpÏ ðIu‰Ô �tÔ 	Ó�UŽw 	Ó−ÚbÁ�uÚôÎ ¹Bd�ÔtÔ ��UÊÔ «(U‰

∏¥ô ðÓHÚ²Ó�dÚ ≈ôÒ ÐMÓHÚ�pÓ ËÓŠÚbÓ¼U�U�b]¼ÚdÔ 	s ŠÓ�ÓMU  �FÚKpÓ ŠU‰

π¥ðGÚKÔu ËðÓdÚšÓhÔ —�ÚFÓWÎ ËðÓu«{ÔFUÎËŽÓ−³ÚXÔ 	s ýÓwÚ¡Ì  —šOhÌ žU‰

∞µ�UÝÚKÓrÚ √	OdÓ «*R	M5Ó 	Ô³ÓK]GUÎ�w «�BU�̀ «�NUœÍ √ŽÓe= 	¦U‰

±µËðÓLK]OU ýÓdÓ·Ó «(OU… Ëô —√ ÚŽÓOÚsÔ «�NÔbÈÓ �JÔLU “ÓË«‰Ó þö‰

≤µ¼MO²ÔLU 	U ý¾²ÔLU ËÓŽÔö�ÔLU	Ó×ÚdËÝÓWÔ «�GÓbÓË«  Ë«üU‰

Poem to rhyme lâmi©u, Ms D does not contain this poem. Hence it is absent in the
edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan. The poem only appears in Ms Rabat, p. 128-131 and
consists of 47 lines. The introductory lines read (Ms Rabat): “In honour of Al-©Â∂id, he
says the following…”

Ë�U‰ √¹CUÎ 1bÕÔ «�FU{bÓ

±√łÓq^ �öÂÌ √ËœŽÓ²ÚtÔ «*Ó�U	lÔ�öÂÏ ŽKOÚt —ÓËÚ½ÓoÔ «(Óo= ô	lÔ

≤Ë¼c« 	ÓIÓUÂÏ �u ðd�ÚMU 	Ób¹×ÓtÔ_žÚMUÁÔ ½Ôu—Ï �úÐÔuÒ… ÝUÞlÔ

≥¹COoÔ 	Ó−U‰Ô «�Iu‰ �w 	bÚÕ žÓOÚd�ÔrÚË≈ÊÚ –Ô�dÓ Ú ¬ôƒ�ÔrÚ �ÓNÚuÓ Ë«ÝlÔ

¥Ë�ÓbÚ ½ÓDÓoÓ «�IÔd¬ÊÔ �OpÓ ÐJÔq= 	U ¹ÔIÓB=dÔ  œ«ÊÌ ŽsÚ 	Ób«ÁÔ ËýUÝlÔ

µËô�MÒLU ½Ô¦ÚMw ŽKOÚJrÚ ðÓIÓdÐ̂UÎ≈�v «�KÒt ≈–Ú √½Ú²Ôr �tÔ «�cÓ—«¹lÔ

∂Ë�KÒt �OJÔrÚ √œÚƒ—Ï ½³u¹ÒWÏ ËÝÓOÚdÏ¼ÔbÈÎ 	MÚtÔ šHwy Ë–«¹lÏ

∑ðÓd«ÁÔ Ë√ÓÝÚ²U—Ô «*ÓNUÐW œÔË½ÓtÔ�ö ¼u 	ÓJÚ²uÂÏ Ëô ¼u ýUÝlÔ

∏Ë�uô�r 	U ÐUýÓdÓ «_—Ú÷ ÝUzbÏÐuÔœ> Ëô √ËÚ	U ≈�v «_—Ú÷ ½U�lÔ

πŠÓKÓKÚ²Ôr 	sÓ «�ÚFÓKÚOU¡ ŠÓOÚYÔ ðÓH−]d ÚÝÔOÔu‰Ï Ð³Oi «*ÓJÚdÔ	U  œË«�lÔ
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∞±�Óö žÓdÚËÓ √ÊÚ ŠÓK]IÚXÓ �w łÓu= ÝÔuœÓœÌÐt ÞUzdÔ «�MÓ�ÚdÓ¹Ús œË½ÓpÓ Ë«�lÔ

±±Ë√Ú³Ó×ÚXÓ �Kb½̂OU Ë�Kb=¹s ŽU{b«ÎÐAÓdÚŽÓ²t —Ô{wÓ «�NÔbÓÈ Ë«�Ad«¹lÔ

≤±šÔKIÚXÓ �Nc« «�b¹s �KÚ³UÎ Ë½Uþd«ÎËžÓOÚdÔ„Ó �Ó×ÚHUÊÏ �tÔ Ë√{U�lÔ

≥±�ÓQ½²ÔrÚ ½Ó³w] «�b¼Úd “Ô¼ÚdÏ 	MOdÓ…ÏžÓu«—ÐÔNU Š²Òv «*NUœ ÞÓu«�lÔ

¥±≈–« �UÊÓ √	ÚdÔ «�KÒt ËÓ�ÚFUÎ ŽKOÚJÔrÔ�Ó�OÒUÊ �ÓNÚqÏ �Ot 	MÚJÔrÚ ËÓ¹ÓU�lÔ

µ±ËÓ�ÓbÚ ÐÓc] 	uÝv �ÓOÚbÓ �dÚŽÓuÚÊÓ 	ÔdÚ{FUÎËŠÔd=ÂÓ 	sÚ šuÚ·Ì ŽKOt «*Ód«{lÔ

∂±Ë�ÓK]rÓ ŽO�v Ë¼ÚuÓ �w «*NÚb �ÓuÚ	ÓtÔ0U –¼KÓXÚ 	MÚtÔ «�KÔLU Ë«*�U	lÔ

∑±ðÓLÓq] √	OdÓ «*R	M5Ó ÐbË�WÌ�NU «�KÒtÔ �U·Ì Ë«�JHOqÔ ÞözlÔ

∏±�u«¡Ï ðÓuÓ�Òv «�KtÔ —Ó�ÚlÓ 	ÓMU—ÁË�ÓsÚ ¹Ó�ÚHiÓ «_ŽÚb«¡Ô 	U «�KtÔ —«�lÔ

π±Ë“¹dÏ √�U	²ÚtÔ «)ö�WÔ �U�öÎ¹ÔHUË{ÔNU �w √	Úd¼U Ë¹Ôd«łlÔ

∞≤ðÓIu‰Ô �tÔ 	ÓNÚLÓv √ðÓv ðÓ�Ú²ÓAOdÔ¼U√ÓłbÚ 	U ðÓdÈ Ë«ÚbÓŸÚ ÐLU √½ÚXÓ UœŸÔ

±≤Ë	U �ÓuÒ{XÚ ≈ôÒ ≈�vÓ —√Í 	ÔAÚHoÌ¹Ô³Uœ—Ô �w √žÚd«{NU Ë¹Ô�U—ŸÔ

≤≤ŠÔ�UÂÏ �tÔ ÝÔLÚdÔ «�d	UÕ 	�UdÔËÐOiÔ «��Ou· «*ÔdÚ¼HU  ¹²UÐlÔ

≥≤≈–« U‰Ó �U�BFÚVÔ «�AJOLW 	ÔcÚŽsÏËÓ≈ÊÚ ½U‰Ó �U�ÚFUw «�IÓd¹×ÓW ÞU¹lÔ

¥≤�tÔ œ¹ÓLU ÐU”Ì łe¹qÌ Ë½UzqÌË�UƒÔ¼LU ¼UÂÌ 	ÓbÓÈ «�bÓ¼Úd ¼U	lÔ

µ≤½ÓbÈÎ Ë—ÓŠvÎ �w «��=KÚr Ë«(dÚ» �rÚ ¹ÓeÓ‰Ú�HÓOÚCNLU 	sÚ —«ŠÓ²ÓOÚt ¹ÓMUÐlÔ

∂≤ŠÓLÓv ŠÓuÚ“…Ó «ùÝöÂ Žs �Ôq= ÞU—‚Ì�Óö «��dÚ»Ô 	ÓDÚdË‚Ï Ëô «�AdÚ»Ô {UzlÔ

∑≤Ë�¦]dÓ √ŽÚb«œÓ «�HÔ²uÕ ÐFÓeÚ	WÌðÔMU{qÔ ŽsÚ œ¹s «�NÔbÈ ËðÔLUlÔ

∏≤ËœÓË]ŒÓ Ôs] «*ÔAd�5Ó ËÓÐÔd]¼ÔrÚ�ÓDUzlÔ 	s «ÝÚDu�t Ë�Óu«ÞlÔ

π≤Ë�w �Ôq= ¹ÓuÚÂÌ ðÓ−Ú²ÓKw «�FÓOÚsÔ 	MÚNÔrÔŽÓIUzqÓ 	Ó×Ú³u»Ï ≈�OÚNU �ÓözlÔ

∞≥ËłÓdÒœÓ 	sÚ –ÔšÚd «_zLÒW U—	UÎ¹Ô�U·Ô «*ÓMUËÍ �w ŠÓb=Á Ë«*ÓMU“ŸÔ

±≥ÝLU «�MUdÔ «*Ô×ÚOw ≈�v «�GU¹W «�²w¹Ô−Ób^ «_	U½w œË½ÓNU Ë«*ÓDU	lÔ

≤≥�Q	Ú�ÓXÚ �ÓtÔ 	sÚ ¬‰ —Ô“Ò¹pÓ √ÔÝÚdÓ…Ï¼ÔuÓ «�JÓn^ ŽMÚb «�³ÓDÚg ËÓ¼ÚwÓ «_UÐlÔ

≥≥≈–« —�³XÚ 	sÚ ŠÓuÚ�t ŠU‰Ó łÓOÚAÓtÔËÐÓOÚsÓ «�FbÈ ÝÔby 	sÓ «�Fe= 	U½lÔ

¥≥šKOqÔ √	Od «*R	M5Ó Ë–ÔšÚdÔÁÔËU—	ÔtÔ �w ŠOÚYÔ ðÓNÚ³Ôu «�IÓu«ÞlÔ

µ≥	ÓMU�VÔ 	Ó−ÚbÌ �ÓrÚ ŽÓdÓðÚNU �Óö�WÏ�ÓIÓbÚ łÓq] 	Ó²Ú³uŸÏ �b¹ÚNU ËðÓUÐlÔ

∂≥�ÓQ½]NLU �w —Ô�Ú³ÓW «*Ó−Úb �ÓuÚ�ÓVÏËÐÓbÚ—Ï Ë≈ôÒ «ÝÚrÏ Ë�FÚqÏ 	ÔCU—ŸÔ

∑≥≈–« –Ó�dÓ Ú žÓ�ÒUÊÔ ¹u	UÎ ŽÔö¼ÔLU�ÓLÓsÚ ½ÓNÚAÓqÏ �w œ«—ÂÌ Ë	Ô−UýlÔ

∏≥�OU ŽU{bÓ «�b¹s «(ÓMOn ËšÓOÚdÓ 	ÓsÚðÔAÓd]»Ô ÐU_ýÚFU— �Ot «*�U	lÔ
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π≥�ONÚMpÓ ŽUÂÏ �u ðÓ−�ÒrÓ ý�ÚBÓtÔÐÓb« 	MtÔ ËÓłÚtÏ —«zoÔ «(Ô�Ús —«zlÔ

∞¥�QÔ�dÒ Ú �tÔ «_½UÂÔ þ¾d«Î  ÐHÓCÚKt�KOfÓ �tÔ �w «�HÓCÚq ÞÔ‡dÒ«Î 	ÔMU“ŸÔ

±¥Ë	U �ÓCqÓ «_ŽÚu«ÂÓ ≈ôÒ �Q½ÒtÔ¹ÔR—ÒŒÔ �Ot ÐÓFÚiÔ 	U √½ÚXÓ U½lÔ

≤¥łKÓXÚ ³ÚmÓ �ÓuÚŁÓwÚ �OKt Ë½NU—ÁË�UzlÔ 	s √�ÚFU�JÔrÚ ËÓMUzlÔ

≥¥�QÓ¹ÒU	ÔtÔ «�GÔd^ «��ÓFOb…Ô √ÓŽÚ³ÔbÏ�ÓJÔrÚ Ë�OU�Ot ≈	U¡Ï šÓu«{lÔ

¥¥ŁÓMÓv ŽUÂÔ šÓLÚfÌ łObÓÁÔ 	Ô²KÓH=HUÎ≈�OÚJrÚ ≈�v √ÊÚ √ËÚłÓFÓ²ÚtÔ «_šUœŸÔ

µ¥Ë“«—Ó�ÔrÔ «�FObÔ «��ÓFObÔ 	Ô³A=d«Î�JÔrÚ ÐHÔ²ÔuÕÌ ½ÓBÚdÔ¼U 	Ô²²UÐlÔ

∂¥�ÓLÔ²=lÓ �Ôqy  	MJÔLU  ÐuÓ�O=t	ÓbÓÈ «�bÓ¼Úd 	U žÓMÒvÓ «(ÓLUÂÔ «��u«łlÔ

∑¥ËôÓ “«‰Ó ¼c« «�]b¼ÚdÔ ËÓ�ÚHUÎ ŽKOJÔLU	ÔIOrÔ «_Ë«šwÓ 	U √�UÂÓ 	Ô²U�lÔ

Poem to rhyme muttasimu; does not appear in Ms D, therefore it is not included in the
edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan. However, it is in Ms Rabat, p. 217-219. The poem is
introduced with the words: “In honour of Al-©Â∂id he also said the following…”

Ë�U‰ √¹CUÎ 1ÚbÓÕÔ «�FU{bÓ

±ŽUÂÏ Žs «��ÓFÚb Ë«ù�Ú³U‰ 	Ô³Ú²Ó�rÔË	uÝrÏ ÐbÓË«Õ «�Fe=  	Ô²]�rÔ

≤ËœË�WÏ �ÓCÚKÔNU �w «)ÓKÚo 	ÔMÚ²AdÏËýÓLÚKÔNU ÐS	UÂ «�FÓBÚd 	ÔM²ErÔ

≥«�FU{bÔ ŽU{bÔ «�b¹s «(MOn Ë�bÚ�Uœ Ú ŽÔd«ÁÔ 	sÓ «ù½ÚAIÓU‚ ðÓMÚHÓBrÔ

¥šKOHÓWÏ ÐU Ó œ¹sÔ «�KÒt 	ÔFÚ²ÓBLUÎÐ×Ó³ÚKt ËÐ×Ó³Úq «�KÒt ¹FÚ²ÓBrÔ

µ*ÒU √½U— Ú �MU √½Úu«—Ô ÐOFÓ²tðJÓAÒnÓ «�EK̂ÚrÔ Ë«½Ú−UÐÓX «�EK̂ÓrÔ

∂Ë√ýÚd‚Ó «�b¹sÔ Ë«�b½OU Ð³OÚFÓ²tË«�MU—Ô �u �r ðÓKỒÚ �rÚ ¹ÔFÚdÓ· «�FÓKÓrÔ

∑Ë—ŁÚXÓ ŽO�v ËŽO�v —ŠÚLÓWÎ ËÓ¼ÔbÈÎ�ÓQ½ÒJrÚ ÐÓOÒMU Ï ÐOMÓNLU —ÓŠrÔ

∏ÝUœÓ «ÐÚsÔ 	ÓdÚ.Ó �ÓLÒU «ýÚ²Ób] ÝUŽbÔÁÔË«�HUÞLOÒuÊÓ ýUœË« �³ÚqÓ √ÊÚ �ÔDrÔ

π√zLÒWÏ 	U ŽÓKLÚMU �Ó³ÚqÓ —ƒ¹²Nr√Ê] «(ÔEuÿÓ ÐKÓ¦Úr «_—Ú÷ ðÔIÚ²Ó�ÓrÔ

∞±�bÚ √šÚ³ÓdÓ Ú ÝÔuÓ—Ô «�HÔdÚ�UÊ √½ÒNrÔšözoÔ «�KÒt ô �ÔdÚ�UÊÏ ÐOMÓNÔrÔ

±±«�ÚJÓNÚqÔ Ë«�DHÚqÔ ýÓdÚŸÏ �w ýd¹F²NrÚË—Ô»] ŠKrÌ √ðv 	sÚ ÐFÚbÁ «(ÔKÔrÔ

≤±Ë�ÓbÚ —Ó√¹ÚMU ŽOU½UÎ �OpÓ 	U ýÓdÓÞÔu«	sÓ «�ÚJLU‰ Ë	U ÝÓMû« Ë	U ËÓÝÓrÔ

≥±≈ÊÒ «_¼KÒWÓ �u ¹ÓFÚKÓLÚsÓ 	U ŽÓKLÓXÚ√�Ú³UÐÔMU 	MpÓ �U½XÚ �OpÓ ðÓ�Ú²ÓBrÔ

¥±¹ÓKÚIU„Ó 	Ô�Ú²ÓIÚ³qÏ 	MÚNU �O×LbÔÁÔŽKv �IUzpÓ 	U÷Ì Ë¼ÚuÓ 	ÔMÚBÓdÂÔ
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µ±ŠÓd]	ÚXÓ ŽbÚôÎ ýÔNu—Ó «�bÓ¼Úd �UÞ³WÎ�ÓKÓOÚfÓ ¹ÔFÚdÓ·Ô 	MNU «_ýÚNÔdÔ «(ÔdÔÂÔ

∂±Ë√³Ó̀Ó «�IÓBÚdÔ 	Ó×Ú−ułUÎ Ë	ÔMÚ²Ó−ÓFUÎ�Q½ÒLU Šq] �Ot «(q^ Ë«(ÓdÓÂÔ

∑±�ÓBÚdÏ ¹ÔIÓ³]qÔ ÐU_�Úu«Á ðÓJÚd	WÎË«�d�ÚsÔ ¹Ôu	v ≈�Ot Š²Òv ¹Ô�Ú²ÓKÓrÔ

∏±�bÚ “«œ �w ýdÓ· «_	ö„ ÐqÚ šÓDÓd«_�Ú‡‡‡‡‡ö„ √ÊÒ �OU	ÓNU �JrÚ šÓbÓÂÔ

π±�LsÚ 	ÔKÔu„Ì ŽKv √Ðu«ÐJr “Ô	ÓdÔË	sÚ 	Ku«zJWÌ  ÐU�c�d ðeÚœŠrÔ

∞≤Ë≈ÊÒ √¹ÒU	ÓJrÚ œ«	XÚ 	Ô�KÒb…ÎÝUŽUðÔNU �ÔdÓ’Ï �úłÚd ðÔGÚ²ÓMÓrÔ

±≤Ë√ÊÒ œË�²JrÚ 	s ŠÔ�s ÝOdðJr�QÊÒ ¹IÚE²ÓNU �w þKÒNU ŠKÔrÔ

≤≤Ë«�MUdÔ «�cšÚdÔ �U�ONU Ë�U�KÔNUË	ÓsÚ Ðt �ÔAHÓXÚ Žs ËÓłÚNNU «�GÔLÓrÔ

≥≤√Ðu «�A−̂UŸ «�cÍ �uôÁÔ 	U ½ÓNÓCÓXÚ�KM]BÚd �Uœ	WÏ �ONU Ëô �ÓbÓÂÔ

¥≤√Že] ÐU�³U” Ë«ùŠÚ�UÊ ŠuÚ“ÓðÓNU�Kr ¹�OÒrÚ ÐNU šuÚ·Ï Ëô ŽÓbÓÂÔ

µ≤ð³Ó�ÒrÓ «�bÓÝÚXÔ 	sÚ —Ô“Ò¹pÓ Žs 	ÓKpÌðÓMÚ×j^ Žs �ÓbÚ—Á «_�Úb«—Ô Ë«�NLÓrÔ

∂≤	ÔIUÐqÏ �w 	IUÂ «*Ó−Úb 	ÔIÚ²³qÓ«_¹ÒUÂ ô GÓdÏ �ONU Ëô ¼ÓdÓÂÔ

∑≤√ýr^ √ÐÚKÓZÔ 	sÚ ŽÔ¦LUÊÓ “¹M²ÔtÔ √Ê �O‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡fÓ 	s ýOLÓ²‡t «�J³ÚdÔ Ë«�AÓLÓrÔ

∏≤¹bÚ½u Ë¹Ô³ÚFbÔ  �w ŠU�Ó²ÓwÚ ½ÓbÈÎ Ë—ÓœÈÎ�U�bÓ¼Úd ¹ÔMÚFrÔ √ŠÚOU½UÎ Ë¹ÓMÚ²IrÔ

π≤«�JU�qÔ «)KHU¡Ó «�d«ýb¹sÓ Ë	ÓsÚðd{vÓ «ù	U	WÔ Žs ¹u	OÚt ËðÓdÚ√ÂÔ

∞≥�Uœ Ú ≈�Ot “	UÂÓ «*ÔKp √—ÐFWÏ½BdÔ «�NÔbÈ Ë«�MbÈ Ë«��OnÔ Ë«�IKrÔ

±≥Ë¼Óc]ÐXÚ 	Mt šKoÓ «�bÓ¼Úd √—ÐFWÏ«�FKÚrÔ  Ë«(KrÔ Ë«*FdË·Ô Ë«�JdÓÂÔ

≤≥ËUŠÓ³ÓXÚ 	Mt �u‰Ó «�BbÚ‚ √—ÐFWÏ«�FÓNÚbÔ Ë«�uÓŽÚbÔ Ë«*O¦U‚Ô Ë«�c3Ô

≥≥ËÓb]�XÚ 	UœŠOt 	Mt √—ÐFWÏ«_ÚqÔ Ë«�HdŸÔ Ë«_šÚö‚Ô Ë«�OÓ²ÓrÔ

¥≥�U'ÓuÚ—Ô Ë«�MÓ−ÚqÔ Ë«ùýÚd«„Ô 	ÔMÚBÓbŸÏË«�FÓbÚ‰Ô Ë«'ÔuœÔ Ë«ù1UÊÔ 	ÔKÚ²Ó¾rÔ

µ≥�uô„ ÐFb √Ðw «�GU—«  	U —Ô�FXÚ_¼Úq –« «�Hs= √�Úb«—Ï Ëô ¼LÓrÔ

∂≥¼c« «�¦MU¡Ô «�cÍ łUœ Ú 	GU—ÝtÔ�w ÓuÚ» —«Š²pÓ «_½Úu«¡Ô Ë«�b¹ÓrÔ

∑≥Žu«—·Ï 	s łLOq «�BÓMÚl ŠÓLÒKÓNU	FU—·Ï ŠÓJLÓXÚ √ÊÚ ðÓFÚuÓ—Ó «(JÓrÔ

∏≥≈½Òw �ÓOÔFÚ−³ÔMw ýFÚdÍ Ë√�Úd½ÔtÔ≈�v ½Ób«�ÔrÚ �QÝÚ²Ó×w Ë√ŠÚ²ÓArÔ
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TRANSLATIONS

Summary: poem to rhyme maÒ©adu

The first 27 lines concern the Imâm. He is addressed as: “You have inherited from ©Îsâ
al-Fâ’iz.”  This was predetermined even before “the nights of the cradle”.  The idea of an
emanation emerges, first the Great Communication, then Lights, then a Body.  It makes no
difference whether the Imâm is old or young.  There is a secret journeying forward through
the course of time.

(New section discovered in Ms Rabat: verses 18-44)
Collectively the Rajabs form the Time. The nights are female slaves, the days are male

slaves. The person praised is the king of both black and white times and the black and
white inhabitants of those times are loyal to You.

Your qualities (Òifât) appear both in the Koran and in poetry, making the reciter of the
Koran and the reciter of poetry equal to one another.

As for the Regent, he is the Gate of Compassion, the Gate of the Sustenance of Life.
There is loyalty (walâ’) from the Banû Ruzzîk for the clan of the Imâm al-ÎâfiÂ.

Regarding Al-Ajallu NâÒir, the “Resurrector” and the “Treasure Chest”, some comments
are offered: he governs the Dahr, he is a Lion.  His father supports the Just Leadership
and has caused the injustice of the Banû Munâdin to cease.  And his father was told by
Glory: “Rise up!”

(End of the newly discovered section.)

Verse 45 is about ©Umâra himself and his relationship with the Imâm: the seeing with
one’s own eye. Perfection is not an “unlikely tale”. It is to do with His existence which is
a benefaction from Allah. There follows a passage from the Koran: “Him we ask for help
and Him we worship” for the Imâm’s existence is a benefaction from Allah.

In verse 42 the Banû Munâdin are named, but who they are is not disclosed. (The Banû
Munâdin are members of a royal dynasty from whom ©Abbâs and his son NaÒr are
descended. NaÒr murdered the Imâm and almost certainly did so on the orders of his father,
©Abbâs, who was at that time Al-Åâfir’s Vizier.)
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Translation of poem to rhyme maÒ©adu

Ms D: “Concerning Al-©Â∂id he said the following:
1 Is it the heaven of a kingdom, below which there is a seat for You? Or the throne of

godliness, above which there is a place of ascension for You?
2 Is it a portico of fame, the rooms of which are high? Or a Palace of glory plastered

with stars?
3 Is it the radiance of the countenance of Al-©Â∂id the son of Mohammed in the crown?

Or the light of Just Leadership which flames up?
4 He who arises is personified by honour; his glory is continued by ©Alî and Mohammed:
5 Two forefathers, whose replacement You have provided through organization and

regulation.
6 Your protection was, broadly speaking, for all subjects; thus the Polytheist and the

Monotheist received equal shares of Your justice.
7 You have united the group of Muslims through a bay©a which watched over the

organization of the kingdom when it was shattered.
8 You, Oh Amîr of the Believers, have personified a Caliphate which through both your

hands was dissolved and secured.
9 You have inherited a position from ©Îsâ, the son of Your uncle, a position which had

already been introduced before the nights of the cradle (layâlî l-mahdi) had come.
10 We can see You, and we cannot see You; only our thoughts follow (You) as a result

of the designation  (naÒÒ) of You as successor.
11 Due to You our limbs are jealous of our eyes; our eyes are envied because of Your

majesty.
12 You are information from the great communication (al-naba’ al-©aÂîm), whose lights

have become a body, but the Light itself did not become a body.
13 You are an honour which makes the greying elderly, the middle-aged and the beardless

youth all alike amongst Your people.
14 And You are a secret on the path of time, who moves among Your folk and re-appears

again.
15 May it make the Feasts happy that the looseness of their notation has now been clarified

and recorded on a date in Your name.
16 Rajab belongs to the sacred affairs which You have made respectful, thus its threads

are generally a sacred fabric; but this Rajab is unique.
17 Oh had it (Rajab) only been a personality when it kissed the earth in praise of what

Your forefather AÌmad had conferred upon it!”

(Beginning of the recently discovered passage.)
“18 You became king of the Rajabs of Time, thus its vicissitudes served You and its stars

were extremely fortunate.
19 As far as the nights of time are concerned, You have subdued female slaves; and

likewise with regard to its days, male slaves.
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20 Precisely in this way, You were king of the black and white territory, whose black
and white inhabitants were loyal to You.

21 You divided the beauty of Your energy, dividing it equally amongst them, as You
scattered it.

22 Its highest angels have risen up to thank You, whilst its lowliest kings have been
brought to prostration by Your reputation.

23 Yesterday was delighted with the provisions with which You furnished it, and Today
and Tomorrow are happy due to Your proximity.

24 When communications about Your character derive from an isnâd which emanates from
Your excellence, then they are traced to the Prophethood.

25 Your radiant qualities (Òifât) of leadership have been set in poetry based on the Koran,
thus the reciter of the Koran and the reciter of poetry are equal.

26 When Fortune grips a eulogist he sings a hymn of praise; however, the fame of the
mamdûÌ makes him blessed.

27 Oh Argument of Allah, whose evidence cannot be rejected, like the Sun blinding in its
light.

28 May the Merciful sustain Your Regent for You; a Regent through whom Your
exaltedness is protected and assisted.

29 He is the Gateway to Your Compassion (Bâbu raÌmatika); and the gate of the sustenance
of life (bâbu l-rizqi) is slammed shut for those who are unable to pass through.

30 And by praise and by songs, the Warrantor of Your dynasty will renew its beautiful aspects.
31 This dynasty delegated the issuing of commands to him; however, at the same time,

he introduced and executed things on the authority of Your exaltedness.
32 He counted Your order as a part of obedience and worship (©ibâda), if it is possible to

worship people other than Allah.
33 The Banû Ruzzîk helped the Clan of Mohammed, thereupon Allah will help and support

their affairs.
34 For the Clan of Al-ÎâfiÂ, they retained respectful positions which were ensured by the

genuineness of their “loyalty” (walâ’).
35 When they desire to do something beautiful,  the members of this (vizieral) clan  do

so deliberately (ta©ammadû); and when they see the mistake of a wrongdoer, they put
their swords in their sheaths (taghammadû).

36 Al-Ajallu al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî (the son of ™alâ’i© al-Malik al-∑âliÌ) raised up glory for
them, the extremely glorious and proud demean themselves before it.

37 He is the “Treasure Chest of the Imâms”; or rather their friend, for whom their little
fingers were crooked and united (in the enumeration of his good qualities).

38 The Support of the Imâm, Achiever of virtues which include the governing of his Dahr
and his material possessions.

39 He is a short-haired thoroughbred; a Lion who shows You the lightning on the blade
of a sword which cuts as he brandishes it. (Alternative version: He is a short-haired
thoroughbred; a lion who shows You a bolt of lightning on the back of the Zephyr,
cutting like a sword as he brandishes it.)
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40 Although he led and ruled over the kings of Time in their totality, his father is the
most majestic, the overlord (al-ajallu al-sayyidu):

41 He is Al-∑âliÌ, the Just Leader who has supported the Just Leadership  (scil., the Imâm)
in the midst of a people who did not allow his radiance to lead them.

42 His pure justice caused the injustice of the Banû Munâdin to cease and his insight
reformed what they  had brought about in their wickedness.

43 He rescued the sworn treaties from their hands with a hand which was effective in all
its pious deeds. (©Abbâs and NaÒr broke their oaths of loyalty when they murdered Al-
Åâfir.)

44 He is a king to whose Glory the ranks of the exalted chant the following: ’Rise on
high, because You are  the bravest and the most suitable!’”

(End of the recently discovered passage.)

“45 He (the poet) praised his (the Imâm’s, or the Vizier’s) favours, using praiseworthy
qualifications, including the qaÒîdas and the broken spearshafts (al-qaÒâ’idu wa l-qanâ
l-mutaqaÒÒidu).

46 Were it not for the praiseworthiness of his deeds and words, then neither the tongue
nor the hand would have garnered praise.

47 Were it not for the nobility of his qualities and his majesty, then  the deeper motif of
neither intelligence nor might would have been known.

48 Were it not for seeing with one’s own eyes, and what one sees of his excellence, then
perfection would have become an unlikely tale.

49 I have not summarised the explanation of the genre of madîÌ; however, it is simply
that my words are exhausted, yet Your excellency is inexhaustible.

50 And laudation of the most majestic person who has ever been glorified and praised, is
the most obvious compulsory duty.

51 Your existence is the greatest benefaction bestowed by Allah. For that we ask Him for
help and we worship Him.”
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Summary: poem to rhyme jimâli

In this poem, the first theme is one of religiously-orientated praise of the Imâm, followed
by a eulogy to the King. It appears that the title malik, “King”, is of significance to this
poem. It may be that the Vizier has recently been appointed “King” by the Imâm. The
titles of ™alâ’i© were given to him on the basis of an honorary proclamation (tashrîf) from
Al-Fâ’iz, the date of this proclamation being 4th day of Rabî© II, in the year 449 H. However,
in line 47 of the poem to rhyme jimâli, ©Umâra emphasises that in respect of this Vizier
these were not merely ecstatic words.

Translation of poem to rhyme jimâli

Ms Rabat: “In honour of Al-Åâfir and his Vizier Al-∑âliÌ, he also said the following:
1 Is it a heaven determined by fate (qadar) or a heaven of majesty?  And the glow of a

full moon or the desires of camels?
2 Is it the establishment of a kingdom or the foundation of Compassion, from which the

Revelation was watered by rain clouds from Shawwâl?
3 I offered the nights no reprimand; You have given to me so generously something

which could never have entered into my expectations.
4 You have enabled me to attain this position, one which I would never have aspired to

due to its awesomeness.
5 I observe the manifest light, in front of which a veil of esteem and awe hangs down,

however.
6 And I behold the Mahdî, but he is a Mahdî amongst men in the land of ignorant folk.
7 Oh Amîr of the Believers, I swear an oath by what I see here of an ©Alawid rank and

an exalted position:
8 ‘That the Kingdoms and Kings form in their entirety a support for this high rank.’
9 I swore that on the face of the earth there was no-one like Him to be found among

the tasters of deep truth.
10 The insight of people who are loyal towards another than the Praised One, these people

would sell Just Leadership in exchange for back-sliding.
11 This is the Light to whom the shining stars have borne witness from a high place.
12 This is the Message, as a result of which the ©Ulamâ’ have taken pride in the Dunyâ

rather than the Ignorant.
13 This is the Secret: and should You never have been on earth, then it would have had

no protection against tremors.
14 This is the clear line of Descent; so put your faith in it and dismiss all speculation

and questions of proof.
15 This is the Amîr of the Believers, and the Protector of the monotheistic (Ìanîfî) religion

and the prayer-direction of the symbols.
16 Had there not been benefaction for his father and his forefather, then he would not

have been satisfied with our pious works.
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17 Oh You, the Best, who can be traced back to the best origins, and oh You, the most
Distinguished who are a descendant of the most noble clan (âl)!

18 The crescent moons are indeed fortunate in Your radiance, which was never fearful of
contact with darkness, nor of diminution of perfection. (scil., due to his radiance the
Imâm himself is an eternally full moon.)

19 Rama∂ân is the same as the other months, except that Your favour gave it good value,
placing it above its equals.

20 Were there not the obligation of its Fast and its other activities, then it would have
been no prouder than Shawwâl.

21 You were highly exalted, just as the importance of its Qadar-night is exalted above
the importance of the days and the nights, and that which accompanies them.

22 Similarly, one amongst mankind who is observed by You, is equal to one who is noticed
by the eye of fortune and success.

23 Al-Åâfir has so much Honour that no other person from a bygone age could boast of
such honour.

24 He (scil., the Vizier Al-Malik al-∑âliÌ) is the Pious One, the King (Al-∑âliÌi al-maliki)
who supports the Just Leadership by bearing both burdens and heavy things.

25 The eyes of the people have been plunged into deep sleep since he started guarding
them by night; and how pleasant is this Guardian!

26 The clouds of reward and punishment carry with them clouds of sustenance and
preordained death.

27 He helped the Dynasty of the Âl AÌmad, after it had been brought into confusion, and
after its shadow had acknowledged that it would soon end.

28 If the emergence (†ulû©) of ™alâ’i© had not taken place, and if he had not defended
You by  fighting against and disputing with your enemies,

29 Then there would not have been one person left in all the districts of Egypt who would
have remained loyal to the sons of the Prophet.

30 What marvellous powers of decision he has,  neither bowed down by fear of ruin, nor
by the council meeting of censors!

31 The Victory of the Imâms does not change into a Defeat or a multitude of deserting
people.

32 Thus he sought advice from the truthfulness of the souls, until they had brought ©Abbâs
to the worst end.

33 Because of the souls the directions of his banners were narrow, while the sly-eyed
people (al-Ìûlu, according to the Lisân al-©Arab: the Crusaders) continually practised
the deceit of the stealthy hunter.

34 After they had been elevated, since they both became allies of low behaviour and
underwent exemplary punishment, You have abandoned him and his son.

35 His (scil., the Vizier’s) clouds of Red Revenge throw themselves against the pair of
them, filled with Woe and Disaster.

36 Indeed, Al-Ajallu al-NâÒir (scil., the son of the Vizier) has imitated what you had made
clear through Sunna and Example.
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37 You should obtain satisfaction from what you have entrusted to leadership (siyâsa),
unaffected by doubt or haste:

38 He adorned youth with dignity, and when he was amongst us, he did not lead the life
of a conceited braggart.

39 When he came amongst the people to imitate the characteristics  of your Justice, for
their sake, he did not hold tightly to disorder.

40 Awe of him was sufficient for the hands of his people because, after a protracted period,
it restrained injustice.

41 And you have unclosed his palm; command then an abundance of grace in godly fear
for the safety of human spirits and riches.

42 Any king would begin to complain about the absence of an equal or a like minded
soul, but You are an exception.

43 On the day that they boasted to each other about the good quality of their words and
deeds, the kings themselves did not deny

44 That Ibn Ruzzîk is the unique pearl of his Dahr and will be unparalleled  in his
excellence and charity;

45 And that on the day of bravery and abundant dew, he is a rain cloud of gifts (ghaythu
anzâl) and a lion on the field of battle (laythu nizâl).

46 They named him  freely, not paying attention to his actions, but what is the use of
names without deeds?

47 He is a king, for whom the ambitions of glory speak favourable words, words the
Language of Things would like to take charge of.

48 Be proud of nothing but Your soul alone, then the Dahr will be ornamented by the
pure jewels of your deeds.

49 You are both expensive and cheap, in highness and humbleness; and I was surprised
by something which was both cheap and expensive.

50 Fare thee well, Oh Amîr of the Believers, for whom Al-∑âliÌ, the Just Leader, has
been given (muballaghan) as a most noble example.

51 And may both of You enjoy  for a long time the high honour of life and may the eye
of Just Leadership never see the end of your shadows.

52 May You both be happy for as long as you desire, while your mutual Loftiness is
protected in both its morning and its evening hours.”
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Summary: poem to rhyme lâmi©u

“The most distinguished word is a word of deep truth. The Koran has related everything
about You. We praise You, because You are a dividing screen between us and Him: Allah
has in you a number of ad’ura nabawiyya (Prophetic Abodes) and a sayr (an orbit).  From
these Just Leadership emerges both secretly and openly.

You are descended from on High. You are an ©Â∂id for the Dunyâ and Dîn. For religion
You are both the heart and the pupil of the eye, and the other people are but simply ribs.

Oh Prophet of the Dahr!  You bring light.  When the amr (command) of Allah descends,
both old and young are equal.  As a baby, Moses found a wet-nurse for himself, although
Pharaoh had forbidden the wet-nurses to offer help through their milk. As a baby, ©Îsâ spoke
to his people.

(Verse 17:) Oh Amîr of the Believers, Allah is the protector of Your Dynasty; and ™alâ’i©
is the Regent. This Regent has protected the dwelling of Islam. (verse 28:) The Polytheists
are humiliated by qa†â’i©u “the feudal system of property”, i.e., their lands have been taken
from them and meted out to the Believers; and by qawâ†i©u “swords” from the fleet of the
Regent.

(Verse 29:) Women have been unveiled, but they loved their veils greatly.71

Al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî is the Regent’s sword, but he is not alone: other members of the Âl
Ruzzîk offer support. He (the Regent) is a star and a friend of the Amîr al-mu’minîn, both
his Dhukhr (Treasure Chest) and his Sword.  This friend and the Amîr are like a Star and
a Full Moon.  Both can also be compared to a phenomenon which appears in Arabic
grammar: a noun and an imperfect tense who agree with each other.

The tribal federation of Ghassân is easily surpassed by both of them.  (Here the Regent
and his son are apparently being referred to, because these two members of the clan of
Ruzzîk were affiliated to the Ghassân).

However, one might ask what the position of the others was, for example Nahshal and
Mujâshi©? Both of these were sub-clans of Dârim, to whom the poet Farazdaq once belonged.
And Farazdaq was of pure Arabian lineage.

On behalf of a specific year, congratulations are being offered, and the following is said:
Oh ©Â∂id, oh Supporter of the Ìanîfî (monotheistic) religion!  May you be congratulated

on the year which has gone by. Humankind is now Your wet-nurse.
©Âmu khamsin (Year  Five) has become a person and is inclining its neck towards You.

Oh ©Â∂id, may both You and Your Regent be like a walî (loyal friend) to each other and
may You remain so for all Dahr!

Thus the Imâm and the Regent will continue to support each other. The Dahr must be a
waqf, in order to maintain the Brotherhood for them.”

71 An alternative translation would read: “but they loved the sails
greatly”.
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Translation of poem to rhyme lâmi©u

Ms Rabat: “In honour of Al-©Â∂id, he said the following:
1 The most distinguished word which was entrusted to the hearing of man, is a word

over which the radiance of deep truth is sparkling.
2 Here is the highest rank: suppose that we had refrained from eulogising him, then the

light of fatherhood shining on high would have been sufficient for him.
3 In the eulogising of others  the sphere of speaking is limited; but if Your beneficence

is named then it is greatly increased.
4 The Koran has pronounced everything about You, in Your domain both those close by

and those far removed are most imperfect.
5 When seeking proximity to Allah we praise You, because You act as a screen in front

of Him.
6 Among Your people Allah has Prophetic abodes (ad’urun nabawiyyatun) and an orbit

(sayrun), from which Just Leadership emerges, both in secret and openly.
7 You can see him, although the veils of awe are still between him and us; thus he is

neither hidden nor yet far and wide renowned.
8 And had You not wandered there, then no prince would have treated the earth with

love, and no corrective power would have made a sign towards the earth.
9 You have descended from on High to the place where torrents clear themselves a path,

whilst driving foaming blessings forwards.
10 Thus it is no surprise that You circle around in the air of Lordship, where a bird from

the constellation of the Two Eagles alights at a lower point.
11 And You have become an ©Â∂id (Supporter) for World and Religion, through whose

revelation Just Leadership and Laws have been satisfied.
12 For this religion You have been created as a heart and an eye, whilst others than You

form the tissue and the ribs.
13 Oh Prophet of the Dahr, thus Your people are shining luminous people, whose peaks

rise up above even the highest ground.
14 When the Command of Allah descends upon your people, then young and old become

as one.
15 Once before, Mûsâ had suppressed Pharaoh’s plot by using a wet-nurse (mur∂i©an, a

woman who gave him her breast when he was still a baby), although the wet-nurses
(al-marâ∂i©u), for fear of Pharaoh,  had become inaccessible. (Cf. Koran concerning
Moses, sura 20, verses 36-40 and sura 28, verses 7-13.)

16 ©Îsâ spoke to his people when he was still in the crib, with something which caused
bewilderment to people’s lips and ears. (Cf. Koran concerning Jesus, sura 3, verses
45-49.)

17 Oh Amîr al-Mu’minîn, may You enjoy for a long time a Dawla, over which Allah is
the protector, and ™alâ’i© the Regent.

18 You are a banner, whose shining light Allah has raised, and enemies will never lower
that which Allah himself has justly raised.
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19 The Caliphate has created as Warrantor a Vizier, who will take charge of its business
and control it.

20 Whenever the Vizier comes in order to advise it, the Caliphate says to him: “What is
your opinion?  Ensure that you bring to realisation whatever you plan to realise!”

21 It (the Caliphate) only gave authority to one who was sympathetic, one who dealt with
the aims of the Caliphate both promptly and quickly.

22 He is a Sword, he has the shafts of spears as sceptres, whilst the brightness of the
sharpened swords follows on behind.

23 When he attacks with violence, then the untamed are subdued despite having no bit in
their mouths; and should he give anything, then the wills of the rebellious will become
pliant.

24 As long as the Dahr continues, there shall be two types of rain; abundant severity and
gifts which drip down.

25 Dew in peace and a millstone in war, the sources of abundance of these two find no
end when flowing from the palms of his hands.

26 He guards the dwelling of Islam against every nocturnal raider; hence neither the herd
is attacked nor the drink wasted.

27 He has made the number of his conquests plentiful through a resolution which struggled
to defend the religion of the Just Leadership and argued on its behalf.

28 The pride and the anger of the Polytheists was humbled by the divisions (qa†â’i©u) and
cutting swords (qawâ†i©u) of his fleet.

29 And every day the Eye (of the Conqueror) strips the veils from the well-protected
women, for whom the veils are a beloved thing.

30 He drew a Sword, namely his Dhukhr al-a’imma (Treasure Chest of the Imâms), the
sharpness of which caused his intentions to be feared and his targets to be fearful.

31 Al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî rose to the challenge, but the wishes and desires of others were
aimed at a target far below.

32 The Âl Ruzzîk were a family to him, such that in an attack he was the hand and they
were the fingers.

33 When this family rode alongside him, there appeared between his army and the enemy
a barricade of defensive strength.

34 He is the Friend of the Amîr of the Believers; he is his Dhukhr and his Sword, there
where the qawâ†i© have risen on high.

35 With the honourable characteristics of glory which are not unexpectedly weakened, both
a leader and a follower are equally majestic.

36 In the sight of glory these two are a Star and a Full moon, or alternatively a noun and
an imperfect tense. (They are congruent and the one controls the other.)

37 When, on a certain day, Ghassân announces the Loftiness of them both, what then are
people such as Nahshal and Mujâshi© (i.e., Farazdaq’s clan), among the federation of
Dârim?

38 Oh ©Â∂id of the Ìanîfite religion, the best ever to have had poetry recited about him,
poetry which bathes the ears whenever it is recited!
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39 Let this year congratulate You, if it chooses to be an embodiment of Your person,
then it will appear with a countenance, pure in beauty and brilliance (râ’iqu l-Ìusni
râ’i©u).

40 Humankind as his wet-nurse recognised that he achieved excellence, because in all his
excellence he had no rival.

41 He only transcended the years by their being chronicled in him that which You were
going to do. (Notice the ©ilm al-ghayb ascribed to the Imâm here.)

42 Statutes and edicts of Your actions took away the stamp of uncleanness from its nights
and its days.

43 Its shining and happy days are male slaves to your people and its nights are humbled
female slaves.

44 Year Five bowed with its neck inclined towards Your people, until the veins in its
neck became painful.

45 The Feast of fortune has visited You and Your people with the happy tidings of
victories, victories which will be duly continued.

46 Allow each one of the pair of You to enjoy his walî (his friend) for the duration of
the Dahr, and for as long as the cooing doves sing.

47 May this Dahr never cease to be a waqf for either of You, You who maintain the
bonds of brotherhood for as long as the mountain Mutâli© continues to stand (near
BaÌrayn between Al-Sawda and Al-AÌsâ’).”

Summary: poem to rhyme muttasimu

A year smiles and lo and behold, a Dawla and the Imâm of the century!  Al-©Â∂id is
the “Supporter” of the monotheistic religion.  The handles have almost been broken off,
but there is still the cord of Allah and the Caliph holds on to that cord. Then there is also
the religion of Allah which holds tight to the cord of the Caliph Al-©Â∂id.  The Light of
his inauguration, his bay©a, shines over us.  He has inherited from ©Îsâ (his father) and ©Îsâ
(Jesus).  The son of Mary only ruled when his arms became strong. However, the Fatimids
ruled even before they were weaned (fu†imû).  (N.B.: there is a parallel with a poetic passage
in Al-Qâ∂î al-Fâ∂il, to which the present author refers in his article in Der Islam  68, 1991,
p. 261.)

Luck comes from kissing the ground and there is no distinction made between the Imâms:
the elderly and the child are alike.  Thus wisdom (Ìilm) comes even before adolescence
(Ìulum).

The moons argued with one another about the Imâm. Through him all the lunar months of
the Dahr have become equally sacred.  The Imâm stands above the Moon!  (After all, he
himself, and not the thin moon’s disc, determines when the Fasting should begin and end.)

The Palace is for pilgrims. Kings and heavenly spheres are the servants of the Imâm.
Kings are beside his door, angels push each other aside with the dhikr. The Dawla is in a
dream influenced by the Imâm’s way of life, his sîra.  Al-NâÒir Abû l-Shujâ© is Guarantor.
The throne smiles, revealing a Ruzzîk king who encounters young days.  He is proud, unlike
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©Uthmân who was not proud; and this was precisely the zîna (beautiful aspect) of ©Uthmân!
(It is not certain whether the poet intends to be mocking or ironic with this description.)

The Imamate is content with the Kâfil, the Regent. He acquires the reins of the kingdom
in four ways. The morals of the Dahr were made civilised in four ways.  The speaking of
Honesty was distinguished in four ways. Those who praised him were confirmed in four
ways: including al-Yatam, the Orphanhood.  (The Imâm Al-©Â∂id was, incidentally, an
orphan and, at the end of his Vizirate, ∆irghâm confiscated the “orphans’ money”.)

Polytheism was split and belief was restored. The new Vizier arrived after the death of
his father Abû l-Ghârât.  At the end of the poem the theme of poetry in exchange for
great gifts emerges.

Translation of poem to rhyme muttasimu

Ms Rabat: “In honour of Al-©Â∂id he also said the following:
1 Here is a year that smiles with luck and success, and a feast permeated with the aroma

of nobility.
2 And a Dawla whose excellence is spread amongst the people while its totality is

regulated by the Imâm of the century.
3 Al-©Â∂id is the Supporter (Al-©â∂id) of the Îanîfî religion, when its handles were almost

broken and split.
4 A Caliph whose cord the religion of Allah continues to grasp, while the Caliph holds

onto the cord of Allah.
5 Once the lights of his bay©a had given us light, injustice was taken away and darkness

vanished.
6 Religion and the Dunyâ gave light through his bay©a: if the fire had not appeared the

beacon would never have been recognised.
7 From both ©Îsâ and the other ©Îsâ, You have inherited mercy and Just Leadership, as

though both of them were offspring  of the same womb.
8 The Son of Mary only ruled once his arm had become strong; however, the Fatimids

ruled even before they were weaned. (Here the present author reads sâdû instead of
shâdû, otherwise the reading would  be “they constructed even before they were
weaned”.  Concerning Jesus, cf. Koran sura 3, verses 45-49.)

9 Before we saw the Imâms, we did not know that portions of good luck were dealt out
to those who kissed the ground.

10 The suras from the Koran (Furqân) have announced that they are creations of Allah
amongst whom no difference (furqân) can be made.

11 The elderly person and the young child are alike in their Sharî©a, by the time maturity
comes much patiently acquired insight has already been gained.

12 With our own eyes we have seen in You what humankind proposed as a precondition
for perfection; and what humankind established as law; and what humankind earmarked.

13 If the waxing moons knew what our intelligence knows of You, then they would quarrel
amongst themselves over You (scil, in order to be allowed to own You).
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14 One of these moons will come to meet You and whilst he is waning another passing
moon will praise him because he has met You.

15 Through justice You have hallowed all the months of the Dahr, so that the sacred
months are no longer distinguished from the others.

16 The Palace has become a place of pilgrimage, and of grazing, as if both the profane
and the sacred have been brought together there.

17 Out of respect a Palace is kissed by mouths; the corner stone is held in focus until
one touches it.

18 The honour of the kings, or rather the importance of the heavenly sphere, is increased
because its management consists of Your servants.

19 There are groups of kings and angels at your door, groups which push each other aside
with the dhikr.

20 May Your days be long, whilst the hours are opportunities which can be used as
rewards.

21 May Your Dawla live in such a beautiful way that its vigil becomes like a dream in
the shadow of its biography.

22 Al-NâÒir the “Treasure Chest” is its protector and its Warrantor, and the one who
removes the bewilderment from its expression:

23 Abû l-Shujâ©, – had he never been, then no single vanguard and no foot would ever
have taken a step towards victory.

24 Through severity and goodness he strengthened the enclosure, so that no fear and no
poverty could put up their tents within it.

25 The throne smiled, revealing a king descended from Ruzzîk, against whose honesty fates
and ambitions have sunk to the lowest levels.

26 He met in the ranks of fame the still young days, who were neither contemptible nor
elderly.

27 He is superior and radiant, his adornment comes from ©Uthmân who was neither proud
nor haughty.

28 Mercy brings him closer, while destruction distances him: just as the Dahr who
sometimes does good and then revenges himself once more.

29 The Warrantor for the Justly-proceeding Caliphs and for himself, over whose days of
comfort and sorrow the Imâmate is both content and merciful. (… wa-man tar∂â l-
imâmatu ©an yawmayhi wa-tar’amu).72

30 The reins of the kingdom were forwarded to him through four subjects: the Victory
(naÒr) of Just Leadership, Well-Being, the Sword and the Pen.

31 And, via him, the morals of the Dahr were made civilised in four ways: Scholarship,
Long-suffering insight, Eminent Morals and Magnanimity.

72 Lisân al-©Arab: “wa-yawmâhu: yawmu nu©min wa-yawmu bu’sin
fa l-yawmu hâhunâ bi-ma©nâ l-dahri ay dahrâhu kadhâlika”.
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32 And, via him, the speaking of honesty was accompanied by four items: a Contract, a
Promise, the Primordial Covenant (al-mîthâq) and Family Honour.

33 The words of anyone who provides him (the Imâm) with praise, are via him confirmed
by four things: a Root, a Branch, Morals and Orphanhood.

34 Injustice, ill-treatment and Polytheism have been cut to pieces; and once again Justice,
Charity and Belief are healed.

35 Had You not come after Abû l-Ghârât, then neither fate nor ambition would have been
raised in favour of the people of this Art.  (©Umâra begins to speak about his poetry
here.)

36 It is  this laudation whose nursery brings forth a good yield, because rains (announced
by the stars) have showered upon Your hand.

37 He loaded benefactions with good deeds.  Knowledge uttered the judgement that wise
sayings were all but blind.

38 My poems suit me well, and I also associate them with Your generosity; however,
I remain modest and unassuming.”
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